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INTRODUCTION

1 .1

HERITAGE SURVEY

1

Introduction

This heritage survey of the District Council of Hallett was undertaken by Danvers Architects for the
District Council of Hallett and the State Heritage Branch of the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources.
The objective of the survey was to provide a description and evaluation of the heritage resources of
the District Council of Hallett for the purposes of conservation, planning and assessment.
The principle aims of this heritage survey were to :
make recommendations for the entry of places in the State Heritage Register, and for the
declaration of State Heritage Areas ;
provide a list of places of local heritage value for inclusion in the Development Plan or for other
planning purposes; and
identify areas which could be declared Historic Conservation Zones , or otherwise incorporated
into local government planning.

1 .2

STUDY AREA

The study area incorporates the whole of the District Council of Hallett, as indicated on Figure 1 .1.
The district includes the whole of six hundreds, namely the Hundreds of Terowie, Wonna,
Ketchowla, Anne, Hallett and Tomkinson, and a greater portion of the Hundred of Whyte .
One of the most significant man-made features in the district, is the Barrier Highway, an important
north-south arterial road which cuts through the western part of the District Council of Hallett. The
major towns of the district are situated along this road. The town of Hallett lies near the southern
boundary of the district, while the northern boundary lies beyond Terowie . To the west, the district
stretches to Canowie Belt and Willalo, while the eastern edge is within the large Pine Creek run,
over 40 kilometres east of Terowie. Beyond the eastern edge of the district is an area which is an
unincorporated area.

Danvers Architects
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1.3 TASKS
In order to achieve the aims of the brief and to establish the heritage value and resources of the
District Council of Hallett, the following tasks were undertaken:
historical research to establish principal events and themes characterising the physical
development of Hallett , and writing an overview history to provide the basis for
recommendations of this report;
a physical inspection of the area to identify, locate and describe the places which are of heritage
value, taking into account previous assessments and the records of authorities such as the
State Heritage Branch, the National Trust (SA) and Australian Heritage Commission;
make recommendations, based on the above two tasks, for the inclusion of places in the State
Heritage Register and the Register of the National Estate ;
make recommendations for the declaration of State Heritage Areas;
make recommendations for the declaration of Historic Conservation Zones;
identify places which are of local heritage value to be entered in a Local Heritage Register.
All of these tasks have been accomplished and are covered in more detail in the following sections
of the report.

1 . 3. 1 Historical research
Historical research was undertaken, using primary and secondary sources and local knowledge to
establish the historical and physical development of the District Council of Hallett. An overview
history was written to provide the background for recommendations of this report. This historical
statement takes into account the framework for historical assessment as described in the South
Australian State Historic Preservation Plan: Historical Guidelines (Marsden 1980), which sets out a

broad thematic framework for historical analysis.
1 . 3. 2 Fieldwork
Once the general histo rical development of the area had been established a thorough physical
inspection of the area was made. Places considered to be of architectural or historical interest were
identified and described, and located on suitable maps.
A preliminary list of places was established. From this list places considered worthy of nomination
for entry in the State Heritage Register were selected. Places of local heritage value were also
selected from the list, to be nominated for a Local Heritage Register.

2
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A total of 43 places were selected, broken down into the following:
Currently in
State Heritage
Register

Nominated for
State Heritage
Register

Places of Local
Heritage value

Total places
selected

12

30

43

District Council of Hallett

1 . 3. 3 State Heritage Areas
The criteria for nomination of a State Heritage Area are similar to those for an individual place. A
State Heritage Area should constitute a continuous and unified area, comprised, to the largest
extent, of significant fabric with minimal unsympathetic intrusion (see Section 5) .

1 . 3 . 4 State Heritage Places
Recommendations are made, based on the above two tasks, for the inclusion of places in the State
Heritage Register. Places of a type which were commonplace or frequently encountered were not
included for nomination for the Register, unless they were considered to be of heritage value and
meet one or more of the criteria for nomination (see Section 6). Places considered of potential
significance were the subject of more detailed research and site investigation.

1. 3. 5 Historic Conservation Zones
Recommendations are made for the declaration of Historic Conservation Zones. These zones
shou ld possess a distinctive character- historic, architectural or other-which is desirable to
protect and enhance through the Development Plan. Such areas will not have the exceptional
merits of a State Heritage Area (see Section 7).

1 . 3. 6 Local Heritage Places
Other places which are considered to be of some heritage value to the District Council of Hallett,
but which do not merit nomination for the State Heritage Register, are listed as places for
nomination for a Local Heritage Register (see Section 8).

1 . 3. 7 Community Involvement
A Steering Committee was established by the local Council to monitor the survey. The consultants
were responsible to this committee, to which they submitted reports for the duration of the survey.
The general community was also given the opportunity of providing information to the survey team.
Publicity was provided in the local newspaper and Council newsletters. Two public meetings were
held in the district, one at Hallett and one at Terowie. The consultants also mounted a display in the
district which provided information about the survey and encouraged the participation of local
residents.
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2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2.1

PHYSICAL

DESCRIPTION

The District Council of Hallett lies over two hundred kilometres to the north of Adelaide, and forty
kilometres north of the town of Burra. The district lies within the northern arm of the Mount Lofty
Ranges. The contours of the country and its height above sea level have led to the hills in the
District Council of Hallett being called the North Eastern Highlands.
Cutting through the district is the Barrier Highway, a major South Australian route used by traffic
from Adelaide and Burra to Peterborough , the Flinders Ranges. the Far-North, as well as to towns
such as Silverton and Broken Hill in New South Wales, and to Sydney and Brisbane. This important
transport route provided the major catalyst for the development of the three towns in the District
Council of Hallett; Hallett, Whyte-Yarcowie and Terowie.
Other factors contributing towards the development of the district as a whole were the
opportunities the land provided for the successful growth of pastoral and agricultural industries.
The topography of the district has led to a variety of climatic regions and floras, suited to a variety of
farming and settlement opportunities.
Grenfell Price and Clarence Martin record that:
The relief, soil, and rainfall conditions of the North Mount Lofty Ranges have proved very suitable for
the production of livestock and grain, the wheat yields being among the highest in the state. In the
drier rain-shadow areas, between Surra and Terowie, wool is the principal product.1
Another significant line cutting through the district is Goyder's 'Line of Rainfall', a prophetic line of
demarcation which was plotted by the Surveyor General in1865. The significance of this line which
separates the pastoral and agricultural lands is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.2.

2.2 SURVEY AND SETTLEMENT
Long before the colony of South Australia was even thought of by the Europeans, the area which
is now known as the District Council of Hallett was inhabited by tribes of Aboriginals. Intricate
carvings which have been created over a great number of decades can still be found on rocks
around the Ketchowla springs. The western edge of the District Council of Hallett was inhabited by
the Ngadjuri tribe, whilst the rest of the district, including the Ketchowla area, was occupied by the
Dangali tribe.

1 Grenfell Price, A. and F. Clarence Martin, p.?
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The Aboriginals provided names for many of the areas, including Terowie, Yarcowie, Ulooloo,
Piltimittiappa and Willogoleeche. These names were usually connected with the water at the place,
such as Terowie (hidden water) and Yarcowie (wide water, presumably referring to Hiles Lagoon).
The first white man to view part of the lands of the District Council of Hallett is believed to have been
Edward John Eyre, an explorer and overlander. In July 1839, he travelled across Browne's Hill
Range, from where he could see the North Eastern Highlands.
Later that same year a significant expedition was made to the area. The party included Governor
George Gawler, his daughter Julia, Captain Charles Sturt, two members of the police-force, and a
young English gentleman named Henry Bryan. During this expedition, tragedy struck the party, as
during a desperate search for water, young Bryan became separated from his companions and was
never seen again. The party had been exploring around the base of a mountain, which Governor
Gawler named Mount Bryan in honour of the unfortunate young Englishman.2
In 1842 and 1843, the Surveyor General Captain Frome undertook two separate expeditions to the
area. On the first he scaled Mount Bryan, visited Ulooloo Hill, and travelled along part of the Ulooloo
Creek. On the second expedition, the party travelled from Mount Bryan to Porcupine Hill, 35 kms
to the north. Some of the places and points of interest in the area were named at this time, and
maps of the area were prepared.
The reasonable stocks of water, with a fair number of creeks and quite high ground-water level ,
encouraged early visitors to the area to consider the district appropriate for pastoral activity .
Consequently, the earliest settlers in the area were pastoralists, and it was they who explored and
occupied many areas of the district, usually with cooperation from local Aboriginals who helped
them find water, and provided names for many places in the area. Later Government surveys took
place from the early 1870s, before the lands were opened up for selection.
During the pioneering years, the development of successful pastoral and agricultural activity in the
district, and of a northward transport route cutting through the district soon led to the establishment
of towns and settlements . The three main towns of Hallett, Whyte-Yarcowie and Terowie are all
towns of the 1870s, and all lie along the north-bound road. These developed as typical frontier
towns, with their collection of buildings including hotels, blacksmiths, school, churches, post office,
institute, banks and shops.
The development of the District Council of Hallett followed a similar pattern to other districts in the
area, with a number of common historical themes associated with the growth of the rural population
and frontier towns. However, there are also emerging historical themes of major significance which
help to put Hallett on the South Australian map. Within some areas of its development, the District

2 Sturt, Charles
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Council of Hallett has made significant contributions to the history and cultural identity of both State
and Country.

2.3

MAJOR HISTORICAL THEMES

When considering the history of the District Council of Hallett, several prominent historical themes
emerge in which Hallett played an important part within the wider context of South Australian
history. Those themes can be summarised as:
Pastoralism
Agriculture
Transport and Railways
Military Operations
Gold Mining.

2. 3. 1 Pastoralism
Pioneering settlers were keen to establish runs in the northern parts of the State, despite the fact
that areas such as the District Council of Hallett were largely unexplored and had not been fully
surveyed .

John and Alfred Hallett
Land was first taken up in the western part of the Hallett area in 1842, when John and Alfred Hallett
selected Section 255, the area which became known as the station of Willogoleeche.
John Hallett (1804-1868) was a merchant and pastoralist, and later an MP. Hallett arrived in South
Australia in 1836 on the 'Africaine', a ship which he partly owned. Soon after their arrival, Captain
Duff of the 'Africaine' and Hallett entered into partnership. Hallett took up land in the Magill area,
and established a flock of sheep, and in 1837, he and Captain Duff exported the first wool from
South Australia, sending four bales to England on the 'Orator•.3
In 1839, Hallett established a station in the Cockatoo Valley, and in 1842 he made a selection of
land in the Hallett district, for which he adopted the aboriginal name Willogoleeche. Soon after this
selection, John went into partnership with his brother Alfred (c.1814-1877), who had travelled to
South Australia on the 'Africaine' in 1838.
By 1865, Joseph Gilbert had taken over Pastoral Lease 255 from the Hallett brothers. This land
included the Willogoleeche and Mount Bryan Stations.

3 Richards, p.17
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The southern part of the Willogoleeche leasehold was called Wandillah, and was used to run cattle.
In 1872, the brothers sold the Wandillah property to Edward Bowman. The house they had built at
Wandillah was called Hillside, and still survives in the Burra Burra District Council area.
John Hallett established the Caroona run in the southern part of the District Council of Hallett in
1851. By 1865, the brothers held an extensive area of land in the Hallett district, including that
covered by Pastoral Leases 109, 287, 298, 415 and 399, which included Wandillah and Caroona
stations, both stretching from the south of the District Council of Hallett. Major stations which the
brothers held outside the District Council of Hallett included Winninie and Mutooroo.4 However,
the brothers were badly affected by drought in the mid-1860's, necessitating the surrender of
many of their leases as well as their claim to being numbered among the State's greatest
pastoralists.
All of the original buildings which were built on the Willogoleeche station are now gone, and there
are no known surviving structures associated with the Hallett brothers within the District Council of
Hallett. The District Council, Hundred and Town of Hallett were all named after Alfred Hallett.

The Browne Brothers
The next settlers/pastoralists to establish themselves in the area were the Doctors Browne, who
established the station of Booborowie , 20 kms SW of Hallett township in 1843. This large run
incorporated the land which became the separate run of Canowie.

Parts of the original

Booborowie/Canowie run lie within the western part of the District Council of Hallett. Pastoral Lease
129 was issued to the brothers on 1 July 1851.
John Harris Browne (1817-1904) and William James Browne (1815-1884) were significant South
Australian pioneer pastoralists. John Harris Browne was also a notable explorer, accompanying
Charles Sturt on his northward expedition of 1844-45.
Most of the lands occupied by the Browne brothers fall outside the boundary of the District Council
of Hallett, and there are no known surviving buildings associated with their stations within the
District Council of Hallett. The station buildings at Old Canowie lie outside the District Council area,
however, the station gave its name to the surveyed town of Canowie, dignified by only one ruined
house, and the small settlement of Canowie Belt, both of which lie within the District Council of
Hallett.

4 Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers, p.37
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Joseph Gilbert
Joseph Gilbert (1800-1881) was another significant pioneer pastoralist in South Australia, In
January 1848, he made an application for a run to the west of Mount Bryan, between the runs of Mr
Hallett and Mr Browne. 5 He was issued with Pastoral Lease 10 on 1 July 1851 , and the property
became known as Mount Bryan station. In 1855, it was expanded to include part of the Browne's
original Willogoleeche run. During the 1850s, Gilbert also acquired the lease for McVittie's Flat,
land previously occupied by William McVittie.
After the death of Joseph Gilbert, The Mount Bryan estate was broken up and sold to local
pastoralists suc.h as Henry Collins and C. W. and H. Bowman.

William McVIttle and John Murray
William McVittie was born in about 1806 and worked as a shepherd and farmer in South Australia
until he left in 1850s. He occupied land at Mount Pleasant and Blumberg, and was issued with
Pastoral Lease 53 in July 1851, establishing a run which became known as McVittie's Flat.
After McVittie quitted Australia, the McVittie's Flat property was leased by Joseph Gilbert as an
extension of his Mount Bryan station. However in 1874, the lease of the McVittie Flat property was
resumed by the Government, who issued the land grant to Lawrence Reynolds, a farmer of
Freeling.6
Within five years, the land had been purchased by John Murray (1814-1886) , sheep farmer of
Mount Crawford. Murray established a notable stud at McVittie's Flat, which he named Cappeedee.
He built many of the buildings at Cappeedee including a homestead and a large woolshed. The
Murray family still own the Cappeedee station.

James Logan and Alexander McCulloch
James Logan was born in 1816, and was an early pastoralist in the Mid-North. However, little is
known about him as he had left for New Zealand by 1860. While in South Australia, he founded the
Gottlieb's Well station, just three kilometres to the south of what is now Terowie . Logan took up
Pastoral Lease 26 in 1851. He built a homestead near a permanent well on his land, which became
known as Gottlieb's Well. The growing number of passing travellers led to the establishment of a
small town at the well, the earliest town in the District Council of Hallett.

5 South Australian Government Gazette, 10 Feb.1848. Lease 10

6 Certificate of Title 195/27
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In 1856, the lease was transferred to Alexander McCulloch (c.1810-1890), whose property along
the Gilbert River had been resumed by the Government. McCulloch and his Gottlieb's Well home
became well-known for their hospitality.7

However, the pastoral domination of the District Council of Hallett was about to be changed, as runs
were taken over for agricultural settlement. The Hundred of Terowie was proclaimed on 20 July
1871 . Much of land within the proclaimed Hundred was part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well run,
Pastoral Lease 26. This lease was resumed by the Government, and the Hundred was surveyed
and the area divided into Sections by James Elder, between April and August 1871 . The first
selection of these lands was made on 28 March 1872, when Henry Thomas Mudge, a farmer of
Anama, bought Sections 42 and 43 of the Hundred of Terowie, a total of 230 acres. In the ensuing
months, many other Terowie sections of 'arable' land were also sold to farmers..

Thus , during the early 1870s, the Gottlieb's Well pastoral empire ceased to exist, and the
settlement at Gottlieb's Well was also dying due to the success of neighbouring Terowie. One of
the selectors of the sections in the Hundred of Terowie was John Aver Mitchell, who purchased
farming land just to the north of the Gottlieb's Well settlement in 1872. Mitchell soon erected a
chapel and hotel on his land, establishing the nucleus of the flourishing town of Terowie and
encouraging travellers to bypass the older settlement in favour of the services found at Terowie.
The siting of the railway station and break-of-gauge at Terowie led to the growth of that town, and
the corresponding decline of the nearby Gottlieb's Well settlement.

Eventually not only the lands of the vast Gottlieb's Well run were broken down into smaller
properties, but the buildings themselves were demolished. The nearby farm of Neathvale was built
using stone from the Gottlieb's Well buildings. Only the well and a stone and concrete tank remain
at the site of Logan's early homestead.

William Dare, John Chewlngs and George Hiles
The eastern part of the District Council of Hallett was first settled by three men , William Dare
(c.1824-1892), John Chewings (1816-1879) and George Hiles (1817-1902). William Dare first
visited the area in about 1845, travelling around with a group of Aboriginals. At that time he was
impressed with the country, and presumably considered that the area to the east of Mount Bryan
would be a suitable sheep run .
William Dare arrived in Australia in 1839, having formed a close association with two of his fellow
travellers, John Chewings and George Hiles. Chewings and Hiles both hailed from Petherton in

7 Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers, p.129
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Somerset. Upon arrival in South Australia, the three men agreed on an informal partnership where
they would each work to raise money and buy sheep enough to establish their own run. They
started as shepherds to the north of Adelaide, and by the late 1840s they had accumu lated
enough stock and capital between them to establish a run to the north of Burra.
The three partners chose the area which Dare had visited previously, and took up an occupation
lease at the Wookongarie Springs, between Ulooloo and Mount Bryan (Government Gazette 7
January 1847). Chewings minded the sheep there, while Hiles and Dare continued to work to raise
more money and sheep. Dare worked with the sheep at McVittie's Flat (now Cappeedee), and in
1851 went to the Victorian goldfields where he made over £700. Meanwhile Hiles worked as a
bullock puncher with the team the partners had purchased, running a successful business carting
ore between Burra and Adelaide.
A few years after taking out the Wookongarie lease, the three men had established enough shared
stock and capital to each set up their own runs. Chewings chose the southern part of the
Wookongarie run , calling it Wookongarie station and Hiles took over the northern part of the run
which became known as Mungibbie. Dare took up land to the east of the Wookongarie run, naming
it Piltimittiappa after the nearby creek.
Dare had established himself at Piltimittiappa by the early 1850s, and by 1854 he was recording
costs of maintaining his sheep. a He took up Pastoral Leases 348 (Piltimittiappa), 358, 454 and 553
(Ketchowla West) . He also leased several other properties in other nearby districts. Dare's first
house was built of split pine at Piltimittiappa, and soon afterwards it was replaced with a stone house
and other stone buildings. Dare was also a successful horse breeder, and held various other
properties including Oopina and Paratoo. Dare held Piltimittiappa until the Government resumed
the lease in the late 1880s. He then lived at Wallinga until his death in 1892, and is buried there.
When John Chewings took over the Wookongarie station in the early 1850s, there would already
have been a hut on the property, probably a split pine cottage situated next to the creek at
Wookongarie. A pug and pine hut known as the "Miller's Hut" still survives on the banks of the
Ulooloo Creek which could well have been one of the early huts Chewings built at Wookongarie
station, perhaps even the original house. The farmhouse which Chewings eventually built has
since been demolished, and the only surviving building of the Wookongarie station is the "Millers
Hut".
Chewings lived at the Wookongarie station until the 1870s, when he moved to his newly acquired
station at Kadlunga near Mintaro station . In 1883, the Wookongarie property was taken over by Sir
John Melrose, who formed the Ulooloo station to the north-east of the Wookongarie station
buildings .

8 Stolte, p.31
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In the early 1850s, George Hiles established his own run at Mungibbie, adjoining the northern end
of Wookongarie. Hiles constructed a stone farmhouse at Mungibbie, and continued to work hard to
build up his flocks and acquire more land.

He next acquired the McCoy's Well run (near

Waukaringa), but continued to use Mungibbie as his head station. However, in 1857 he purchased
a substantial part of the Willogoleeche run in the south-western corner of the District Council of
Hallett. He named this property Petherton, after the English birthplace of himself and Chewings.
Hiles then lived at Petherton for most of the rest of his life, and Mungibbie became an out-station
which was little used. The original homestead at Mungibbie still survives, as does the house at
Petherton. The Petherton estate was acquired by the Government in 1908, and was subdivided to
create closer settlement.

Christopher Giles
Christopher Giles built up the Ketchowla run in the 1850s, with the purchase of Pastoral Leases
306 (1854), 416 (1856), 505 (1857) and 567 (1857). By the end of the1850s, he had already
made many improvements to the property, but was not finding it very lucrative. He advertised the
Ketchowla run for sale at the end of 1859.9 Improvements he had made by then included a sevenroomed wood and stone house with detached kitchen, sheds, huts, wells and stockyard.
However, he did not sell the estate, but went into partnership with Hillary Boucaut in 1860. The
partners invested a lot of time and capital into the Ketchowla run, but bad luck and bad droughts
forced them to leave the property. In 1867, the Ketchowla estate (Pastoral Lease 1698) was
acquired by Frederick Austin, and it was in Austin's time that the significant stone woolshed was
constructed.
The original homestead built by Giles still survives at Ketchowla, and with the various additions by
subsequent owners, it provides an excellent record of 19th Century domestic development.

James and Peter Waite
In the late 1850s, James Waite (c.1829-1863) took up the Pandappa run in conjunction with Elder,
Stirling and Co. He established a flock there, but died suddenly before many improvements could
be made to the property. He lett his share of the station to his brother Peter, who travelled out to
Pandappa from Scotland.
Soon after arriving at the Pandappa run, Peter Waite (1834-1922) was employing innovative
pastoral techniques. He established the area's earliest sheep fences for which he imported 265
tons of wire from England in 1870 and 1871.1 o He also imported traction engines from Scotland,
9 The South Australian Register, Saturday December 24, 1859, p.4c
10 Mattey, p.38
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and used scoops for the digging of dams on his pastoral properties, establishing a policy of "big
dams and small paddocks"_11 He also made use of camels and donkeys, and was very interested in
better education for agriculturalists.
Peter Waite is remembered as an important South Australian benefactor, as well as a significant
pastoralist and agriculturalist. His work is further discussed in Section 2.3.2.

John Collins
John Collins (1859-1932) was not one of the earliest pastoralists of the district, but he was
responsible for founding its most famous stud, Collinsville. John's father Henry Collins (c.18321929) had established a pastoral run near Mount Bryan in 1859.
In 1889, John purchased his own property to the north of his father and north-east of Mount Bryan
East. John then established a stud of merino sheep in 1895. Good management helped him to
survive the great drought of 1895-1903, and by 1905 he had recovered enough to plan the
building of a substantial new homestead. Soon after the completion of the large house, the
homestead complex was augmented by a smaller residence, shearer's quarters, barn, stables and
smithy.
In 1907, John Collins extended his operations in the District Council of Hallett by the purchase of
the Pulpara run, further to the east . In 1914, his eldest son Horace became the manager of the outstation, and the timber-framed iron woolshed there was often used for shearing the Collinsville
flocks . John Collins purchased many other large holdings in the first three decades of this century,
including Mulga Hill, Wayside, The Oaks, Willara, Banbury and Stud Park.
The Collinsville stud has become one of Australia's best-known merino producers . In 1926 a new
homestead was built by Art Collins at Stud Park near Mount Bryan , soon to be joined by sheds,
quarters and a substantial garden. This homestead complex is now the headquarters for the
Collinsville stud. The 1905 Collinsville homestead complex and its lands to the north-east of Mount
Bryan East still form part of the current Collinsville estate.

Buildings of the Early Pastorallsts
There was a need for the pastoralists or their managers to build accommodation for themselves,
their families and their workmen. They usually started with a simple split pine or wattle and daub hut
with a stone chimney, and later constructed simple stone buildings with wooden lintels, roof frames
and roofs covered with straw, timber shakes or corrugated iron. Floors were of rammed earth, or in
the case of more sophisticated buildings, wooden boards. Thatch was also occasionally used as a

11 Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers, p.95
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roofing material, but it was usually replaced with something else when other materials became
available.
A shed where the sheep could be shorn and wool sorted was another necessity for the run.
Associated buildings included shearer's quarters, accommodation for other workers and stables for
the transport.
Other structures which were situated outside of the station headquarters included shepherd's
huts, and in the case of particularly large runs, larger out-stations which provided similar facilities to
the main station.
For much of the 19th Century, runs were unfenced, and the sheep had to be managed by full-time
shepherds. Most shepherds had a small hut or one-roomed cottage built for them in the remote
area where their flock was based. These huts were usually built of local materials such as wooden
slabs or stone, with thatched roofs and stone chimneys. Occasionally, the huts were constructed
of corrugated iron over a timber frame . As fencing became more prevalent in the latter part of the
19th Century, the need for shepherds and shepherd huts was diminished, and new methods of
stock control were employed . The remoteness and inconvenience of the small shepherd's huts
has meant that almost all are now disused and ruinous.
Sometimes the shepherd would construct stone holding-pens for the sheep, usually comprising a
large enclosure surrounded by a low dry-stone wall, and located near the shepherd's hut. Another
type of sheep fold consisted of wattle and reed interlaced between wooden posts. The base of a
dry-stone holding pen can still be seen near the shepherd's hut on Mount Sly, to the west of
Hallett.
The earliest fencing in the area was the occasional use of dry stone walls or rough fencing made of
woven branches and reeds. For the most part stock was allowed to run free, and needed to be
watched by a shepherd. Although fencing wire was being brought into the Colony in the 1850s, it
was probably not used in the District Council of Hallett until Peter Waite introduced it in 1868. He
started to use wire fencing on his Pandappa property to improve flock management. Another of
Waite's pastoral innovations involved the purchase of traction engines from Scotland for the
purpose of digging several dams in the area, on his own property and on the properties of Elder
and Williams. These made an invaluable contribution to water storage on the runs.
Other places associated with the pastoral industry are wash ponds. Before the buyers became
interested in washing the wool themselves to retrieve lanolin, the sheep would be put through a
shallow lake or dam, usually divided by a stone wall.
An early record of sheep washing in the Jamestown area is provided by Herbert Hughes' diaries for
1843 .
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At work, washing the sheep. There is a large water-hole, called Manawela, which has a powerful spring
in it and is always overflowing ... John (Hughes] has taken advantage of this natural fall and, by making
a cut of about 30 yards, he obtains a fall of at least six feet, into a dry creek or old water-cou rse,
across which he has run a strong bank of ten yards in length, so as to form a small pond, with as much
as six feet depth in some places. The spout, which is a gum tree hollowed out, is placed at the end of
the cut or ditch so as to overhang the pond about four feet clear from the bank. The sheep are then put
in a yard at the far end of the hole, and are thrown in a pen in the hole, where they struggle for about
near ten minutes. They are then passed under the rails into t he next pen, where they swim and
struggle as before. Then on to the washers, who stand in a row up to their middles in the water and
squeeze and rub the wool as they please, until the sheep is held under the spout for a couple of
minutes. It then walks out at a landing place, made with slabs of wood, pegged down with hurdles on
both sides to keep them from passing to the right or left until they are on dry, clean grass ...
We wash between 400 and 500 each day, with five washers and two men at the spout, one man in the
drafting yard, besides the shepherd of the flock and overseer ... 12

Herbert Hughes finished his description of sheep-washing by explaining that after the washing, the
shepherd has to try to keep the sheep clean for about a week until they can be shorn!
In the District Council of Hallett, there is an example of a wool-washing pond at Price's Dam, which is
situated on Lot 96 at the south-eastern corner of the Hallett township. This wash pond is believed
to have operated since 1886 and employs a stone wall which was constructed across one end of
the dam.
The pioneering pastoralists used local materials and basic building techniques for the construction
of their buildings. Later as transport spread northwards, manufacturing increased in Australia, and
the pastoralists grew more prosperous; machine-made materials and manufactured details and
designs cou ld be used for the construction of more modern buildings.
A good example of these developments in building construction and materials can be found at
Ulooloo , where domestic buildings include a pug and pine hut with shingle roof, a simple stone
cottage of the 1870s, and a much more sophisticated stone house which employed many imported
materials and the designs of an Adelaide architect.

12 Robinson, Change on Change, p.31
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2.3.2 Agriculture
In practice, the earliest settlers and land-holders in the District Council of Hallett were the
pastoralists, a pattern which is prevalent throughout South Australia. However, in theory , the
successful establishment and development of an agricultural industry was always considered to be
of paramount importance for the economy of the State. The principals of agricultural settlement
were more in line with the principals of the foundation of the Colony of South Australia.1 3
Pastoralism led to wealth for the few, whereas agriculture provided the opportunity for large
numbers of people to produce a livelihood from the land.

Survey, selection and settlement
Much of South Australia's land was not suitable for agriculture, and there was a great deal of
contention as to the areas which would be appropriate for crops. In the first decade of settlement,
there was a prevalent misconception that only the lands in the immediate vicinity of Adelaide would
support farming. By the mid-1840s, the invention of Ridley's stripper, and the optimism generated
by the discovery of copper prompted widespread agricultural expansion, with wheat approaching
wool as a major South Australian export.
The enthusiasm for farming became even more widespread during the 1860s, when South
Australia's natural advantages were credited with making the Colony one of the best wheat
producers in the world. Legislation of 1869 made it possible for rural lands to be bought on credit
terms, thus facilitating the spread of settlement and establishment of towns as service centres.
Large tracts of land which the Government had leased cheaply to pastoralists were broken up into
hundreds, and further into sections, and a town was surveyed for nearly every hundred. A high
level of optimism was catered for in the laying out of the towns, an optimism which was rarely
justified by subsequent development. This is demonstrated in the Hallett district by surveyed
towns such as Mallett, Franklyn and Canowie , none of which ever supported more than a handful of
buildings.
The purchase of small holdings for farming became very popular and led to a land boom in 1872-74,
which was spurred on by the very successful crop years of 1872 and 1873. Good weather led to
successful farming in some of the areas which had previously been considered scrub, thus leading
to a false sense of security.
Some judicious planning was required to rationalise the Colony's future agricultural expansion,
without exploiting the land or endangering the livelihood of the farmers. During the 1860s, George
Woodroofe Goyder emerged as one of the Colony's most significant prophets, with his resounding

13 See Pike, D. Paradise of Descent tor more details
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analysis of the geographical possibilities of the Colony.

However, like many visionaries, the

significance of his predictions have only been validated by time.

Goyder's Line
Undoubtably Goyder's Line is Goyder's most well-known and practical contribution to the geog raphy of
South Australia.14

Goyder (1826-1898). held the position of Surveyor General of South Australia from 1861 to 1893.
He played a significant role in the development of agriculture in the State, and was responsible for
identifying the lands which were suitable for agriculture, thus setting a realistic plan fo r the
settlement of the rural areas of the State. Goyder was an astute man who was aware of the many
pitfalls which could befall the over-enthusiastic agriculturalist. He had soon taken the measure of
the fickleness and severity of the Australian climate, and noted that devastating droughts were as
likely as adequate rains in most parts of the State .
During the summer of 1864 to 1865, South Australia experienced a severe drought, therefore in
the spring of 1865, Goyder was sent to survey the drought-stricken pastoral areas.15 From his
observations, he was able to plot a line on a South Australian map which became known as the
"Line of Rainfall". During his survey of the District Council of Hallett, Goyder had help from local
land-owners such as Alexander McCulloch of Gottlieb's Well, who had made his own studies of local
rainfall conditions , and offered Goyder accommodation and assistance.
Goyder's assessment was cautious, and looked beyond the wish for immediate success and profits
in agriculture , to the long-term sustainability of crops. His verdict did not please those who wished
to push forward subdivision of pastoral lands and agricultural expansion.
During the 1870s the sheer pressure to open up more land for agriculture was beyond Goyder's cont rol
and he could not counteract the popular move by impatient agriculturalists to mass test the land .16

Over-enthusiasm for agricultural success and expansion led the validity of Goyder's Line to be
ridiculed. The Government encouraged this with their 1874 Waste Lands Amendment Act, which
removed all restrictions on choice of lands, so that farmers could move beyond Goyder's Line. The
significance of Goyder's Line only became appreciated over time, as the Colony's climatic
vicissitudes prevented optimistic farmers who were operating beyond the line from having success.
Harsh droughts in the 1870s and early 1880s provided a useful lesson for farmers and even
endangered many of the pastoralists' livelihoods, as lack of water was a crucial problem for
everyone on the land.

14Williams M., p.10
15 SA Pari. Paper No 62 (1865-66)
16 Williams M, p.10
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The Line provides a very accurate guide to the separation point between lands suitable for all sorts
of agriculture on a long term basis, and lands suitable only for grazing.
Goyder's Line passes through the District Council of Hallett, and the successes and failures of land
division and settlement in Hallett serve to validity Goyder's prediction. The significance of Goyder's
Line within the history of South Australian agricultural expansion is reflected within the District
Council of Hallett. Many settlers in the area tried to establish farms beyond the line, buoyed up by
the reasonable quality of the soil, the success of nearby farmers, and the promise of a few years of
good rainfall.
In the 1870s the Government resumed many of the pastoral leases, proclaiming Hundreds and
Sections, and offering the Sections for credit purchase. Those farmers who selected land beyond
Goyder's Line erected their stone huts and planted their crops, only to founder and be forced to
leave their holdings to the squatters after too many bad years.
By the turn of the century a settlement pattern had established itself in the Hallett area which
reflected the validity of Goyder's prognostication. Those agriculturalists who had settled above the
line left behind lands which could be resumed by the pastoralists and which were scattered with
deserted houses. Those who settled below the line generally managed to survive as farmers, with
good years assisting the bad ones.

Pushing the limits
Goyder also expressed concerns about the dangers of unlimited selection of agricuiturallands, and
encouraged policies which restricted credit selection in South Australia. Goyder considered that
the unrestricted opening up of all lands would lead to three serious dangers:
1.

It would allow the "eyes of the country" to be picked out, and thereby "enrich a few individuals at
the expense of the entire community and ... reduce the value of adjacent lands much greater in
extent".

2.

It would offer "a premium to the exhaustion of the soil by giving new or virgin soil in exchange for
worked out land."

3.

It would sacrifice the benefits of closer settlement and induce a scattering which would have
serious social consequences, especially in the lack of schools and churches. Uncontrolled
pioneering might well produce "hardy men and women, brought up to a practical and laborious
life," he noted, "but it is the development of muscle without a proportionate expanse of mind."17

Over-enthusiasm for agricultural settlement led to over-development and the misleading of
selectors who were not warned of the poor and unpredictable qualities of lands they bought. This
can be seen in the Hallett district, where those who purchased land to the north of Goyder's Line in
the hope of agricultural success were eventually forced to leave their holdings to the pastoralists,
and to take up land elsewhere. Thus, the line which Goyder marked on the South Australian map in

17 SA Parlimentary Paper No. 23 (1870-71), pp.6-8
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1865, currently provides a reasonably accurate division between the crops and the flocks in the
District Council of Hallett, as well as separating distinct variations in the flora of the two zones.

Agriculture In Hallett
The Government resumed many of those pastoral leases which were perceived to be potentially
arable lands. These lands were proclaimed as Hundreds, sub-divided into Sections, each section
then being opened for selection with the available lands advertised in the Government Gazettes.
A good example of this action was the Terowie area. The Hundred of Terowie was proclaimed on
20 July 1871. Much of land within the proclaimed Hundred was part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well
run, Pastoral Lease 26. This lease was resumed by the Government, and the Hundred was
surveyed and the area divided into Sections by James Elder, between April and August 1871. The
first selection of these lands was made on 28 March 1872, when Henry Thomas Mudge, a farmer of
Anama, bought Sections 42 and 43 of the Hundred of Terowie, a total of 230 acres. In the ensuing
months, many other Terowie sections of 'arable' land were also sold to farmers. Many of the
sections in the Hundred of Terowie did not prove successful for long-term farming, and have now
reverted to pastoral runs.
Other areas which were converted from pastoral runs to agriculture include parts of the Mount
Bryan and Yongala stations in the western part of the district. Most of Joseph Gilbert's large Mount
Bryan run was resumed by the Government in the early 1870s, and its sections were issued
separately as purchasable land grants to farmers. However, in some cases, the lands were soon
bought back by pastoralists such as John Murray, who founded the Cappeedee run within five
years of the land grant being issued to a farmer. The lands of the Yongala run were subdivided and
sold off in farming blocks in 1902. The influx of smaller scale farmers led to the formation of the
small settlement of Canowie Belt, along the western border of the District Council of Hallett. In
1925, farms were also formed on part of the original Canowie station.
Other interesting agricultural developments which have connections with the District Council of
Hallett include the innovations of Peter Waite, who occupied land at Pandappa in the 1860s, and
was a very notable South Australian both in the fields of pastoralism and agriculture. Peter Waite
arrived in SA in 1859 and went straight out to Pandappa to take over his brother's work. While
there, he developed an innovative approach to his pastoral work, including the erecting of
widespread fencing for the control of flocks, and the digging of large dams for drought survival. He
also encouraged the use of camels and donkeys as suitable beasts of burden for Australia. Waite
was also manager of many of Elder Smith and Company's properties, contributing to their success
and eventually becoming their Chairman of Directors. He believed strongly in the necessity for
proper education and research within the agricultural and pastoral industry. Eventually he
bequeathed his Urrbrae property to the State, resulting in the formation of Urrbrae Agricultural High
School and Waite Institute.
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Another agricultural initiative of some interest occurred in 1911, when the Government annexed
100 acres in the west part of the district, creating an experimental farm called Lorraine. This is now
in private ownership.

Establishment of the townships
The proclamation of Hundreds, and subdivision and selection of agricultural lands resulted in the
planning of judiciously spaced service towns. The District Council of Hallett was no exception to
this rule, and was allocated a number of townships both private and government surveyed. Private
towns included Terowie and Mount Bryan East, both of which flourished in the late 19th Century,
with Terowie achieving special prosperity due to its important location on a major northern transport
route, and later due to its significant position within the South Australian rail network.
Of the government townships, the first was surveyed prior to 1869 and named Canowie, after the
nearby station . This embryo town never really fulfilled expectations, and is today marked only by
the ruins of one house. Similar over-confidence was shown at Mallett, where a house adjoining the
surveyed but undeveloped township still survives; and at Franklyn, where only a plaque survives to
mark the site of the old school.
The government also attempted to impose a surveyed town called Shebbear adjacent to the
already thriving private town of Terowie. However, Shebbear never managed to displace Terowie ,
and it w as the private town which retain ed pre-eminence despite government plans. The history
and development of the town of Terowie is looked at in more detail in Section 5 of this report.
The government townships which did achieve a prominent place within the development of the
District Council of Hallett are Whyte-Yarcowie and Hallett. Like Terowie, both these towns became
important service centres to the local agricultural district, also owing their continued survival to their
positions along a major northward transport route and railway line.
Both Hallett and Whyte-Yarcowie were surveyed with great optimism, based on the plan of the
Colony's capital.

The concept behind Adelaide's plan was applied widely throughout South

Australia, usually involving a town core based on regular grid pattern, bounded by North, South ,
East and West Terraces and surrounded by protective parklands with room beyond for potential
suburbs. In most cases , a "Mini-Adelaide" plan proved over-ambitious as there was rarely enough
development to fill the town centre, and definitely no need for suburban development! This was
certainly so in the cases of Hallett and Whyte-Yarcowie, where each town only sold and built on a
fraction of the original number of lots surveyed.
Despite never fulfilling the grand scale of their planning , the widely spaced development in the
small towns of Whyte-Yarcowie and Hallett contain significant surviving elements of the early
pioneer town features, and a Historic Conservation Zone has been nominated within each
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township. Further information regarding the history and physical appearance of these towns can
be found in Section 7 of this report.
One other link between agricultural settlement and the establishment of the towns can be found
within secondary industry. High levels of wheat production in the district prompted associated
town-based industry. By the end of the 19th Century, substantial flour mills operated in both
Terowie and Whyte-Yarcowie. Unfortunately, neither of these mills survive.
In summary, the establishment of most of the towns was largely dependent on , and closely linked
to, the survey and settlement of the agricultural lands in the area. Local agriculturalists and
pastoralists looked to the towns for provision of a variety of services, centring many local social ,
educational and economical activities there. However, the development and success of the towns
themselves was dependent on the successful development of road transport and the railways.
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2 . 3 . 3 Transport and the Railways
Transport was a vital component of the development of the District Council of Hallett, especially the
main settlements. The district's three main towns are all situated on the Barrier Highway, the major
north-south artery which cuts through the Council area. Another significant factor is the railway,
which runs adjacent to the main road, and which had a station at each of the main towns. Other
settlements which were surveyed in the district such as Mallett, Franklyn and Canowie have faded
into obscurity because of the stronger economic position of the towns along the main transport
route.
The town which provides a particularly strong connection with the development of transport in the
area is Terowie. Terowie was founded because of its position on the northward road. The early
buildings of chapel , hotel and blacksmith's provided a well-positioned stopping place for the
bullockies. The popularity of the service settlement increased , and the canny provision of land for a
school and a chapel by the founder encouraged the rapid and successful development of the
town. After silver was discovered at Silverton in the latter part of the 1870s, Terowie became an
important staging post for the traffic of silver, gold, goods and people, becoming known as the 'Hub
of the North'. The Cobb and Co coach company operated a regular coach service through Terowie,
and were later succeeded by J G Terry and then Hill and Company.18
Another major factor in the growth and development of the Hallett district was provided by the
coming of the railways.

The railways were a crucial factor for the successful accelerated

development of rural South Australia. During the 1870s and 1880s this speedy and efficient mode
of transport was established throughout the Colony, making it possible for produce to be farmed
and freshly exported on a large scale.
As early as 1874, the question of a railway extending from Burra to the Barrier Ranges was
discussed, centring on where the Adelaide broad-gauge and northern narrow-gauge system
shou ld meet. Because of its supposedly large water supply, and its central position, Terowie was
chosen for the break-of-gauge, a decision which assured the town of a bright future.
A railway line between Burra and Hallett was opened in 1878, and the line through to Terowie was
completed by 1880. The stations at Hallett, Ulooloo, Whyte-Yarcowie and Terowie facilitated the
export of local produce including wool, wheat and gold.
The narrow-gauge railway between Peterborough and Terowie opened in 1881 , placing Terowie in
a very significant position within the South Australian transport network. The siting of a break-ofgauge at Terowie had huge impact on the town, as it meant that passengers on trains would have to
stop and spend some time at the station, and possibly even visit the town, and most importantly,
that a thriving workplace was founded in the station-yard to deal with the large scale transferral of

18 Adelaide Chronicle, February 2, 1933, p.46
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goods from one train to the other. Terowie was a vital link in the network which transported wool,
wheat and ore from the Australian interior to Adelaide. Other jobs grew up associated with this
transhipping, including railway works to maintain the trains and service them and their staff, and
service facilities to serve all of the extra workers associated with these tasks.
The break-of-gauge services at Terowie was the pivot of many of South Australia's transport routes,
including Silverton to Burra, Adelaide to Perth and Adelaide to Alice Springs.
Terowie's significant position at the railway break-of-gauge meant that it played an important role
during World War Two. In the early 1940s railway operations at Terowie became even more active,
as the station became the centre of many convoy activities. Significant World War Two operations
included the building of roads between Adelaide and Darwin, a job wh ich in retrospect was carried
out relatively late, and was fortunately completed when it was. Military historian Alex Tanner
considered that:
The Massive Army Supply and Road Convoy System was the largest transport operation during t he
War.1 9
Without the means of transporting men and materials to what became Australia's front line of defence,
a Japanese invasion of our mainland might have succeeded.20

All northward trans-shipping passed through Terowie, with thousands of servicemen and hundreds
of thousands of tons of materials and machinery passed through the station and needing to be
transferred from one gauge to another. As the railways played such an important part in the War
effort , the large Army Staging Camp was sited near the station. Also, many of the soldiers who were
staged at Terowie on their way up north, were employed building railway platforms and structures,
and laying extra tracks as part of their training and 'toughening up' process. Hundreds of civilians
were also employed at this time to assist with trans-shipping and services.
The railway station at Terowie was also the site of one of the most famous moments in World War
Two history. This event was connected with the visit of General Douglas MacArthur, future
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces in the Pacific. On 20 March 1942, MacArthur stood on
the railway platform at Terowie, just opposite the station building, and said "I came out of Bataan and
I shall return", words which have resounded in the memories of many ever since.21 A plaque has
been erected on the station platform to mark the occasion.
At the end of World War Two, the Terowie rail-yards became an important transhipping centre for
Leigh Creek coal, reaching a peak in the early 1950s. These operations were diminished by the

19 Tanner, p.xv

20 Tanner, p.xii
21 Australasian Post, 22 September 1989, p.22.
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1957 opening of the standard gauge railway line between Port Augusta and Maree, which then
carried the Alice Springs traffic.
It was in the 1960s that a huge blow fell on the prosperity of Terowie. After seventy years of battle,
a decision was made to relocate the break-of-gauge at Peterborough. The broad-gauge line was
extended to Peterborough and opened in early 1970. Hundreds of Terowie residents lost their
jobs as a result of the ceasing of transhipping operations and general railway traffic. The train
station became used for passenger lines only, and many of the through trains soon ceased
stopping at the Terowie station.

Eventually a fall in patronage led the station to be closed

altogether, and an important era was ended.
The town of Terowie was vitally linked to the development of the railways in South Australia, both
because of the significant contribution the town made as a major break-of-gauge, and the
importance of events associated with the railways, such as transhipping, a World War Two Staging
Camp and MacArthur's famous visit, and because the railway operations themselves made a
significant contribution to the development of the important South Australian town of Terowie.
Little now remains of the vast railway yards which once stretched for kilometres from an impressive
collection of buildings about the Terowie station.

In 1967, parts of the station buildings and

stationmaster's residence were destroyed by fire. After the break-of-gauge moved, the large
Railway barracks building and most of the railway cottages were demolished in the early 1970s.
Due to their disuse, many other parts of the railway yards were dismantled and demolished, and the
station became only a slight shadow of its former self.
Two small stone buildings survive at the station, a small part (comprising two small rooms with
attached outbuildings) of the original 1879 station, as well as the detached guard room which was
constructed in 1883.
In the vicinity of the Terowie station are two platforms, on one of which is a pair of plaques. One
plaque commemorates MacArthur's visit, and, ironically, the other remembers the standardisation of
the South Australian railway system which started in 1963. Beyond the platforms lies a modern
water tower, and further along the track-route are the two surviving railway houses also called
foreman's cottages. Several hundred metres distant, a railway explosives bunker survives, and
beyond that, just near the cemetery is the foundation of a turntable.
The only other building which survives as testament to the railways of the district is the Hallett
station which was built in about 1940 and was closed in 1984. Other surviving railway structures
include the platforms at Whyte-Yarcowie and Ulooloo.
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Terowie Railway Yards, c.1925
From: Besanko, W 1977, Historic Terowie, figure 63

Terowie Railway Station Platform, c.1912
From: Besanko, W 1977, Historic Terowie, figure 59
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Terowie Railway Yards, c.1960
From: Besanko , W 1977, Historic Terowie, figure 66

Terowie Railway Barracks and Cottages, 1970
From : Besanko, W 1977, Historic Terowie, figure 73
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2. 3. 4 Military Operations
Residents from all over the District Council of Hallett have fought in and contributed to various wars,
including the Boer War, World War One and World War Two. As is the case all over the State,
various monuments and soldiers memorial halls have been erected in honour of local soldiers,
including the post World War One monuments at Terowie (1921 ) and Hallett (1922), and the
Soldiers Memorial Hall at Canowie Belt (1920). During World War Two, the town of Terowie became
closely involved with the War effort, playing host to significant military operations.
As has already been discussed in Section 2.3.3 (Transport and Railways), Terowie played an
important role during World War Two because of its position on the South Australian railway
network. The improvement of transport faci lities to the north (especially between Alice Springs and
Darwin) was one of crucial strategies enacted on the Australian mainland during World War Two. To
facilitate the movement of masses of people and materials to the north, large-scale trans-shipping
activities took place at the Terowie break-of-gauge. A large Staging Camp was also set up on the
Terowie Oval near the station. Thousands of soldiers stayed at the camp between 1941 and 1945.
Two buildings survive at the site of the Terowie Staging Camp. An outstanding example of reenforced concrete construction is the cell-block, used for holding misbehaving soldiers, and now a
place of considerable interest. A full report on this building can be found in Section 6.
Another survival of Terowie's World War Two Staging Camp is the Regimental Aid Post situated on
the oval. This is a timber-framed corrugated-iron structure with a gable roof. Medical orderlies were
stationed here to supply immediate medical attention to the camp's inhabitants. Serious medical
cases were referred to the Army Hospital which was constructed on John Street, opposite
Terowie's Mitchell Street Hospital. The former Army Hospital is no longer there, but the Regimental
Aid Post survives in reasonable condition. It is now used for activities associated with recreation on
the Oval.
During World War Two, large amounts of ammunition were transported via Terowie, and some of it
was stored in bunkers which were constructed to the west of the Barrier Highway near WhyteYarcowie. These large hillocks are still there to this day.
An event which has become a significant moment in military history also occurred at Terowie, with
the visit of General MacArthur in 1942, and his famous words 'I came out of Bataan and I shall
return'. Terowie railway station now has a plaque commemorating this event, and many tourists visit
the site because of its associations with the famous World War Two leader.
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Terowie Army Staging Camp, early 1940s
From: Gray M [comp.]1988, I remember, front cover

World War Two ammunition bunkers near Whyte-Yarcowie, 1995
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2.3.5 Gold
The District Council of Hallett has not been associated with a significant range of mining activity.
The major mineral resource to have been mined in the district is gold. Alluvial gold is distributed
over a fairly large area around the Ulooloo Creek, and has been mined at intervals for more than a
century .
Gold was first discovered at Ulooloo in 1868, and a brief rush occurred in the area. The next
discovery was around Coglin's Creek in 1872. The diggings were worked again in the 1880s, and
at various times in the 20th Century. There is still gold mining being carried out in the Ulooloo
Creek area. The remains of some of the early dugouts and some huts, sheds and shafts can still be
found along the creek.
Although not one of the ten major gold deposits in South Australia, the Ulooloo diggings have
produced a substantial amount of gold, and have provided a way of life for hundreds of people over
the last 126 years.

Ulooloo diggings, c.1930s
From: Richards, M 1977, Hallett: A History of Town and District, p.199
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Remains of stone hut at Ulooloo diggings, 1995

Remains of "Dick's Well" at Ulooloo diggings, 1995
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2. 4

MINOR HISTORICAL THEMES

There are many historical themes which are of importance to the Hallett local community, but do not
stand out as being of special interest in the context of the State. The themes include:
Education
Religion
Industry
Law, Government and Social Services
Communications and finance
Health and recreation
Social life

These are themes which are replicated in all areas of the State , and which are not, in the case of
Hallett, associated with any major historical event or place.
2.4.1 Education
A large number of schools were established throughout the District Council of Hallett in the latter
part of the 19th Century and early part of the 20th Century. Initially, pioneering families used rooms
in their houses or separate buildings on their properties as schools. Sometimes, a local hall or
church would double as a school and meeting place. However, usually the school was considered
a crucial addition to a settlement. and was provided with its own building. The schools were often
the first public buildings to be built in a settlement, and were usually catalysts for the growth of
settle ments. The eventual closure of the schools was usually connected with the decline of
community life at the settlement in question.
Of the dozens of schools which once existed in the District Council of Hallett, only those in the two
major towns are still in use, the primary schools at Terowie (1877) and Hallett (1878). Catholic
students in the area were well catered for in Terowie, where a Model School, and Miss McMahon's
inter-denominational school were both opened in the 19th Century. In 1911, the Sisters of St
Joseph started a convent school on Mitchell Street. This school closed in 1966, and the building
still exists, but is now disused.

High-school students from the Hallett area need to travel to

Peterborough, Jamestown or Surra, or to board elsewhere.
The school at Mount Bryan East was opened in 1880. The original building still survives and is
used as a back-packers hostel. The school at Whyte-Yarcowie (1877-1971) also still exists,
although it is no longer in use.
Most of the schools which were built in the district are no longer standing , including those at
Waupunyah Plain (1882-1906); Ulooloo (public school near railway station 1888-1906); Pandappa
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Dam (1893-1898); Yongala Vale (1903-1939) ; Canowie Belt (1904-1967) ; Sunshine (1907-1926);
Banbury (1914-1936) ; Ulooloo (public school near Ulooloo station 1928-1940); and Narrowie
(1926-1937) .
Some other buildings throughout the district were also used for educational purposes. Before the
1904 opening of the Canowie Belt school, classes were held in the Yongala Woolshed. School at
Willalo was held in the Willalo Hall from 1914 to 1958, and school at Franklyn was held in the church
from 1886 to 1917.
The Hundred of Whyte school (1934-1955) was built just outside of the District Council of Hallett,
but would have seNed many residents to the west of Whyte-Yarcowie. Similarly the Petherton
school (within the District Council of Burra Burra) would have seNed many of the residents of the
south-west part of the district.
The schools in the area were usually built from local stone, with timber-framed galvanised-iron roofs.
Occasionally the schools were timber-framed structures with iron cladding, and some of the earliest
schools were built from wattle and daub. Often a residence would be built adjoining or close to the
school. A school residence can still be found at Terowie and Yongala Vale.

~

,

p
I

School building at Mount Bryan East (1880), 1995
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2 . 4.2 Religion

It is usual for the establishment and development of religious activity to depend on the number of
settlers in the area, and their energy and commitment to their chosen denomination. The District
Council of Hallett proved no exception to this rule. Conscientious pastoralists encouraged
ministers of the faith to vistt their stations to perform baptisms, marriages or burial services.
As the townships were founded in the district, one of the earliest and most substantial buildings
erected was a place of worship. Church services provided the community with a spiritual as well as a
social event.
The earliest and most widespread religious group to construct churches and organise services in
the area were the Methodists (Wesleyans and Bible Christians), and their churches were among the
first to be built , both in the towns and the rural areas .
Methodists

Prior to the 1870s, Methodists gathered in private houses for services. Local Methodists included
George Hiles who organised services at Mungibbie as early as 1869, using visiting ministers from
Surra. At the beginning of 1872, a small chapel was opened at Ulooloo which was also served by
the minister from Surra. By the early 1870s, the Wesleyans had become firmly established in the
Terowie area. Services were being held in Miss Manuel's school room before 1874. There was
also a small hut to the south of Hiles Lagoon which was used for services in 1874.
The earliest church to be built in the District Council of Hallett was constructed at Terowie, with the
impetus provided by the town's founder John Aver Mitchell. Mitchell settled at Terowie in 1872,
and is believed to have conducted an unlicensed hotel from a rough dugout. In 1873 and 1874,
Mitchell erected two buildings on the site , firstly a small chapel at the rear, and then a substantial
hotel at the front . The purpose of the chapel is not clear, as it was never formally dedicated. As
Mitchell appears to have been a public spirited man who wished to encourage the growth of his
town, he probably intended the building to be used by various denominations, as well as for public
meetings and schooling , in the interim before official structures could be erected . The building
could also have served as accommodation for people, animals or goods. It is the details and age of
the structure which indicate that at some stage it was intended as a chapel, and that it was
constructed before the hotel. No archival records have been located to substantiate this theory.
Terowie's first official Methodist church building was the Wesleyan Chapel which was erected in
1877 on land donated by John Aver Mitchell. The foundation stones were laid by George Hiles (of
Mungibbie) and Mitchell. The number of Wesleyans in Terowie continued to grow, so that in 1882,
only five years after the church near the school had been built, a new chapel was built on Mitchell
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Street, and the old one was sold to the Catholics.22 The early chapel behind the hotel is currently
used as a residence, the 1877 church near the school is still used by the Catholics, and the 1882
church on Mitchell Street has now also been converted to a residence.
The first church to be built in the town of Hallett was the timber and iron Bible Christian Chapel built
in 1877. In 1880, this was replaced by a stone chapel which is now the Hallett Uniting Church.
In Whyte-Yarcowie, the Wesleyans constructed a chapel in 1877, the year of the town's foundation.
This building still stands and is now the Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church.
The chapel at Mount Bryan East was erected in 1885, in the same year as the school. A Methodist
chapel was erected at Willalo in 1927, after 15 years of using the local hall for services. Various
other small chapels have existed in the area, some of which also served as the local school. All of
these structures have now gone. They included a stone building at Franklyn (church and school
from 1881) and crude wooden hut at Pandappa, later replaced by a timber and iron building. Until
the 1950s, services were also held in the 'sewing room' at Ketchowla.
The Primitive Methodists were not particularly prevalent in the District Council of Hallett. They
erected a church in Terowie in 1880, but by 1884 they were letting the building to the Salvation
Army, and in 1890 they sold it to the Anglicans. There are no records of any other Primitive
Methodist chapel erected in the area. Presumably the members were agreeable to joining the
Wesleyan or Bible Christian churches until Methodist Union in 1900.

Anglican
Early Anglican services in the Terowie area were held at private homesteads (such as at Gottlieb's
Well in the 1840s), and later in local halls and school buildings.
The earliest Anglican church to be built in the District Council of Hallett was built at Terowie in 1882.
The congregation soon outgrew this church, selling it to the Terowie District Council who used it
from 1890 to 1935. This building was demolished in 1859.
For their new church, the Terowie Congregation purchased the old Primitive Methodist Chapel on
Mitchell Street in 1890, renaming it the Church of StJohn. This church is still used for services,
which are held three or four times a year.
The smallest Anglican church in Australia was erected at Whyte-Yarcowie in 1885. St Patrick's was a
curiosity which was usually pointed out to visitors to the area , however, the tiny church was
demolished in the 1960s.

22 North Eastern Times and Terowie News, 1 December 1882
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Anglican services have been held in the town of Hallett since 1887, although it was not until 1957
that they actually built their own church which was dedicated to St Catherine of Sienna. Prior to
that, services were held in the Institute buildings, the old one being partially converted to a church,
and being dedicated to Anglican use from 1932-1954.
The Hallett church is now the only Anglican church in the District Council of Hallett which operates
regularly. Residents of the northern part of the district can chose to attend the Peterborough
church .

Catholics
There are early records of the Roman Catholic faith in the Hallett area. As early as 1861 , a priest
from Sevenhill visited the settlement at Gottlieb's Well, and returned in subsequent years for
various services, mostly baptisms. Services were usually conducted in private homes, and some
parishioners would travel to Burra on occasion.
The earliest Catholic church building to be erected in the area was the timber-framed WhyteYarcowie church of 1875. In 1929, this was replaced by a substantial stone structure named the
Church of St Simon and St Jude. This church was closed in 1960, and the generally disused
building has occasionally been used as a residence since then.
In 1882, Terowie's Catholic community purchased the former Wesleyan Chapel near the school at
Terowie converting it to the Church of St Michael and St John.23 It is still used for worship.
As early as the 1870s, the Catholic community in Hallett owned Lots 63 and 70 (adjacent to the
school) , land which was intended for a Catholic church . However, a place of worship was never
constructed on the site. In the 1970s, the Catholics sold the land to the Education Department,
and it is now used as an extension of the Hallett School's recreation area.
The Catholic community in Hallett eventually acquired their own place of worship in 1980, when the
Hallett Freemasons gave them their Lodge building. The building was converted for use as a
church, and is still used regularly by the congregation being known as the Church of Christ the
Good Shepherd.

Baptists
The Baptists built churches of significant proportions in the towns of Terowie and Canowie Belt.
The church at Terowie was opened in March 1877, and was the first registered church to be built in
Terowie. The Baptists soon outgrew this building , and built a larger Chapel on Mitchell Street in

23 Terowie Enterprise, 27 October 1882
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1880. This Church was used as a Masonic Hall during the 20th Century, and is now a vacant
residence.
A Baptist church was also erected in Canowie Belt in 1904. This small settlement was founded after
1902, the year in which the Yongala sheep station was purchased by the Government and
subdivided into farm blocks. A group of Baptists settled in the area, and were encouraged by the
Baptist community at Jamestown, and by the enthusiastic Mr Jamieson to build their own church in
1907. The first church of wood and iron was replaced by a substantial and well-detailed stone
church in 1918, and the now disused shell is still standing.

Other denominations
The Salvation Army operated in Terowie between 1884 and 1889, leasing the chapel from the
Primitive Methodists.

The Presbyterians only erected one church in the District Council of Hallett, despite the fact that
there were strong followings in Clare, Jamestown, Belalie and Peterborough, and that the western
part of the district is known as the North-eastern Highlands. A Presbyterian Church was erected at
Canowie Belt (alternatively known as Yongala Blocks) in 1908, and was served by the minister from
the Jamestown parish. It eventually closed in 1965.

Cemeteries
Each of the three main towns of the District Council of Hallett has its own substantial cemetery. The
oldest graves date from the early 1870s, and can be found in the Whyte-Yarcowie cemetery. Other
burial sites in the district include the grounds of private houses (graves can still be found at
Wallinga, Piltimittiappa and Ketchowla) .
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Hallett Uniting Church, 1995

Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church, 1995
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2.4.3 Industry
High production of wheat encouraged the establishment of two flour mills in the area, one in
Terowie and one in Whyte-Yarcowie. Other industries in Terowie included an aerated water and
cordial factory operated by S. M. Lihou between 1882 and 1898, and a printing office which
produced a local newspaper between 1881 and 1891.
In the town of Hallett, a blacksmith named Ned Statton established his business in 1892. He
produced hundreds of Statton gates, employing many helpers, and gaining a wide reputation. The
business was closed in 1957, but many of the gates they produced can still be found throughout
the District Council of Hallett as well as in other parts of the State.

Former Terowie Flour Mill, 1909, photo by Sirius
From: Robinson J E 1909Progressive Terowie
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2. 4. 4 Law, Government and Social Services
Police stations
Early law enforcement in the Hallett area was provided by troopers from Burra. Later, troopers were
located in Terowie, and on 26 April 1882, tenders were called for the erection of a police station.
Local building firm Sara and Dunstan constructed the building which was designed by the Colonial
Architect's office in Adelaide, complete with a cell block at the rear. Later additions to the front
provided a court room for the area.
A pair of stone cells were also erected at Whyte-Yarcowie and Hallett, with the police station of the
former also being constructed of stone, and that of the latter being timber.
All of these Victorian police stations and their cells still survive, although none of them still serve
their original function. Currently, the only operating police station in the District Council of Hallett is
within the town of Hallett, a modern residence and station constructed on the Main Road in the
early 1960s.

Local government
The District Council of Hallett was formed in 1877, and the Terowie District Council in 1888. The
District Council of Hallett originally met in the Old Institute which is still situated in the Main Street of
Hallett.

The Terowie District Council met in the Terowie Institute between 1888 and 1890,

eventually moving to the old Anglican Church for their meetings. The old Anglican church ceased
to be used by Council in 1935, and was demolished in 1959.
The two councils were amalgamated with some of the surrounding hundreds in 1935, and the
headquarters of the new District Council of Hallett were located at the new Institute in Hallett.

Institutes and Halls
Many Institutes were established and built throughout South Australia in the 1870s, generally with
the aim of providing venues for educational improvement in the form of debates, meetings and
book collections.
The first Institute building in Hallett was built in 1879, on land donated by John and James Warwick,
owners of the Willogoleeche station. A new, much larger and more central Institute building was
opened in 1929 on a site adjacent to the War Memorial. This new Institute building contains the
Council offices, and is the place for many local social gatherings and meetings. The original
Institute building was dedicated for use as an Anglican Church between 1932 and 1954, and is
now used as a library, local history room and child-care centre.
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The impressive Institute building at Terowie was constructed in 1879 and added to in 1882. It has
been the meeting place for many local clubs and friendly societies; and a variety of occasions from
Council meetings and church services to dances and fetes have taken place there, making it an
important local institution and landmark.
In Whyte-Yarcowie, local residents erected their own stone hall in 1909. In the same year, residents
of the small, recently established settlement of Canowie Belt also constructed their own timber and
iron hall. Three years later, the first public building to be constructed at Willalo was the timber and
iron hall, which also served as a school and multi-denominational church.
All of these three halls still exist, although they are now used very rarely. At one time these halls
played a significant role within the life of the local community, serving as an entertainment venue
and the focus for political, social and some educational activities.

,-,-·
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Terowie Institute, 1909, photo by Sirius
From: Robinson J E 1909Progressive Terowie
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2. 4 . 5 Communications and finance
Post offices
Apart from the Post Offices in the three main towns of the area, postal facilities were established in
many other small settlements, often in private houses, or jointly with a local store. The post office at
Franklyn was established in the house of Frederick Mattey. Other rural post offices included those
at Pandappa, Canowie Belt and Mount Bryan East.
Currently there are only three post office agencies operating in the District Council of Hallett, one in
each of the main towns. A postal service operated in Terowie from 1873, with a large Post Office
being constructed in 1882. This building is now a private residence, and Terowie's postal facilities
are now provided by the former Ford Brothers' Store , now called the Terowie Post Office. In the
case of the Hallett (1881) and Whyte-Yarcowie post offices, the original purpose-built buildings are
still in use.

Banks
The National Bank and theE Sand A Bank are the main banks associated with the District Council
of Hallett.
The National Bank opened branches in Hallett, Whyte-Yarcowie (from 1885) and Terowie, and from
1888, was chosen as the Bank for the Councils of both Hallett and Terowie. The Terowie branch of
the National Bank opened its own premises in 1882, but the 1890s depression caused it to close in
1894 after only 12 years. The building has subsequently been used as a residence.
TheE Sand A Bank established a branch in Terowie in 1878, and built their own premises in 1881,
thereafter operating as either a full branch or an agency until 1966. The quality of the building
underlines the optimism of the bank, and the expectation of future prosperity for Terowie . The
building is now called the Pioneer Gallery, and houses historic photographs and local historic
records.
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Whyte-Yarcowie Post Office, 1995

Former E Sand A Bank, Terowie , 1909, photo by Sirius
From: Robinson J E 1909Progressive Terowie
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2. 4. 6 Health and Recreation
Hospitals
During the pioneering days of the district, medical help was rarely available when needed. Unless
an ill or injured person was near someone with medical knowledge (such as leading local
pastoralists the Doctors Browne), or able to get to the Surra hospital, they had to fend for
themselves. This situation was improved with establishment of the towns, as the larger settlements
were often able to support a medical practitioner. Terowie itself had a large number of medical staff
at one time, as well as two hospitals.
Terowie's earliest surgeon Dr Carter set up his practice in 1876, although he had left by 1879. In
1881, a second medical practice was established in Terowie, and in 1882 Dr Carter also returned to
work in the town. Several small nursing homes were established in Terowie in the late 1880s, and
in 1888, the Terowie Hospital was established on Mitchell Street.24 In the previous year, a Dr Hill
established an Eye Hospital on the Main Street, using as his premises the impressive villa which
had been built by Dr Abramowski in about 1884.
During the years of Terowie's growth and prosperity, many doctors and nurses operated there ,
ministering to the districts about Terowie and Whyte-Yarcowie. Both Terowie hospitals have now
been closed and the buildings converted to residences. The old hospital on Mitchell Street is also
used for bed-and-breakfast accommodation.
T he District Council of Hallett now receives its doctor and hospital care from Surra, Jamestown and
Peterborough . Local veterinary surgeons are based at Jamestown and Mount Bryan.

Recreation
The earliest sporting activities in the area were hunting and horse-racing. In 1886, Terowie
established an oval, enabling sports such as cricket, football and athletics to be introduced. The
oval, and the sporting activities associated with it, played an important part in the life of the local
community . The grounds were constantly improved and buildings such as an 1895 pavilion, and a
grandstand and new pavilion of 1925 were added (all are now demolished). Other popular local
sports included tennis, skating, golf, basketball, baseball, bicycle racing, croquet and bowling.
Boating was also a local pass-time, and regattas were held at Hiles Lagoon.
In the second half of the 20th Century, Terowie sports clubs adapted the building which was built
as the Regimental Aid Post for the World War Two Army Staging Camp as club and change-rooms.
More recently, sporting activities held at the Terowie Oval include pony club meetings, informal
cricket matches and netball on the newly constructed courts.

24 Terowie Enterprise, 27 July 1888, p.3
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Hallett was also a strong sporting centre, and established its own oval in 1904. A substantial
grandstand was erected on the oval in 191 0, and it is still there to this day. The Hallett oval is
entered via a pair of gates, with the drive winding past the modern bowling club. Hallett also has
tennis/netball courts, which are regularly used for local matches. Other local sporting facilities
include a golf course and swimming pool.
Other towns and settlements in the area have participated in the district's sporting activities,
occasionally having their own clubs, and usually having to improvise facilities or visit the larger towns
for their practices.

Hallett Grandstand, 1995
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2. 4. 7 Social Life
The social life of the people of the Hallett district was focussed around public buildings such as the
churches, schools, halls, shops, and of course the hotels.
Important social institutions and clubs included the Fire Fighting Associations (Hallett 1946); Red
Cross (Hallett 1915, Terowie c.1916) ; the Country Women's Association (Terowie group formed in
1932 and erected a hall in 1938, the Hallett branch formed in 1956); Mothers and Babies Health
Association (formed in Hallett in the 1960s); the Terowie Brass Band (c.1877) ; as well as the various
friendly societies and lodges.

Hotels
The town of Hallett sported two hotels in its heyday. The earliest hotel, the Willogoleech or
Wildongoleeche, was built in 1869 and was the earliest hotel in the district. Between about 1888
and 1932 this hotel was known as the Hallett Hotel, but eventually it reverted to its original name
under which it still operates. Also in Hallett, the Unicorn Hotel built in the 1870s, was located at the
southern end of the town near the railway station. This hotel building is now gone.
Similarly to Hallett, Whyte-Yarcowie once possessed two hotels, although now only one remains.
The Yarcowie Hotel operated between 1875 and 1893. For a short time in 1882, this hotel was also
known as the Globe, but soon reverted to its original name. It now no longer exists. The
Commercial Hotel was opened in about 1881 and still operates on the Main Road . Confusingly, it
was renamed the Yarcowie Hotel in 1974, and is now known as the Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel.
Terowie's first building was a chapel built by John Aver Mitchell, who then constructed a hotel in
front, the Terowie Hotel of 1873-74. In 1880, two new two-storey hotels were built in Terowie, both
designed by the Adelaide architectural firm of Thomas English . The Royal Hotel on Railway Terrace
is now gone, but the Imperial Hotel still survives next to the Institute on the Main Street. Around the
turn of the century, there was also a Temperance Hotel in Terowie, which was operated by Mr
Matthews. This was housed in a building which is now known as the former Coffee Palace.

Friendly Societies and Freemasons
John Aver Mitchell, founder of Terowie, was enthusiastic about Lodges, societies which served as
a sort of life and health insurance, as well as providing social benefits and encouraging camaraderie.
Thus, the Order of Oddfellows was established in Terowie as early as 1875. The Freemasons
established a Lodge in Terowie in 1881 , later occupying a building belonging to Tucks the
builders, and then the Baptist Chapel on Mitchell Street. The Freemasons became the longest
running friendly society in the area, finally closing in 1993.
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Other societies which were formed in Terowie include the Foresters Lodge, Rechabite Lodge,
United Ancient Order of the Druids and the Buffalo Lodge. These societies were very popular
around the turn of the century, and Inter-Friendly Society sports and social events were held.
Unlike the Masons, most societies did not build their own premises, but held their meetings in the
Institute building.

The Friendly Societies lost popularity during the second half of the 20th

Century, and now they have a much lower profile throughout Australia.
In Hallett, the Freemasons were the main group to become established. The Hallett Lodge was
formed in 1921 , needing to use the Institute building for their meetings until their own Masonic
Temple was opened in September 1928 on the corner of Richard and Alfred Streets. The Hallett
Lodge held the dubious honour of being the second smallest Lodge in the State, and as its small
number of loyal brethren dwindled, it was forced to close in the late 1970s. In 1980, they gave their
temple to the Catholic congregation of Hallett, and it is now used regularly for Catholic services.

The District Council of Hallett's oldest hotel, the Wildongoleeche in Hallett (1869), photo c.1900
From: Richards M 1977, Hallett: A History of Town and District, p.49
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Members of the Terowie Foresters Lodge, 1909
From: Besanko W 1977, Historic Terowie, Figure 97

Members of the Terowie Oddfellows Lodge, 1909
From: Besanko W 1977, Historic Terowie, Figure 98
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2.3 STATEMENT OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE
The District Council of Hallett is considered to be of most significance for its contribution to wool
and wheat production; associations with important South Australian pastoral pioneers ;
demonstration of the efficacy of Goyder's Line; and for its associations with transport, the railways,
South Australian military activity, sheep breeding and gold mining.
One place in Hallett which still reflects most of these important themes is Terowie, a town of
complex history and high integrity. Other surviving examples of significant heritage in the district
include important historic pastoral complexes and rare survivals of primitive pioneer construction.

Ketchowla Woolshed, 1995
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3 Inventory and Recommendations

INVENTORY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The main purpose of this survey was to evaluate the heritage resources of the District Council of
Hallett for the purposes of conservation, planning and assessment.
Recommendations were then to be made for State Heritage Areas, State Heritage Places, Historic
Conservation Zones and local heritage places. The first step in this process was to establish a
thematic overview history for the area, based on the range of primary and secondary historical
material available, as well as information provided by persons or groups with a knowledge of the
development of the area.
Field su rveys were undertaken to identify, describe and locate places considered to be of
significance to the area. This fieldwork was necessary in order to confirm the historical background
statement as well as to provide a basis from which to make recommendations for places for entry in
the State Heritage Register. Without the fieldwork the selection and definition of State and local
heritage places, State Heritage Areas and Historic Conservation Zones would be impossible.
In summary the following recommendations are made.

3. 1 State Heritage Areas
One State Heritage Area is nominated.
Terowie State Heritage Area
A list of the highly contributory places within this proposed area are included in Section 5 of this
report.

3 . 2 State Heritage Places
The following twelve places are recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register.
Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Hundred of Anne

H: 1

Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies and Hut

Hundred of Hallett

H:5

Ketchowla Woolshed and Homestead

Hundred of Ketchowla

H: 27

Former Smokehouse, Sections 248 & 249

Hundred of Terowie

H: 30

Ulooloo Miller's Hut

Hundred of Terowie

H: 31

Munjibbie Homestead

Hundred of Terowie

H:32

Terowie Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Terowie

H: 35
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Former E Sand A Bank, Lot 47 Main Street

Terowie

H: 41

Terowie Hotel, Part Lots 39 & 40 Main Street

Terowie

H:50

Terowie Railway Station, Railway Terrace

Terowie

H:56

Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney & Kitchen

Hundred of Tomkinson

H: 62

Collinsville Homestead Complex

Hundred of Tomkinson

H: 64

3. 3

Historic Conservation Zones

Two Historic Conservation Zones are nominated.
Hallett Historic Conservation Zone
Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone
Lists of highly contributory places within each of the zones are included in Section 7 of this report.

3. 4 Places of Local Heritage Value
The following 30 places are considered to be of interest to the history and development of the
District Council of Hallett:

52

Willalo Hall

Hundred of Anne

H:3

Former Methodist Chapel, Willalo

Hundred of Anne

H:4

Mount Bryan East School

Hundred of Hallett

H:6

Willogoleeche Woolshed

Hundred of Hallett

H: 7

Former Methodist Chapel, Mount Bryan East

Hundred of Hallett

H:9

Wallinga Homestead and Dare Grave

Hundred of Hallett

H: 11

Wilkins House

Hundred of Hallett

H: 12

Hallett Grandstand, Hallett Oval

Hallett

H: 13

Hallett Hotel

Hallett

H: 19

Hallett Uniting Church, John Street

Hallett

H: 22

Hallett Primary School, John Street

Hallett

H: 23

Hallett Railway Station

Hallett

H : 25

Pulpara Woolshed

Hundred of Ketchowla

H : 28

Bridge, Section 419

Hundred of Terowie

H:33

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery

Hundred of Terowie

H:34

Terowie Institute, Main Street

Terowie

H :37

Imperial Hotel, Main Street

Terowie

H:42

Terowie Catholic Church, Main Street

Terowie

H:43

Terowie Primary School, Main Street

Terowie

H : 46

Former Uniting Church and Hall, Mitchell Street

Terowie

H: 51
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Former Baptist Church, Mitchell Street

Terowie

H:53

Grave of John Aver Mitchell, Terowie Cemetery

Terowie

H: 61

Shepherd's Hut, Tooralie Gorge

Hundred of Tomkinson

H: 65

Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church

Hundred of Whyte

H:66

Neathvale Homestead Complex

Hundred of Whyte

H:67

Canowie Belt Baptist Church

Hundred of Whyte

H: 68

Canowie Belt Hall

Hundred of Whyte

H:69

Former Catholic Church

Whyte-Yarcowie

H:72

Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church

Whyte-Yarcowie

H:73

Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel

Whyte-Yarcowie

H:77

3. 5

Inventory

A summary listing of all places surveyed and location maps are included in Section 9 of this reportSummary of Heritage Places.
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4

PLACES CURRENTLY
REGISTER

4 Current State Heritage Places

ENTERED

IN

THE STATE

HERITAGE

Any place-land, building or structure-may be included in the State Heritage Register, but must
first meet one or more of the criteria for inclusion under Section 16 of the Heritage Act, 1993.
These criteria help to determine whether a place 'is part of the environmental, social or cultural
heritage of the State'.
The only place in the District Council of Hallett which is currently entered in the State Heritage
Register is:
Former Ford Bothers' Store, Main Street

Terowie

H: 49

A Heritage Assessment Report for this place follows:
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Former Ford Brothers' Store

Survey Ref: H: 49

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
Terowie Citizens Association Inc., PO Box 12, Terowie 5421
335/118
Lot 527
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Registered 1 Sep 1983
NT Recorded file 1426

SHR No

10182

241 /29, 242110, 28, 29
H: 49
5 pages
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Former Ford Brothers' Store

Survey Ref: H: 49

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Former Ford Brothers' Store is a detached building, situated on the corner of Main Street and
North Street. It lies within the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area and is now called Terowie
Post Office.
The building has a deep rectangular plan with shop to the front, facing onto Main Street, and an
attached residence to the rear. The attached residence has stone dressings to front and brick
dressings to rear. A corrugated-iron hipped gable roof is concealed at the front by the ornate
parapet which tops the facade .
The original shop-front had an ogee shaped corrugated-iron verandah resting on simple wooden
posts. Above this was a plain classical parapet with central segmental pediment. During the late
1970s, the building was renovated and the parapet was remodelled. The new parapet has ornate
classical detailing, consisting of a central rectangular pediment topped with a carved motif, ltalianate
balustrading to each side of pediment, and finials at each end. The curved corrugated-iron
verandah still rests on timber posts and is decorated with iron lace-work.
At ground level, most of front wall of shop consists of fixed shop windows with inset door, all with
timber frames to openings. Interior of store contains some original timber furnishings.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1882
Architect/ Designer:

Unknown.

Builder :

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a good example of a late 19th Century shop and residence complex,
with its large proportions indicating optimistic hopes for successful
commercial operations in the young town of Terowie.

HISTORY
In 1880, Lot 335 in the township of Terowie was issued as a land grant to Samuel Temby. Temby
transferred the property to a pair of Norwood cabinet makers within months , and they sold it to
Owen Thomas Joseph Ford in February 1882. Ford is described as a storekeeper of Terowie, and
he presumably set about constructing a grand new store with attached residence immediately. The
situation of the store on the Main Street, and also near the railway station , assured Ford of a strong
commercial position, especially in view of the prosperous years of the 1880s.
Other notable owners of the store included the Hosking family, who operated there from 1892 to
1911 . The store was closed in the early 1960s, but was reopened in 1991 , and now also serves as
the Terowie Post Office.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
Although the facade now has added details, the store and attached residence remain an excellent
example of a shop building in a rural town.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

68

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
closely linked to the history of Terowie.
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Former Ford Brothers' Store
(d)

Survey Ref: H: 49

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance. The
19th Century shop has well-preserved interiors, providing a good record of Victorian shop
furnishings. The exterior also retains many original elements including verandah form, shop
windows and residence detailing.

References
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie -A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
National Trust of SA
MLSA Records
HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The surviving shop with its attached residence displays cultural significance . Later additions of
detail to the facade are considered to be of interest.
Current Condition
Exterior: Fair/poor condition.
Interior:

Fair condition.

Integ rlty
Exterior:

The building has had its parapet remodelled during the 1970s.

Interior:

The building appears to retain most of its original fittings.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and requires regular maintenance.
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Former Ford Brothers' Store

Survey Ref: H: 49

Hosking's' Store, 1909, photo by Sirius
From: Robinson 1909, Progressive Terowie

Terowie Post Office (detail of side wall), 1995
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Former Ford Brothers' Store

Survey Ref: H: 49

Terowie Post Office (detail of side wall), 1995

Terowle Post Office (detail of sidewall) , 1995
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

5 Recommendations: State Heritage Areas

STATE HERITAGE AREAS

The brief for the heritage survey states:
The criteria and report format for a State Heritage Area closely follow those required for a
recommendation for the Register. However, an area will be of greater extent, and will normally be made
up of a large number of land parcels.
The significance of a State Heritage Area should rest on qualities which are exceptional, not
commonplace, and it should constitute a continuous and unified area comprised for the most part of
significant fabric, and relatively free from unsympathetic intrusions. Individual places of particular
significance within the area should be identified and described.
The boundary of a State Heritage Area should be clearly defined, following cadastral boundaries where
possible, and simple in outline. It should take in the continuously significant area without the addition
of buffer zones.

Bearing these general principles in mind, the consultants nominate the following area as a State
Heritage Area.
Terowie State Heritage Area
This area is delineated on Figure 5.1

Danvers Architects
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5.1

5 Recommendations: State Heritage Areas

TEROWIE STATE HERITAGE AREA

Terowie has qualities which are exceptional, not least of which is the high integrity of its building
stock. The core of Terowie contains a large number of fine shops , houses, churches and public
buildings which were built in the late 19th Century, a time when the town was at a peak. Little
development occurred in Terowie in the 20th Century due to changes in the South Australian
railway networks and local agriculture. Thus, Terowie retains a strong atmosphere of a by-gone
age .
5. 1 . 1 Description of Area
The proposed Terowie State Heritage Area is a large area incorporating most of the existing
structures within the town of Terowie. The area is bounded by Railway Terrace East, Aver Street,
Packer/Taylor/ Hoskin Streets and Jeffrey/ Packer Streets.
The boundaries of this area are defined on Figure 5.1.
5.1 . 2 Individual Heritage Places within Area
Places within the Terowie State Heritage Area which are entered in , or recommended for entry in
the State Heritage Register:
Terowie Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Terowie Oval

H:35

Former E S and A Bank, Lot 41

Main Street

H: 41

Ford Brothers' Store, Lot 527

Main Street

H: 49

Terowie Hotel, Part Lots 39 & 40

Main Street

H: SO

Terowie Railway Station, Railway Reserve

Railway Terrace

H: 56

Places which are of local heritage value, and are more closely analysed by the Heritage Assessment
Reports in Section 8 of this document:

74

Terowie Institute, Lot 4

Main Street

H: 37

Imperial Hotel, Lot 1-3

Main Street

H: 42

Terowie Catholic Church, Lot 167

Main Street

H: 43

Terowie Primary School, Lot 453

Main Street

H: 46

Former Uniting Church, Lot 20

Mitchell Street

H: 51

Former Baptist Church, Lot 29

Mitchell Street

H: 53
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Places which have not been recommended as being of local heritage value, but which make an
important contribution to the historic character of the State Heritage Area:
War Memorial

Besanko Street

H: 36

Group of three shops, Lot 8

Main Street

H: 38

Simpson Bros./Stephenson's Store, Lot 10

Main Street

H:39

Former National Bank, Lot 39

Main Street

H:40

Former Police Station, Lot 254

Main Street

H:44

Former Eye Hospital, Lot 257

Main Street

H:45

Hidden Water's Emporium , Lot 516

Main Street

H:47

Former Coffee Palacerremperance Hotel, Lot 520

Main Street

H:48

St John's Anglican Church, Lot 167

Mitchell Street

H: 52

Former Terowie Hospital, Lot 131

Mitchell Street

H: 54

Former St Joseph's Convent, Lot 276

Mitchell Street

H: 55

Foreman's House, Railway Yards, Section 412

Railway Reserve

H: 57

Foreman's House, Railway Yards, Section 468

Railway Reserve

H: 59

Explosives Bunker, Railway Yards

Railway Reserve

H: 58

Former Post Office

Railway Terrace

H: 60

Other significant shops and residences make an important contribution to the historic character of
the Area. This character is described in Section 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.

5. 1 . 3 General Land use
The area comprises the core and earliest development in the town of Terowie, the most significant
town in the District Council of Hallett. The layout, land division and bui~ form is typical of a South
Australian frontier town. The area is predominantly residential with commercial development along
the Main Street, and a former industrial area within the railway yards.

5.1 .4 Historical Background
The town of Terowie was established in the early 1870s as a service centre for north-bound traffic.
Terowie owes its birth to one man, John Aver Mitchell; and its subsequent growth and success to
its position on a major South Australian transport route, and later, to its important position within the
South Australian rail network. This latter point is considered in detail in Section 2.3.4 of this report.
John Aver Mitchell (1833-1879) is widely acknowledged to be the founder of Terowie. He and his
family arrived in South Au stralia in 1847, and settled in the Marrabel area. Mitchell turned his hand
to many things, and lived in various places including Kapunda and Hallett, before establishing
himself in the Terowie area.
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In 1872, Mitchell selected Section 158 from the recently proclaimed Hundred of Terowie. This land
had previously been part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well sheep run, the lease of which had been
resumed by the Government and opened for credit selection. Mitchell planted wheat on his land,
but soon turned to other ideas for a livelihood. The growing amount of northward traffic passing
through his section required services, and he is believed to have established an underground
store or possible sly-grog shop at the side of the track as early as 1872.
He soon built two substantial stone buildings close to one another, the Hotel which was licensed
on 7 May 1874; and a chapel which probably served a variety of functions including as a general
meeting place. The hotel and chapel are considered to be Terowie's earliest surviving buildings,
but it was not long before a smithy and store were also constructed near the hotel. To ensure the
growth and success of his infant town, Mitchell donated land and money for a school and a
Methodist Chapel, both of which were erected in 1877.
The fact that the young town of Terowie offered much needed services to the northward traffic, as
well as to the growing number of local settlers, secured its future prosperity. By the end of the
1870s over 500 people had settled in the town. Subsequent fluctuations in population had two
main causes : the times of depression which affected both local and state-wide production, and
hence local services; and the rise and fall of railway operations, which reached high points in the
1880s (with the Silverton/Broken Hill Traffic) , the 1940s (Military manoeuvres) and the 1950s
(Leigh Creek Coal) . The 1970 bypassing of the Terowie break-of-gauge sounded the death knell
for the town's prosperity.
This history, of massive boom and prosperity in the 1880s, but then a subsequent dip in popularity
followed by later peaks of a similar height has, to a large extent, dictated the face of Terowie today.
Almost all of the buildings in the commercial and residential core of the town were constructed
before the turn of the century. Lack of a steadily rising population led to there being no necessity
for new buildings to be built after the 1880s, as the old ones were built during a wave of optimism,
and then rarely outgrown.
Therefore , within the core of the town, very few 20th Century buildings have been built, and few
modern alterations and additions have been required. In the railway yards and on the oval, a few
surviving buildings related to Terowie important railway and military history also survive, to provide
another dimension to Terowie's historical significance.
Terowie survives as a fascinating 19th Century commercial and residential time capsule, with the
additional facet of the evocative industrial and military sites on its eastern side. However, it is also a
living town , with a small number of interested residents trying to retain their unique heritage.
Terowie still has an important role to play as a service town, although now its commercial future
probably lies with the provision of specialised services and a unique experience for the cultural
tourist.
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5. 1 . 5 Description of Character
Along the Main Street the predominant building types are the commercial and public buildings.
Most of the shops are single-storeyed stone constructions with corrugated-iron roofs and
verandahs, and fixed-glass timber-framed windows. Many of the shops stand in groups, with some.
such as Former Ford Brothers' General Store, standing separate from other commercial buildings.
Other important constructions along the Main Street include two former banks , two hotels, one of
which is two-storey; an imposing two-storey Institute building; and various residences, offices and
park areas. At the southern end of the Main Street lies the primary school and Catholic Church.
To the west , Mitchell Street lies parallel to Main Street, and also has a large number of public
buildings, including several churches, a hall, a former Catholic school and convent and the former
Terowie Hospital. There are also several residences on the street, as well as a large number of
undeveloped blocks. The parts of the proposed State Heritage Area which lie west of Mitchell
Street contain a mixture of small residences and vacant lots.
Most of the houses were built in the latter part of the 19th Century, and employed simple stone
construction, usually with red-brick chimneys and a symmetrical facade. The roof construction of
the residences varies, with many cottages employing skillion roofs, and others with gabled roofs.
The verandahs also vary. Some houses have no verandah, while others have bull-nose, straight or
concave verandahs. Timber has been used for doors and window-frames, and the windows are
typically double-hung sashes.
The public, ecclesiastical and institutional structures which can be found on Main and Mitchell
Streets vary in design depending on the function . The Institute is a Classical building, designed by
an Adelaide architect to provide the young town with optimism and high quality cultural identity.
Rather unusually, the largest bank in the town was not built in a robust classical style, but employs
Victorian Tudor form and detailing, a rare departure for a rural bank. The surviving churches of the
town are all of solid stone construction with simple Victorian Gothic or Victorian Romanesque
detailing and pitched galvanised-iron roofs.
The forms and materials used in most of the shops and houses in Terowie are those which are
common to many other Mid-North towns. The main interest to be found amongst the commercial
and residential areas of Terowie, is their particularly high integrity as a surviving example of a 19th
Century boom frontier town.
The other face of Terowie is its disused rail-yards. This area was at the heart of Terowie's
prosperous and successful history, and lies one block to the east of Main Street. The importance
of the railways to Terowie are described in Section 2.3 .3 and 2.3.4 of this report. Little now
survives of the bustling yards which once stretched for nearly three kilometres.

Two stone

buildings survive at the site of the station, as well as a platform with two plaques marking historic
events. Other structures include two foreman's cottages, a water tower and an explosives bunker.
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These are important as surviving relics of the historically significant Terowie railway yards. The site
and its remaining structures contribute to an understanding of the history of the town, and
therefore they have been included within the proposed State Heritage Area.
On the oval there are two buildings which date from the World War Two Staging Camp, the former
Holding Cells, and the former Regimental Aid Post (See Section 2.3.4 for further information).
These are both considered to be important historical reminders of the important part which Terowie
played in World War Two.
There are few fences in this rural town, and the level of landscaping is very simple. Few street trees
have been planted in the Main Street as most buildings have street frontages. Trees have been
planted along North Street, in the railway yards, around the oval, and in the small picnic area next to
the Country Women's Association clubroom. Trees include Eucalypts and Peppertrees. Another
interesting landscape element within the zone is the Arid Lands Botanic Garden on the Main
Street, created in 1991.

Terowie Main Street in 1884, Photo by Dr Abramowski
From: Besanko W 1977, Progressive Terowie, p.9
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, west side, looking north from Besanko Street, 1995

Main Street, west side, looking north from CWA building, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, east side, looking south from North Street, 1995

Main Street, east side, looking north from Third Street, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, looking north from Carter Street, 1995

Main Street, looking north from Lot 43, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, west side, former Eye Hospital, Lot 257, 1995

Main Street, west side, former Police Station, Lot 254, 1995
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•

Main Street, west side, cells to rear former Police Station, Lot 254, 1995

Main Street, west side, Imperial Hotel and Terowie Institute, Lots 3 and 4, 1995
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Main Street, west side, group of three shops on Lot 8, 1995

Main Street, west side, shops on Lot 9, 1995
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Main Street, west side, shops on Lot 9, 1995

Main Street, west side, shop and dwelling on Lot 10 (formerly Stephenson's Store) , 1995
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Main Street, west side, shop and dwelling on Lot 10 (formerly Stephenson's Store), 1995

Main Street, west side, group of three shops on Lot 39, 1995
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Main Street, west side, Terowie Hotel on Lot 39 and 40 , 1995

Main Street, west side, Former E Sand A Banks on Lot 41, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, west side, shops on Lot 42, 1995

Main Street , west side, dwellings on Lots 45 and 46, 1995
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Main Street, east side, Terowie War Memorial, Besanko Street Intersection, 1995
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Main Street, east side, CWA Hall, Lot 451 , 1995

Main Street, east side, Former Ford Brothers' Store (now Terowie Post Office), Lot 527, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, east side, shops on Lot 525, 1995

Main Street, east side, shop on Lot 522, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Main Street, east side, former Coffee Palace/Temperance Hotel, Lot 520, 1995

Main Street , east side, dwelling on Lot 518, 1995
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Main Street, east side, shops on Lot 525, 1995

Railway Terrace West, former Post Office, Lot 439, 1933
From : Besanko, W 1977, Historic Terowie, Figure 42
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Main Street, west side, school, Lot 453, 1995

·---·_......

Main Street, west side, school residence, Lot 453, 1995
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Mitchell Street, west side, former Hospital, Lot 131, 1995

Mitchell Street, west side, StJohn's Anglican Church, Lot 167, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Mitchell Street, west side, Soldiers Memorial Hall, Lot 276, 1995

Mitchell Street, west side, Former St Joseph's Convent, Lot 276, 1995
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Hoskin Street, west side, dwelling, Lot 251, 1995

Hoskin Street, west side, dwelling, Lot 249, 1995
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Packer Street, east side, dwelling, Lot 69, 1995

Mitchell Street, west side, looking north from Johns Street, 1995
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Main Street, looking west towards Aver Street, 1995

Terowie Oval, looking south-east towards railway station, 1995
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Terowie Oval, looking south-east at World War Two Cell-block, railway station to rear, 1995

Terowie Oval, looking south-west World War Two Cell-block, former Post Office to rear, 1995
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Terowie State Heritage Area

Terowie Rail-yards, Guardroom at Station, 1995

Terowie Rail-yards, Remains of Railway Station, 1995
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Terowie Rail-yards, Plaque on Railway Platform, 1995

Terowie Rail-yards, Railway Explosives Bunker, 1995
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Terowie Rail-yards , Foreman's Cottage on Lot 412, 1995

Terowie Rail-yards, Foreman's Cottage on Lot 468, 1995
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The following photographs were taken by Sirius in 1909, and were published in Progressive

Terowie, J E Robinson. They display some of the commercial premises and other buildings which
operated in Terowie in the early part of this century. They are, in order:

Main Street, west side, Looking south from the Imperial Hotel
Imperial Hotel, Main Street
Former McWaters Butchers Shop, Main Street
Former Abbott's Fruit Shop, Main Street
Former Mahoney's Butchers Shop
Terowie Hotel, Main Street
Group of three shops, Main Street
Former Terowie Eye Hospital, Main Street
Former Reynolds Saddlery, Main Street
Former Basheer Brothers' Store, Main Street
Former White Brothers Fruit Shop, Main Street
Former Barton's Bakery and Drapery, Main Street
B H and A R Tuck's Building Office, Main Street (now demolished)
Royal Hotel, Railway Terrace (now demolished)
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6

RECOMMENDATIONS:

STATE HERITAGE PLACES

The Heritage Act, 1993 provides the statutory basis for criteria under which places-land, buildings
or structures-are assessed for entry in the State Heritage Register. There must be a process of
selection, assessment and critical judgement involved in the entry of places in the Register. A
place is of heritage value if it satisfies one or more of the following criteria:
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history; or

(b)

it has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance; or

(c)

it may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's history, including
its natural history; or

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance; or

(e)

it demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics; or

(f)

it has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the community or a group within it; or

(g)

it has a special association with the life or work of a person or organisation or an event of
historical importance.

The following places are recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register and the Register of
the National Estate as a result of this study which takes into account historical research, fieldwork
and criteria established under Section 16 of the Heritage Act, 1993.
Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Hundred of Anne

H: 1

Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies and Hut

Hundred of Hallett

H:5

Ketchowla Woolshed and Homestead

Hundred of Ketchowla

H : 27

Former Smokehouse, Sections 248 & 249

Hundred of Terowie

H : 30

Ulooloo Miller's Hut

Hundred of Terowie

H : 31

Munjibbie Homestead

Hundred of Terowie

H : 32

Terowie Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Terowie

H : 35

Former E Sand A Bank, Lot 47 Main Street

Terowie

H : 41

Terowie Hotel, Part Lots 39 & 40 Main Street

Terowie

H : 50

Terowie Railway Station, Railway Terrace

Terowie

H : 56

Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney & Kitchen

Hundred of Tomkinson

H : 62

Collinsville Homestead Complex

Hundred of Tomkinson

H: 64
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These places are indicated on Figures 3.1 to 3.11.
In the case of the homestead complexes, the individual buildings described in the Heritage
Assessment Report are indicated on a site plan within that report. The numbers on the site plans
relate to the numbers allocated to the individual buildings in the "description" section (ie. page 2) of
the Heritage Assessment Report.

6.1

HERITAGE CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS

The following Heritage Assessment Reports contain a Heritage Care component as requested by
the State Heritage Branch. The aim of the Heritage Conservation assessment is to provide current
information for each place recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register. This information
complements the descriptive material contained earlier in the Heritage Assessment Report.
Specifically, it includes the identification of Significant Fabric, the Condition and the Integrity of
each place, and provides a general statement regarding suggested future management of the
place.
Current Condition definitions are as follows:
Good

Good condition, requires regular maintenance.

Fair

Average condition, requires regular general maintenance

Poor

Bad condition, requires remedial action and specialist advice as to appropriate
conservation and future maintenance.

These condition descriptions are of a general nature only, and more detailed specialist advice
should be sought prior to any conservation, restoration or other building works.
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Hallett
Cappeedee Pty Ltd, PMB Hallett 5419
4177/515
320
Anne
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/ Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
Nil

SHR No

Nil

241 /32, 33, E, 24210
H: 1
12 pages
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Cappeedee station is an historic pastoral property within the Hallett district. The buildings
which survive at the core of the station are spaced widely apart, yet are historically and functionally
closely related.
The buildings which are considered to best represent the significance of the site, and which are
included in this recommendation are :
1
2

Homestead
Woolshed

The homestead sits in a garden paddock, and has detached stables and garages at the rear, with a
former manager's/stockman's cottage to the north-east. The homestead itself is a single-storey
stone building with a symmetrical facade, elongated at the southern end. Along the facade, a
gracious verandah articulates the design of the front facade with its projecting bay windows. The
roofing and verandah are corrugated-iron, with the roof resting on decorative timber brackets, and
the convex verandah is supported by timber verandah posts which have iron feet resting on a
stone plinth. Other features include intricate iron lace work to the verandah, white-painted red-brick
chimneys , timber-framed double-hung sash windows, and a timber central doorway with fanlight.
Over one kilometre to the north-east of the homestead lies the Cappeedee Woolshed. The
woolshed is a large stone building of distinctive design. The building is both long and wide, with a
hipped-gable corrugated-iron roof spreading over the stone structure. Each gable end has small
port-hole windows beneath the roof-line. Along each side, the square six-paned windows have
timber frames. Small skylights have been added to the roof, and timber-framed corrugated-iron
extensions have been added to each side of the stone building . The interior of the shed contains
most of its original timber fittings, including partitions, pens and slat floor.
Other buildings within the homestead complex which are also of interest, and are considered to be
contributory to the cultural significance of the above, are:
3
4
5
6

Garage/stables/workshop
former stockman's cottage to rear of the homestead
Shearer's quarters
Outbuildings to Shearer's quarters

The stables/garage and workshop building are stone with timber frames to openings and
corrugated iron roofing and partial cladding. The former stockman's cottage is a simple single-bay
stone building with timber framed openings and a hipped corrugated iron roof and red-brick
chimney.
About 200 metres to the north-west of the woolshed are the former shearer's quarters with their
outbuildings. The single-storey stone shearer's quarters have been converted for use as a
permanent residence. The exterior shows original openings with timber doors and timber framed
casement windows. The corrugated iron roof and verandah have recently been replaced.
The outbuildings associated with the shearer's quarters include a long low stone outbuilding to the
rear of the quarters, and small stone barn with modified opening to the front (north-west) of the
quarters.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : late 1870s, 1880s.
Architect/Designer:

Not known.

Builder:

Not known.
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed
Discussion of style:

Survey Ref: H: 1

The buildings of most stylistic interest are the homestead and woolshed.
The main house is a well designed gracious Victorian homestead displaying
elements of the Victorian Regency and Victorian Filigree styles .25 This
building appears to have been designed by an architect (as yet
unidentified) .
The woolshed is a functional building rendered impressive by its scale, and
the quality of its construction. Its design reflects the Germanic tradition of
roofing more commonly found in areas such as the Barossa Valley. The
hipped gable roof provided a practical solution to the covering of the shed
and the allowing of port-hole windows for extra light, and is not necessarily
associated with a German influence. However, there were also some
Germanic peoples who settled in the area, and some of them may have
assisted with the construction of the Cappeedee Woolshed.

HISTORY
The land upon which the Cappeedee complex now stands was originally part of Pastoral Lease 53
which was known as McVittie's Flat. The lease was issued to William McVittie in 1850, and he ran
sheep on the property until he left South Australia at some time in the 1850s. The lease for
McVittie's Flat was then taken over by Joseph Gilbert, and the land became an extension of his
Mount Bryan station. In 1874, the lease of the McVittie Flat property was resumed by the
Government, who issued the land grant to Lawrence Reynolds, a farmer of Freeling.26
In 1879, the McVittie's Flat land was purchased from Reynolds by John Murray (1814-1886), sheep
farmer of Mount Crawford. It is possible that Murray actually occupied the property years earlier,
having used Reynolds as a dummy purchaser. Murray named the McVittie's Flat property
Cappeedee , and proceeded to establish a notable stud there. He was also responsible for
erecting the first permanent buildings at Cappeedee, including the fine homestead erected in the
late 1870s, and the woolshed of the 1880s. The Murray family still own the Cappeedee station.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The Cappeedee homestead and woolshed are key structures associated with one of the District
Council of Hallett's most important historic studs. The Cappeedee homestead and woolshed are of
particular significance for their quality design and high integrity.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
closely linked to one of the district's important early pastoral runs.

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, both
the homestead and the woolshed being excellent examples of their class.

(e) it demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics.
The Cappeedee homestead demonstrates a high degree of aesthetic accomplishment, being
a particularly attractive and well-proportioned Victorian house. The woolshed provides an
outstanding demonstration of late 19th Century woolshed construction techniques.

25 Apperly, A. et al
26 Certificate of Title 195/27
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

(g) it has special association with the life or work of a person of historical importance, being closely
associated with the early settler, William McVittie, and the important stud-founder John Murray.

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial; Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia.
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
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Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The fine proportions and design of the homestead and the well preserved form and interior
furnishings of the woolshed comprise the most culturally significant fabric of the complex. Hence,
the major structures at Cappeedee are defined as the main homestead and woolshed.
Other buildings of significance as part of the early station complex include the stables/garages and
stockman's cottage to the rear of the homestead, and the shearer's quarters and outbuildings not
far from the woolshed. Other features of interest include stone walling, rainwater tanks and stone
gates to the homestead.

Current Condition
Homestead:

Good condition.

Stables/garage:

Fair condition

Stockman's cottage : Fair/poor condition
Woolshed:

Fair/good condition.

Shearer's quarters:

Good condition.

Outbuildings at Shearer's quarters:

Fair condition

Integrity
Exterior:

The homestead and woolshed both have high integrity. Most of the other stone
outbuildings, including the shearer's quarters have been modernised and altered to
suit changing functions, but retain their original stone structure and most openings.
The stockman's cottage has been little altered, but is now disused with deteriorating
fabric.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise. Regular maintenance is required for the retention of the culturally significant
fabric.
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

Cappeedee Homestead, 1995

Garage/stables and workshop building to rear of homestead, 1995
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Stockman's cottage to rear of homestead , 1995

Cappeedee Woolshed, 1995
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

Cappeedee Woolshed, 1995

Cappeedee Woolshed, 1995
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Cappeedee Woolshed, 1995

Cappeedee Woolshed (interior) , 1995
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Cappeedee Homestead and Woolshed

Survey Ref: H: 1

Cappeedee Woolshed (interior), 1995

Cappeedee Woolshed (interior), 1995
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Cappeedee Woolshed (interior}, 1995

Shearer's Quarters and outbuildings from Cappeedee Woolshed, 1995
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Shearer's Quarters, 1995

Outbuilding to north-west of Shearer's Quarte rs, 1995
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Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies & Hut

Survey Ref: H: 5

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Hallett
Ulooloo South Pty Ltd , Ulooloo Station, Hallett 5419
4181 / 349
302 and 307
Hallett
Figure 3.7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

12/8-18, 86/25-E
H: 5
17 pages
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Ulooloo homestead complex comprises a large number of buildings associated with pastoral
activity within a reasonably compact grouping.
The buildings which are considered to best represent the significance of the site, and which are
included in this recommendation are:
1
2
3
4
5

Main homestead
Underground dairy in courtyard of main homestead
Old homestead
Dairy to rear of old homestead
Pug and pine hut

The most significant building is the large gracious Victorian homestead designed by an Adelaide
architect about 1889. This single storey stone building has a corrugated iron roof with gablets, and
a horse-shoe plan.
The symmetrical front facade is articulated by projecting bay windows surmounted by projecting
gables. The return verandah with central gable indicating the front entrance. Other features
include tall stone chimneys, and curved timber bargeboards to the gablets. The rear courtyard of
the homestead contains a semi-u nderground dairy whose above-ground stone structure has the
form of a triangular prism.
The old homestead lies in an adjacent paddock to the north of the main homestead. This is a
simple stone building with a corrugated-iron roof. To the rear of the old homestead lies the old
dairy. Like the newer dairy in the courtyard of the new homestead, the old dairy in partially
submerged and has a triangle prism construction above ground. The building has varied
construction, including stone end walls and partial stone and turf roofing, with additional roofing of
pug and pine and corrugated iron.
To the west of the old homestead lies a single-bay pug and pine cottage which has the remains of a
shingle roof beneath a later corrugated iron roof.
Other buildings within the homestead complex which are also of interest, and are considered to be
contributory to the cultural significance of the above, are:
6
7
8
9
1o
11

Gates to garden of main homestead
Large barn, containing stables and smithy
Cart shed
Stockman's hut
Woolshed
Shearer's quarters

At the entrance to the garden of the main homestead are a pair of stone gateposts flanked by a
stone wall with stone coping, and supporting iron gates. The group of buildings to the rear of the
homestead includes a large stone barn containing stables and a smithy, a stone cart shed, and a
small stone stockman's hut with brick chimney.
The remaining buildings in the complex lie in an adjacent paddock to the north of the main
homestead. Most of these buildings are simple functional stone structures with corrugated-iron
roofs. The original walls of the woolshed are now covered by a large modem shed structure which
doubles the covered area provided by the shed.
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Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies and Hut
ARCHITECTURAL

Survey Ref: H: 5

ASSESSMENT

Dates of Construction:

1880s and 1890s.

Architect/ Designer:

Main homestead designed by Alex Murray of Adelaide with additions by
Williams and Good, also of Adelaide.

Builder:

Main homestead built by B Hand A R Tuck of Terowie.

Discussion of style:

The building of most stylistic interest is the main homestead which was
designed by an Adelaide architect in about 1889, and which represents a
fine example of a large Victorian Regency house approaching the age of
Federation with the use of extra gables and less formal timber detailing.
Other buildings display now rare construction methods and include the
pug and pine hut and the two dairies.

HISTORY
The land on which the Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies and Hut is found was originally part of the
Wookongarie lease taken up by partners John Chewings and George Hiles in the late 1840s. The
two men and William Dare, business partner, although not partner in the lease, kept their sheep at
Wookongarie until they each had enough to establish their own stations, whereupon Hiles
occupied the northern half of the lease naming it Munjibbie, and Chewings remained in the
southern section retaining the Wookongarie name. The original buildings at Wookongarie were
located somewhat to the east of the present day Ulooloo homestead. In fact the Miller's Hut located
on Section 25/26 about four kilometres north-east of Ulooloo is probably a surviving building from
the original Wookongarie station.
Chewings lived at the Wookongarie station until the 1870s, when he moved to his newly acquired
station at Kadlunga near Mintaro station. The Wookongarie station was taken over by Sir John
Melrose in 1883. Melrose decided to relocate the homestead and associated buildings of his run
to the west, nearer to the railway line and major transport routes. He proceeded to build a number
of stone buildings at the new site, and called his place Ulooloo after the creek which ran through
the property.
Initially, a pug and pine hut was erected, soon followed by the construction of a stone homestead
(now known as the old homestead). The plans for the current homestead were designed by Alex J
Murray, an Adelaide architect based at Morialta Chambers between 1888 and 1890. Thus the
house itself would have probably been completed between 1889 and 1890. Melrose then had the
kitchen wing added to the designs of Williams and Good who were based at Waymouth Street,
Adelaide between 1905 and 1906. Most of the other stone buildings within the homestead
complex would have been built in 1880s and 1890s.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is a remarkably intact homestead complex which lies at the heart of a significant merino stud.
The complex includes a variety of wooden and stone structures all associated with the
development of the stud, and all dating from the latter part of the 19th Century. The complex
provides an excellent record of the development of an historic pastoral property.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being a
complex which displays the development of a significant and well-preserved pastoral property.

(b)

it has uncommon qualities, retaining an intact example of early pug and pine construction, now
rarely found .

Danvers Architects
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(d) it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being
an excellent example of a varied group of buildings all associated with the development of a
significant sheep station. The survival of buildings such as an early pug and pine hut and two
triangular-prism dairies of different construction dates and materials provides the Ulooloo
complex with an unusual and rare combination of structures, many of which have not survived
in other stations.
(e)

it demonstrates a high degree of creative , aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics.
The main homestead displays a high degree of aesthetic accomplishment, whilst the pug and
pine hut and dairies are outstanding surviving representatives of their particular construction
techniques.

(g)

it has special association with the life or work of a person or organisation of historical
importance, being closely associated with Sir John Melrose.

References
Apperly, A. et al, 1989, A Pictorial; Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p. 76
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association , Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
Plans of Ulooloo homestead and kitchen wing, original plans located in Ulooloo homestead
South Australian Directories 1884-191 0

HERITAGE CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS
Fabric which displays cultural significance
The original stone buildings are of significance as they display the development of the Ulooloo
stud. The buildings which are of particular significance are the main homestead, because of its high
level of design; and the pug and pine hut and the two dairies which are all examples of rarely
surviving construction techniques .
Current Condition
Main homestead

Good condition.

Underground dairy in courtyard of main homestead

Fair condition.

Gates to garden of homestead

Good condition.

Large Barn containing stables and smithy

Good condition.

Cart shed

Good condition.

Stockman's hut

Good condition.

Old homestead

Fair condition.

Dairy to rear of old homestead

Poor condition.

Pug and pine hut

Fair/Poor condition .
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Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies and Hut
Woolshed

Good condition.

Shearer's Quarters

Good condition.

Survey Ref: H: 5

Integrity
All buildings have a high integrity excepting the woolshed, which has been altered to better suit
modern shearing practice. Most of the original stone walls have been retained , and are now
housed beneath a large metal-framed roof structure.
The integrity of the pug and pine hut and the old dairy is compromised by their deteriorating
condition, and lack of functional contribution to the working station .

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise. Regular maintenance is also required. The pug and pine hut and the old
dairies require urgent remedial action if they are to be retained.
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Front gate to main homestead , 1995

Main homestead, 1995
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Main homestead (south side) . 1995

Main homestead (courtyard), 1995
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Main homestead {rear), 1995

Dairy in courtyard of Main homestead, 1995
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Barn containing stables and smithy, 1995

r u

Barn containing stables and smithy, 1995
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Cart shed and Stockman's hut, 1995

Stockman's hut, 1995
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Old homestead, 1995

Old homestead, 1995
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Old homestead (rear) , 1995

Old dairy to rear of Old homestead, 1995
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Entrance to Old dairy, 1995

Old dairy (interior) , 1995
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Old dairy, 1995

Old dairy (rear window) , 1995
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Pug and pine hut, 1995

Pug and pine hut with woolshed in background, 1995
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Woolshed (interior), 1995

Shearer's quarters, 1995
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Ketchowla Woolshed and Old Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 27

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

R A and K Bowman, PMB 6, Orroroo 5431
CL 1155/17

39
Ketchowla
Figure 3.5

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

12/27-36, 51/1-3 , 68/25-E
H: 27
19 pages
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Ketchowla Woolshed and Old Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 27

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Ketchowla woolshed and old homestead lie within the Ketchowla homestead complex, a
group of buildings near the T-junction at Ketchowla.
The buildings which are considered to best represent the significance of the site, and which are
included in this recommendation are :
1
2

Old homestead and outbuildings
Woolshed

The old homestead is a stone building with an organic plan incorporating many later additions.
Features include gabled and hipped corrugated-iron roofs, stone or brick chimneys, timber-framed
double-hung sash windows and stone gable parapets. To the rear of the homestead is a detached
timber-framed corrugated-iron building . Further behind the homestead is another detached
outbuilding, stone with a corrugated-iron roof.
The woolshed is of particular interest, having two separate adjoining sheds for the shearing and
wool classing respectively. Both buildings are stone with corrugated iron gable roofs and stone
parapet gables outlined by a string course of stone. Both sections of the woolshed have a round
arch as a feature. The wool classing shed has a large round-arched doorway at the gable end, while
the shearing shed has a small round-arched window over the rectangular port-holes in the gable
wall. The interior of the wool classing shed retains two levels including a sorting area above (leading
through to the shearing area) and a baling area below. The shearing shed retains many of its
original timber furnishings including pens, fencing and timber floors.
Other buildings within the homestead complex which are also of interest, and are considered to be
contributory to the cultural significance of the above , are:

3
4
5

Shearer's quarters
Manager's Hut
Stables and Cart shed

The stables and cart shed are simple stone buildings with corrugated iron roofs. The original stone
shearer's quarters and manager's cottage have similar construction to the other buildings in the
complex.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1850s, late 1860s, 1870s.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

One interesting feature of many of the buildings in the complex is the stone
string course detail running along the base of the parapet gables. This detail
does not appear in the earliest parts of the homestead, which were
constructed by Giles in the 1850s, and suggests that major additions to the
homestead and the erection of stone woolshed and other buildings were
required by Austin after he took over the property in the late 1860s.
The double woolshed has an unusual layout and design, and is a rare and
possibly unique survival. The other buildings in the complex are typical
examples of construction on Mid-North pastoral properties.
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HISTORY
Christopher Giles built up the Ketchowla run in the 1850s, with the purchase of Pastoral Leases
306 (1854) , 416 (1856), 505 (1857) and 567 (1857). By the end of the1850s, he had already
made many improvements to the property, but was not finding it very lucrative. He advertised the
Ketchowla run for sale at the end of 1859.27 Improvements he had made by then included a seven
roomed wood and stone house with detached kitchen, sheds, huts, wells and stockyard.
However, he did not sell the estate, but went into partnership with Hillary Boucaut in 1860. The
partners invested a lot of time and capital into the Ketchowla run, but bad luck and severe droughts
eventually forced them to give up the property.
In 1867, the Ketchowla estate (Pastoral Lease 1698) was acquired by Frederick Austin, and it was
in Austin's time that the significant stone woolshed was constructed, as well as other associated
pastoral buildings and various additions to and outbuildings for the homestead
The original homestead established by pioneer pastoralist Giles in the 1850s still survives at
Ketchowla, and with the various additions by subsequent owners, it provides an excellent record of
19th Century domestic development.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The original part of the Ketchowla homestead is one of the earliest surviving buildings to be
erected in the Hallett area and was erected by pioneer pastoralist Giles in the 1850s. Subsequent
additions to the homestead were all completed within decades of its establishment, therefore
today, the surviving homestead provides a valuable record of 19th Century domestic development.
The woolshed is a unique stone construction of c.1870. The design and layout of the double
shed, and the survival of many of the timber furnishings provide a significant record of an important
pastoral structure.
RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being an
early homestead and woolshed closely associated with an historically important South
Australian pastoral property.

(b) it has uncommon qualities, being a surviving homestead which demonstrates 19th Century
domestic rural development, and a rare double woolshed of unique design and high integrity.
(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being a
double woolshed of excellent design and high integrity.

(e)

it demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics.
The well-designed woolshed has an very functional and successful design, as well as
attractive exterior detailing and proportion.

(g)

it has special association with the life or work of a person of historical importance, being closely
associated with pioneer pastoralist Giles who established the station and the homestead, and
pastoralist Austin who built the woolshed and made substantial alterations to the homestead.

27 The South Australian Register, Saturday December 24, 1859, p.4c
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HERITAGE

CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The buildings of most significance are the homestead with its immediate outbuildings, and the
double woolshed. Other stone buildings such as stables and coach-house, shearer's quarters and
manager's cottage are of interest as they demonstrate the 19th Century development of the
significant pastoral property.

Current Condition
Homestead:

Poor condition.

Woolshed:

Fair condition .

Stables and coach-house :

Fair condition

Shearer's quarters:

Poor condition

Manager's cottage:

Fair/Poor condition

Integrity
Exterior:

The homestead building has been subjected to many additions during the latter half of
the 19th Century. All of these stone additions have grown organically from the original
cottage, and provide an excellent record of 19th Century domestic development. Few
alterations have taken place in the 20th Century, and the homestead is considered to
have high integrity.
The woolshed has generally high integrity, with the main addition being a concreteblock extension to the north of the shearing shed.

Interior:

The interiors of the homestead and woolshed both have high integrity.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained. To this end, the homestead requires urgent
remedial action.
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Old homestead and stables, 1995

Old homestead, 1995
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Old homestead, 1995

Old homestead, 1995
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Old homestead, 1995

Old homestead, 1995
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Old homestead, 1995

Old homestead (rear), 1995
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Old homestead (outbuilding to rear), 1995

Old homestead (outbuilding to rear), 1995
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Old homestead (from rear), 1995

Ketchowla wool classing shed, 1995
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Ketchowla wool classing shed, 1995

Ketchowla shearing shed, 1995
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Ketchowla woolshed (from rear) , 1995

Ketchowla wool classing shed (interior- wool presses in foreground) , 1995
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Ketchowla wool classing shed (interior-ground level), 1995

Ketchowla wool classing shed (interior), 1995
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Ketchowla wool classing shed (interior-upper level), 1995

Ketchowla shearing shed (arch leading to classing shed) , 1995
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Ketchowla shearing shed (interior), 1995

Ketchowla shearing shed (interior) , 1995
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Ketchowla Woolshed and Old Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 27

Ketchowla shearing shed (interior) , 1995

Ketchowla shearing shed (interior), 1995
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Ketchowla Woolshed and Old Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 27

Ketchowla stables, 1995
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Ketchowla Woolshed and Old Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 27

Ketchowla shearer's quarters, 1995

Ketchowla manager's cottage, 1995
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Terowie
S P Mattey, PO Box 69, Terowie 5421
1562/48, 4207/293
248/ 249
Terowie
Figure 3.3

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

86/8- 16
H: 30

Nil

8 pages
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Located at the edge of a group of stone ruins to the south of Hiles Lagoon. A small cylindrical
stone building with conical stone roof and a small iron chimney projecting from the peak. The single
doorway has a timber lintel and brick dressings. The stonework has been patched with concrete.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1880s or 1890s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a rare example of a detached cylindrical stone smokehouse with a
conical roof. The concept and design for the building was probably
imported from Germany.

HISTORY
This unusual construction was built as part of a farm complex, probably between 1882 and 1890.
The property was owned by the Roesner family between 1882 and 1894, but by the time of the
1890s droughts and depression they had probably already built the stone buildings including
smokehouse, and were unlikely to have built new buildings during these difficult years. According
to Peter Mattey (current owner). the farm buildings were certainly erected by 1894, as they appear
in a photograph of that date. It is likely that the design and concept of the smokehouse was
imported by the Roesners from their native Germany, a land which specialises in smoked meats and
sausages.
The property was subsequently owned by various farmers until 1908 when it was bought by the
Ragless family, local graziers. They also owned other lands in the area, and no longer required the
buildings built by the Roesners . These buildings subsequently became ruinous , with the only
structure surviving relatively intact being the smokehouse. The property now forms part of the
large pastoral holdings of the Mattey family.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This late 19th Century stone smokehouse has unusual design and is a rare example of its kind.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being a
rare example of a 19th Century smokehouse , demonstrating imported techniques for smoking
meats.

(b) it has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance, being a rare
structure, probably one of the few of its kind surviving in South Australia.
(d) it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, as this
unusual smokehouse building has high integrity.
(e) it demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics.
This is an outstanding representative of a rarely found building type .
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

References
LTO Records
MLSA Records
Oral: MrS P Mattey, H Gray
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill [ed.] 1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
Thomas , Jan [ed.] 1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc., Adelaide.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The whole of the stone building with its surviving fittings and details is considered to demonstrate
cultural significance.
Current Condition
Exterior:
Fair/poor condition.
Interior:

Fair condition.

Integrity
Exterior:
The building has high integrity, having suffered no significant alterations since first
being built .
Interior:

The interior has high integrity, still retaining original metal smoking rack.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise , and regularly maintained. Exterior stonework requires weatherproofing and
judicious re-pointing. All conservation work should be carried out after further specialist
conservation advice.

Danvers Architects
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

Smokehouse in context, 1995

Smokehouse showing ruins of adjacent farm, 1995
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

Smokehouse (detail of front), 1995
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

Smokehouse (detail of rear) , 1995
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Former Smokehouse

Survey Ref: H: 30

Smokehouse (interior), 1995
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Wookongrie Ply Ltd, L ME Gosse , Hallett 5419
454/35' 713/145
29/ 31
Terowie
Figu re 3.7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

90/36
H: 32

Nil
Nil

SHR No

Nil

7 pages
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

This single roomed hut has been constructed of upright split pine log filled in with pug from the
adjacent creek. The original roof was probably thatch and twigs, although it has been replaced with
a corrugated-iron gable roof with galvanised-iron ridge capping and gable ends and some newer
timbers used for the roof frame. Other surviving 19th Century features include a stone chimney, a
narrow galvanised-iron door with iron door-hood and iron gutters. The interior has a slate floor and
the remains of some whitewashed plaster on the inside of the walls. A small window has been cut in
the pine of the chimney wall.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1850s to 1870s.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a single roomed hut built of local materials with a simple functional
design. Few 19th Century pug and pine constructions survive with such
relatively good condition and high integrity.

HISTORY

Very little can be found out about this structure. It appears likely that the hut was constructed on
the Wookongarie property between the 1850s to 1870s. It employs a simple, 'primitive'
construction which rarely survives so far into the 20th Century. It could be a very early structure at
the property, or it could have been built later, but in a simple, convenient style using local materials.
The history of the property upon which the building lies can easily be traced. The property was
originally part of the Wookongarie lease taken up by partners John Chewings and George Hiles in
the late 1840s. The two men and William Dare, their business partner although not partner in the
lease, kept their sheep at Wookongarie until they each had enough to establish their own stations,
whereupon Hiles occupied the northern half of the lease naming it Mungibbie, and Chewings
remained in the southern section retaining the Wookongarie name.
There are at least two sites associated with the Wookongarie station. The site of the stone and
slate homestead (now demolished) which Chewings eventually built is known, and was along the
creek about two kilometres from the Miller's Hut. Another building built on the station was the
Miller's Hut, which may have been the first homestead before Chewings moved to the new location.
The first Wookongarie base could have been at the Miller's Hut location, and the stations
headquarters could have been moved further north near a permanent spring, and nearer Hiles'
Mungibbie when the two men divided the lease. Alternatively, the Miller's Hut may have been built
later as an out-station or shepherd's hut for the Wookongarie run . The hut bears resemblance to a
surviving pug and pine hut near the Ulooloo homestead, which was probably constructed in the
1870s.
Chewings lived at the Wookongarie station until the 1870s, when he moved to his newly acquired
station at Kadlunga near Mintaro station. The Wookongarie station was taken over by Sir John
Melrose in 1883. Melrose decided to relocate the homestead and associated buildings of his run
to the west, nearer to the railway line and major transport routes.
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

In the early part of this century, the hut was occupied by the Jones family28. Subsequently it was
used as temporary accommodation for local miners, and has now fallen into disuse and disrepair. It
is now situated at a remote location within the Ulooloo run.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is rare surviving pug and pine building of the mid to late 19th Century. It was constructed on an
pioneer pastoral property and is probably connected with John Chewings, one of the district's
earliest settlers. It is an excellent representative of a building technique used by pioneer settlers in
wooded areas of South Australia.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being an
excellent surviving example of pioneering building techniques

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being
an excellent example of a pug and pine dwelling of the pioneers.

(e)

it demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics,
being an outstanding surviving example of 'primitive' wood construction.

References
Berry, D Wand S H Gilbert 1981 , Pioneer Building Techniques in South Australia, Gilbert Partners,
North Adelaide.
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mcinnes, Angus 1995, Reminiscences of the Ulooloo Gold Diggings, the author, Burra.
Mort lock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr Len Dare, Mrs Richardson
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The surviving wooden hut with all its 19th Century features is of cultural significance.
Current Condition
Exterior:
Poor condition, walls are racking.
Interior:

Poor condition, unsealed and damaged walls do not protect original interior finishes.

28 McGinnes, A. , p.28
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

Integrity
Exterior:

The exterior of the hut has been little altered since the 19th Century.

Interior:

The poor condition of the building has allowed the interior finishes to be damaged.

Future management
The cu lturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained.
The hut is remote, disused and vulnerable to vandalism. It is also in poor condition and requires
urgent remedial action.

Miller's Hut, 1995
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

Miller's Hut, 1995

Miller's Hut (detail of chimney), 1995
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Miller's Hut

Survey Ref: H: 31

Miller's Hut (wall with door), 1995

Miller's Hut (detail of door), 1995
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Mungibbie Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 32

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Whyte-Yarcowie
Mrs M E Hale , PO Box 8 , Whyte-Yarcowie 5420
4388/729
403
Terowie
Figure 3.3

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

242/36

H: 32
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Mungibbie Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 32

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
This three roomed house stands on a remote site amongst hills to the west of Whyte-Yarcowie . It
has been built of local stone with a symmetrical facade, two rectangular windows to either side of
the narrow central door. The building stands on a stone plinth, and the front door is approached by
a flight of stone steps. There are impressive dressed stone lintels over each of the openings, with
timber framed windows and doors and a plain rectangular fanlight over the front door. The roof is a
hipped gable corrugated-iron, with a square stone chimney set to the left hand side . The north wall
contains a low level door to the cellar.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1850s.
Architect/Designer:

Probably George Hiles.

Builder:

Probably George Hiles.

Discussion of style:

This is a simple three-roomed house built of local materials, with some
features of impressive proportions including the stone lintels and quoins.
The strong symmetrical facade reflects the Georgian style.

HISTORY
The Mungibbie (sometimes also spelt Munjibbie) homestead was built by George Hiles (18171902), one of the pioneering pastoralists of the District Council of Hallett. The eastern part of the
District Council of Hallett was first settled by three men, William Dare, John Chewings and George
Hiles. William Dare was the first to visit the area, travelling through with a group of Aboriginals in
about 1845. At that time he was impressed with the country, and presumably considered that the
area to the east of Mount Bryan would be a suitable sheep run.
Chewings and Hiles both hailed from Petherton in Somerset. They travelled out to South Australia
on the same ship in 1839, and there formed a close association with another passenger William
Dare. Upon arrival in South Australia, the three men agreed on an informal partnership where they
would each work to raise money and buy sheep enough to establish their own run. They started as
shepherds to the north of Adelaide, and by the late 1840s they had accumulated enough stock
and capital between them to establish a run to the north of Surra.
The three partners chose the area which Dare had visited previously, and took up an occupation
lease at the Wookongarie Springs, between Ulooloo and Mount Bryan (Government Gazette 7
January 1847). Chewings minded the sheep there, while Hiles and Dare continued to work to raise
more money and sheep. During this period, Hiles worked as a bullock puncher with the team the
partners had purchased, running a successful business carting ore between Surra and Adelaide.
A few years after taking out the Wookongarie lease, the three men had established enough shared
stock and capital to each set up their own runs. Chewings chose the southern part of the
Wookongarie run, calling it Wookongarie station and Hiles took over the northern part of the run
which became known as Mungibbie. Dare took up land to the east of the Wookongarie run, naming
it Piltimittiappa after the nearby creek.
In the early 1850s, George Hiles established his own run at Mungibbie, adjoining the northern end
of Wookongarie. Soon after settling at Munjibbie, Hiles constructed a stone farmhouse there which
became the home for him, his wife and his children. The whole family worked hard to build up his
flocks and acquire more land. He next acquired the McCoy's Well run (near Waukaringa), but
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Mungibbie Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 32

continued to use Mungibbie as his head station. However, in 1857 he purchased a substantial part
of the Willogoleeche run in the south-western corner of the District Council of Hallett. He named
this property Petherton, after the English birthplace of himself and Chewings.
Hiles then lived at Petherton for most of the rest of his life, and Mungibbie became an out-station
which was little used. During the 1870s, the lands of Mungibbie were resumed by the
Government, and sold as agricultural land. The property was then split up amongst a variety of
different owners. Since then the homestead has occasionally been used for temporary
accommodation, but is now unoccupied. Little now remains of the other buildings which Hiles
constructed near the homestead and the walled garden has also gone. The main survival of Hiles'
earliest years as a pastoralist in the area is the Mungibbie homestead.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is one of the oldest buildings in the District Council of Hallett, and is associated with a
significant pioneering pastoralist in the area. Despite the building's relative simplicity and use of
local materials, it presents strong classically-inspired design and proportions, and is a relatively
sophisticated example of a frontier homestead of the 1850s.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
associated with early settlement in the District Council of Hallett.

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being
an excellent surviving example of a simple yet distinctive classical homestead of the 1850s.

(g)

it has special association with the life or work of a person or organisation of historical
importance, being closely associated with George Hiles, one of the earliest pastoralists in the
district.

References
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie - A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories

HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The surviving stone house with all its original features are of cultural significance.
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Mungibbie Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 32

Current Condition
Exterior:
Poor condition.
Interior:

Poor condition.

Integrity
Exterior:

This house has been little altered since its original construction. Main exterior changes
consist of an addition to the rear. The facade remains unaltered.

Interior:

The interior plan remains essentially the same, although some modern fittings,
furnishings and decorations have been added since the original construction.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained.
The homestead is remote, disused and vulnerable to vandalism. It is also in poor condition and
requires urgent remedial action.

Mungibbie homestead, c. 1960
Photo from: Mattey, R 1968, Deceptive Lands, p.25
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Survey Ref: H: 32

Mungibbie homestead, 1995

Mungibbie homestead (detail of facade), 1995
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Mungibbie Homestead

Survey Ref: H: 32

Mungibbie homestead (west side), 1995

Mungibbie homestead (rear), 1995
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Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Survey Ref: H: 35

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Terowie Oval
Terowie
District Council of Hallett, PO Box 44, Hallett 5419
220500/0444
444/ 445
Terowie
Figure 6.3

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil
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Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Survey Ref: H: 35

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The cell block on Terowie oval falls within the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area. It is located in
a corner of the Terowie Oval and adjacent to the Terowie Railway Yards.
The six-celled building is constructed of reinforced concrete which has been moulded by vertical
pressing of sheets of corrugated iron. The sole exterior doorway is wide and leads into a passage,
off which are six more doorways. Each doorway leads to a small cell of similar proportions and
detailing. Floors are concrete, sloping into the middle of the passage for ease of drainage. Each
cell has a small rectangular window with iron bars. The roof consists of an iron grill held down by
bolts, and offering no protection from the weather. The cell block has no surviving doors.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : c .1942
Architect/Designer :

Defence forces.

Builder:

Defence forces.

Discussion of style :

A building with a simple functional design, constructed of a material which
was popular during World War Two.

HISTORY
Terowie's significant position at the railway break-of-gauge meant that it played an important role
during World War Two. In the early 1940s railway operations at Terowie became even more active,
as the station became the centre of many convoy activities. Significant World War Two operations
included the building of roads between Adelaide and Darwin, a job which in retrospect was carried
out relatively late, and was fortunately completed when it was. Military historian Alex Tanner
considered that:
The Massive Army Supply and Road Convoy System was the largest transport operation during the
War.29
Without the means of transporting men and materials to what became Australia's front line of defence,
a Japanese invasion of our mainland might have succeeded.30

All northward trans-shipping passed through Terowie, with thousands of servicemen and hundreds
of thousands of tons of materials and machinery passed through the station and needing to be
transferred from one gauge to another.
As the railways played such an important part in the War effort, and so many soldiers and military
materials paused at Terowie on the northward journey, a large Army Staging Camp was established
at Terowie and located near the station. Many of the soldiers who were staged at Terowie on their
way up north, were employed building railway platforms and structures, and laying extra tracks as
part of their training and 'toughening up' process. Hundreds of civilians were also employed at this
time to assist with trans-shipping and services .

29 Tanner, p.xv
30 Tanner, p.xii
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Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Survey Ref: H: 35

Thousands of soldiers stayed at the Staging Camp between 1941 and 1945. The camp consisted
of neat rows of tents for accommodation , and some timber-framed galvanised-iron buildings for
other activities.
When necessary, discipline was enforced by a night in the cells, a salutary experience for any
miscreant forced to endure a roofless cell regard less of the weather. The cells were built fairly
solidly using reinforced concrete and iron grills. They would only have been used for the remaining
years of the war, and have since become disused. This is now the major surviving building
constructed for the important World War Two Terowie Staging Camp.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is a rare surviving World War Two structure. It is also the major surviving building from the
important Terowie Staging Camp, a camp which played an important part in the Adelaide to Darwin
transport and road-building operations.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being a
significant relic of the Terowie Staging Camp which played an important part in Allied military
operations during World War Two.

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being a
good example of a type of structure which is rarely found in South Australia.

(f)

it has strong cultural associations for the community or a group within it, being a relic which
reminds Terowie citizen's and returned soldiers of the important military camp situated on the
oval in World War Two.

References
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House , SA, p . 12.
Gray, M [comp.] 1988, I remember: Anecdotes of the Terowie Army Staging Camp 1940-1945, the
author, Terowie.
Gray, M [comp.] 1995, I remember too - A Sequel to 'I Remember', Terowie Citizens Association,
Terowie.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mort lock Library of South Australiana
Oral : Mr W Besanko
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
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Cell Block, Terowie Oval
HERITAGE CONSERVATION

Survey Ref: H: 35
REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The surviving concrete and iron structure displays cu ltural significance.

Current Condition
Exterior:
Fair condition.
Interior:

Fair condition.

Integ rlty
Exterior:
The building retains its original plan, and appears to have been little altered apart from
the loss of its doors. The cell block has high integrity.
Interior:

The interior has high integrity, missing only the original doors.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained.
The open cell block is vulnerable to vandalism , a point which should be considered in the
preparation of a management strategy for the property.

Terowie Cell Block

Railway Terrace West

DC Hallett
Heritage Survey
February 1996
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Survey Ref : H: 35

Terowie Army Staging Camp, early 1940s
From: Gray M [comp.] 1988, I remember, front cover

Cell block (rear), 1995
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Cell Block, Terowie Oval

Survey Ref : H: 35

Cell block (interior passage) , 1995

Cell block (interior of cell), 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
Terowie Citizens Association Inc., c/o Post Office, Terowie SA 5421
336/153
Part Lot 41
158
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
NT Recorded file 1300

SHR No

Nil

1/2, 3, 4, 22, 23, 36A
H: 41
8 pages
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Former E S and A Bank Building

Survey Ref: H: 41

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Former E Sand A Bank is a detached building, set back from and facing east onto Terowie's
Main Street. It lies within the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area.
The bank is a single storey "L-shaped" building with a shaped parapet gable end, a corrugated
galvanised iron roof and octagonal chimneys with dressings. The principal elevations have whitepainted walls of dressed stone blocks with red-brick quoins.
The centre of the gable has a decorative carved panel with 'E S & A B LTD' embossed on it. Vents
are located above this panel, and the gable is surmounted by a projecting finial topped with cast
metal decoration.
The building has four windows , one double and two single, all of which face east. All of the
windows are narrow with Tudor arches and surmounted by rectangular hood moulds. The building
has a plinth at the base of the principal elevations. Decorated chimney stacks are located to each
side of the building . The cornice to the eastern gable has an ogee profile which aligns with and
returns to meet the fascias and gutters to the adjacent facades.
The rear wall of random rubble is unpainted, and unfinished. There are three door outlines
beneath the gable end, all of which are filled in with stone . The door at the south end of the rear
wall is covered by a small lean-to clad in corrugated galvanised-iron.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1884.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style :

This is a good example of the Victorian Tudor style . It has many appropriate
details of that style , including a shaped gable, Tudor windows and door,
rectangular hood moulds, a decorative finial and other decorative elements
including medieval motifs to the chimneys. (Free use of medieval motifs is
another feature of Victorian Tudor) . There are relatively few buildings of this
style and detailing in the Mid-North. There are also few bank buildings of this
style, as the majority employ classical design elements.

HISTORY
John Aver Mitchell bought Section 158, Hundred of Terowie, in 1873. By 1874 he had built a hotel
and a chapel there, thus establishing the embryo town of Terowie. Within the next few years the
population of the town blossomed , and by 1878 the English Scottish and Australian Chartered
Bank had already set up a branch in Terowie.
The bank purchased part of Lot 41 on the Main Street of Terowie on 9 May 1884. An 1884
photograph showing the newly completed bank building indicates that it was built in that year.
The E Sand A Bank enjoyed mixed success in Terowie. The town's wildly fluctuating population,
and the vicissitudes of the banking company itself, led to periods when the bank had to close or
revert to agency status . The Depression of the 1890s led to the closure of the Terowie Branch in
April 1893, and it was not until October 1894 that it was reopened as an agency of the English
Scottish and Australian Bank (name altered in 1893).
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The first decade of the 1900s was another period of rapid growth for Terowie, and in July 1910 the
agency of the E S and A Bank was elevated to branch status. It continued to operate as such until
1949, when it reverted to an agency of the Peterborough branch.
In 1970 the English Scottish and Australian Bank became part of the Australian and New Zealand
Banking Group Limited. The ANZ Agency continued in Terowie until it was finally closed in
December 1979.
In March 1980, the bank sold the property to A L Trenwith andY F White, second hand dealers. In
October 1981 , the property was purchased by the Terowie Citizens Association. It is now called
the Pioneer Gallery, and is used to display and store photographs and historical material relating to
the pioneer families of the Terowie district.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE

The history of Terowie's most prominent bank is closely linked to that of the town . The building was
built during Terowie's boom in the 1880s, with provision for further extensions. As with many
developments in Terowie, this confidence was never realised. The extensions were never built
and the incomplete fabric at the rear demonstrates this. During the town's prosperous years, the
bank operated as a branch in its own right, and in the devastating Depression of the 1890s, the
bank was closed down completely for over a year. The later development of the bank continued to
mirror the economic development of the town.
The confidently executed Victorian Tudor bank building is an uncommon architectural example in
this area. It is also interesting that the designer did not employ classical style common to Victorian
banking institutions. The interior contains well-preserved Victorian bank furnishings. The building
provides a distinctive contribution to the Terowie Main Street, and is a significant and distinctive
example of a bank building in a rural town.
RELEVANT CRITERIA

(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
closely linked to the history of Terowie and of theE Sand A Bank.

(d) it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance . The
19th Century bank has well-preserved detail and design which is not commonly found in
South Australian country towns. The well-preserved interior provides a good record of
Victorian bank furnishings.
(g)

it has special associations with the work of an organisation of historical importance, being
closely associated with the development of the E S and A Bank in South Australia.

References
ANZ Bank, archives
Archival photographs, Mortlock Library 832922, B32972
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
LTO Records
Marren, D. 1985, ANZ Bank: An Official History, Allen & Unwin, NSW, p.198.
Maney, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
National Trust of SA, Recorded File No. 1300
MLSA Records
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Former E S and A Bank Building
HERITAGE CONSERVATION

Survey Ref: H: 41

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The plan, facade and detailing of the building exemplify the architectural style of the building. The
surviving original fabric to the exterior of the building, with the panel with 'E Sand A B LTD' is of
considerable historic significance . The incomplete rear wall of the building is also of historic
interest. The well preserved interior furnishings of the main bank chamber provide a good record of
'the buildings banking activities. Future work to the building should not detract from the integrity of
these elements, and should enhance their interpretative qualities.

Current Condition
Exterior:

Fair condition.

Interior:

Fair condition. Internal timber work has been well maintained.

Integrity
Exterior:

The building has served its original function, that of a bank, for most of its life. Recently
is has been converted to house a local archival collection. These two functions have
caused no appreciable differences to the exterior of the building.

Interior:

The building appears to retain most of its original fittings.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and requires regular maintenance.

Lot 41

DC Hallett
Heritage Survey

E S and A Bank,
Terowie, H:41

February 1996

Site Plan
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Former E Sand A bank, ~909, Photo by Sirius
From: Robinson ~909 , Progressive Terowie

-

Former E Sand A bank (detail of front door and windows) , ~995

Danvers Architects
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Former E Sand A bank (rear) , 1995

Former E Sand A bank (interior of bank chamber) , 1995
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Former E S and A bank (interior of bank clerk's office), 1995

Former E Sand A bank (interior of gallery), 1995
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Former E Sand A bank (detail of chimney), 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
Allotment No
Section
CT No
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
D.P. Cefia
Part Lot 39, 40
158
3705/164, 5208/210
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil

SHR No

Nil

NT Recorded file 1253

241 /32, 33, E, 242/0
H: 39
8 pages
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Terowie Hotel

Survey Ref: H: 50

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Terowie's oldest building complex faces east onto the Main Street, and lies within the proposed
Terowie-State Heritage Area.
The hotel is a large single-storey stone complex with galvanised iron roof and verandah. A bullnose verandah runs along the facade of the building. The hotel complex stretches back from the
Main Street with a variety of different levels of roof lines.
At the rear of the complex is a two storey building visually linked to the stone hotel extensions by a
timber frame wall and doorway. Originally the two stone buildings were separated by a passage and
the outside walls are still visible inside the passageway. The two-storey building is known as "The
Chapel", and has round -arched windows cut into the walls on the upper level. These windows
have since been filled in with stone and concrete. The lower level of the chapel has rectangular
windows with pronounced keystones in the lintel.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1873 and 1874.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Bu ilder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

Essentially, this is a typical example of a single-storey stone hotel building of
the 1860s and 1870s. The very simple classical detailing includes a double
stone parapet with several string courses and a projecting cornice detail.
The chapel is a tall building with the small round arched windows set high in
the walls. It employs a simplified version of Victorian Romanesque, with its
circular arches and small openings in relation to wall area.31 In South
Australia, most churches employ Gothic detailing, but the simple classical
style is also occasionally used, usually for the 'dissenting' faiths such as
Baptist, Primitive Methodist and Congregationalist.
The original
denomination of this building is not known, although it seems likely it was
used by the Methodists, as it was built on the land of John Aver Mitchell, a
Methodist.

HISTORY
John Aver Mitchell (1833-1879) is generally regarded as the founder of the township of Terowie. In
1872 he purchased Section 158 Hundred of Terowie, first establishing a wheat crop there, but later
providing a stopping place for traffic on the busy main north transport route. From late in 1872,
Mitchell is believed to have operated an underground store and sly grog shop. In 1873 he set
about building some stone structures on the site.

It appears that the earliest building was "The Chapel" to the rear of the hotel, with the hotel building
being constructed soon afterwards. There are also references to "The Chapel" having been built
before the hotel, as a cover for the underground sly grog shop in front . However, no written
evidence has been found to support this suggested order of development. The hotel was
licensed on 7 May 1874.

31 Apperly, R. et al, p.76
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Mitchell was a Methodist, and the chapel-like construction, although never dedicated, was
presumably used for services and meetings until the completion of the dedicated Methodist
Chapel on Mitchell Street in 1877, for which Mitchell donated the land and was a founding member.
In an undated map of the early 1870s, the only buildings which appear in the infant township are
the hotel and chapel, a blacksmith's shop and post office. However, Mitchell's venture was
favoured, and the population of the town grew rapidly as more services were needed for the
increasing flow of traffic northwards and the establishment of farming activities in the area.
Part of the reason for the success of Mitchell's establishment of a town was that he chose the site
well, at a time when many settlers were heading north of Adelaide, and communication and
transport reached a natural resting place at Terowie . He also encouraged successful growth in the
town by donating many of his subdivided blocks to public use, including the land for the Methodist
Chapel , the school and the Institute.
During the 1880s Terowie became known as the hub of the north because of its importance as a
staging place for bullockies, and from 1880 as the break-of-gauge point of a network of railways
connected with prosperous trade routes.
Terowie experienced many vicissitudes , with a fluctuating population which decreased drastically
after the 1960s closure of the railway station . From 1881, three hotels operated in Terowie, the
Terowie, the Imperial and the Royal. The Royal was badly burned and demolished in 1934, and the
two-storey Imperial has closed. A Temperance Hotel also operated in Terowie from 1887, but has
long since ceased operations. Only Terowie's oldest hotel still operates in the town.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE

The first building in Terowie, it was also the town's first hotel, first chapel, and was built by the
founder of the town.
RELEVANT CRITERIA

(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
closely linked to the history of Terowie and its founder.

(b)

it has uncommon qualities, being a pioneer chapel and hotel complex incorporating an
unusual combination of functions.

(f)

it has strong cultural associations for the community, having been the focus of many of
Terowie's community activities since the establishment of the town.

(g)

it has special associations with the work of a person of historical importance, being closely
associated with John Aver Mitchell and his foundation of the significant South Australian town
of Terowie.

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial; Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
Archival photographs, Mortlock Library 832922, 832972
8esanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Hoad, J. L. 1986, Hotels and Publicans in South Australia, 1836-1984, Australian Hotels
Association, Adelaide.
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LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
M LSA Records
National Trust of SA, Recorded File No. 1300
Woods, Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The original stone buildings, including the facade, and the rear extensions of the hotel, and the
two-storey stone chapel, comprise the original structure and are of cultural significance. Details
such as signage, verandah , paintwork, infill to windows and door to passage between hotel and
chapel are later additions, and need not be conserved . Similarly, the later corrugated iron
extensions to the north and west of the building are not considered to be of particular significance .

Current Condition
Exterior:
Fair/poor condition.
Interior:

Integrity
Exterior:

Fair condition.
The building has operated as an hotel since it was built in 1873. The form and
proportions of the building remain unaltered, except for the add ition of corrugated-iron
extensions to the north and south , and an infill passage between the hotel and chapel
building.
Some external details of the original building have been altered over the years. In the
past, a number of different signs (ie, "Terowie Hotel", Licensees name, ... ) have been
painted across the parapet to the facade. Currently, the simple painted sign has been
replaced by modern illuminated "Hotel" signs which have been applied to the parapet
stonework. The front concave verandah of the hotel has been replaced with a bullnose verandah this century. At some stage, the round-arched windows in the twostorey rear wing (chapel) have been filled in. These changes are considered to detract
from the original character and integrity of the building.

Interior:

The main alterations to interior spacing includes the enlarging of the doorways of the
two front rooms. Many of the original fittings have been modernised, including the
addition of a large refrigeration unit in the front bar, as well as modern light fittings and
furnishings. These changes are part of the development of the hotel, however, they
are also considered to detract from the original character of the building.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained.
The reinstatement of original fabric such as the convex verandah (see 1909 photo), the removal of
existing illuminated signs, and the reinstatement of the original method of painted signage and
original external colour scheme are recommended.
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Terowie Hotel, c.1890
From: Besanko W 1977, Historic Terowie, Figure 2

Terowie Hotel (side), 1995
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Terowie Hotel (side), 1995

Former Chapel to rear Terowie Hotel, 1995
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Former Chapel to rear Terowie Hotel, 1995

Former Chapel to rear Terowie Hotel (window detail), 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owner(s)
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Railway Reserve, Railway Terrace
Terowie
TransAdelaide, 136 North Terrace, Adelaide 5000
4304/35
Lot 412
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
NT file 2792

Nil

241 /1-9, 51 /10,11
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Terowie Railway Station
PHYSICAL

Survey Ref: H: 56

DESCRIPTION

The Terowie Railway Station is now greatly diminished in scale, and few buildings and structures
survive at the site. The area that is considered to be of most significance includes the following:
1
platform with plaques
2
part of original station building including porter's lamp room and connected lavatories
3
detached guard room
The surviving section of the station was constructed in 1879, and is all that was kept of the complex
after the fire of 1967. The structure incorporates several elements, which are all joined by a tall
containing wall. The dominant element of the structure is a tall stone building with a corrugated-iron
gable roof and chimney. To the south of this, a high containing wall houses a public lavatory. To
the north, another small room stands closer to the platform. This room is attached to the gabled
building by a containing wall which accommodates a second lavatory to its rear. The smaller room is
windowless with a door facing onto the platform and an otherwise blank facade topped by a
projecting string course and parapet, and covered by a corrugated-iron skillion roof. Both parts of
the building are stone with brick dressings, and rest on a stone plinth. The wall to the rear of the
smaller room is more modern, but the containing wall to the south is the original wall with plinth and
projecting coping. The larger building has various details including a projecting keystone detail
over the cambered arch to platform side window, small tri-segmental blind windows under each
gable, and three small rectangular windows along west wall.
The guard room, described in the original plans as 'lamp room and guard room' was built in 1883.
The single-storey double bay building was detached from the main station building and seated on a
projecting plinth. It is constructed of dressed stonework with brick dressings and chimney, and a
corrugated-iron gable roof. Other external details include pierced timber barge-boards with timber
finial at the gable ends; slightly cambered arches over openings; a door with fanlight at east end;
and round port-hole windows within each gable end. Two modern porches have been added to
the building, one over the door, and one outside the north window. The timber framed windows
had three panes, the upper being horizontal 'fanlights' and the lower two vertical.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1879, 1883.
Architect/Designer:

Colonial Architect.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

The surviving buildings display a variety of stylistic features which are fairly
typical of the Free Gothic style adopted by the Colonial architect for many
rural railway stations during the 1870s and 1880s.

HISTORY
The railways were a crucial factor for the successful accelerated development of rural South
Australia. During the 1870s and 1880s this fast and efficient mode of transport was established
throughout the Colony, making it possible for produce to be farmed and freshly exported on a large
scale.
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As early as 1874, the question of a railway extending from Burra to the Barrier Ranges was
discussed, centring on where the Adelaide broad-gauge and northern narrow-gauge system
should meet. Because of its supposedly large water supply, and its central position, Terowie was
chosen for the break-of-gauge, a decision which assured the town of a bright future.
A railway line between Burra and Hallett was opened in 1878, and the line through to Terowie was
completed by 1880. The narrow-gauge railway between Peterborough and Terowie opened in
1881, placing Terowie in a very significant position within the South Australian transport network.
The siting of a break-of-gauge at Terowie had huge impact on the town, as it meant that passengers
on trains would have to stop and spend some time at the station, and possibly even visit the town,
and most importantly, that a thriving workplace was founded in the station-yard to deal with the large
scale transferral of goods from one train to the other. Terowie was a vital link in the network which
transported wool, wheat and ore from the Australian interior to Adelaide. Other jobs grew up
associated with this transhipping, including railway works to maintain the trains and service them
and their staff, and service facilities to serve all of the extra workers associated with these tasks.
The break-of-gauge services at Terowie was the pivot of many of South Australia's transport routes,
including Silverton to Burra, Adelaide to Perth and Adelaide to Alice Springs.
Terowie's significant position at the railway break-of-gauge meant that it played an important role
during World War Two. In the early 1940s railway operations at Terowie became even more active,
as the station became the centre of many convoy activities. Significant World War Two operations
included the building of roads between Adelaide and Darwin, a job which in retrospect was carried
out relatively late, and was fortunately completed when it was. Military historian Alex Tanner
considered that:
The Massive Army Supply and Road Convoy System was the largest transport operation during the
War.32
Without the means of transporting men and materials to what became Australia's front line of defence,
a Japanese invasion of our mainland might have succeeded.33

All northward trans-shipping passed through Terowie, with thousands of servicemen and hundreds
of thousands of tons of materials and machinery passed through the station and needing to be
transferred from one gauge to another. As the railways played such an important part in the War
effort, the large Army Staging Camp was sited near the station. Also, many of the soldiers who were
staged at Terowie on their way up north, were employed building railway platforms and structures,
and laying extra tracks as part of their training and 'toughening up' process. Hundreds of civilians
were also employed at this time to assist with trans-shipping and services.
The railway station at Terowie was also the site of one of the most famous moments in World War
Two history. On 20 March 1942, General Douglas MacArthur stood on the railway platform at
Terowie, just opposite the station building, and said "I came out of Bataan and I shall return", words
which have resounded in the memories of many ever since.34 A plaque has been erected on the
station platform to mark the occasion.
At the end of World War Two, the Terowie rail-yards became an important transhipping centre for
Leigh Creek coal, reaching a peak in the early 1950s. These operations were diminished by the
1957 opening of the standard-gauge railway line between Port Augusta and Maree, which then
carried the Alice Springs traffic.

32 Tanner, p.xv
33 Tanner, p.xii
34 Australasian Post, 22 September 1989, p.22.
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It was in the 1960s that a huge blow fell on the prosperity of Terowie. After seventy years of battle,
a decision was made to relocate the break-of-gauge at Peterborough. The broad-gauge line was
extended to Peterborough and opened in early 1970. Hundreds of Terowie residents lost their
jobs as a result of the ceasing of transhipping operations and general railway traffic. The train
station became used for passenger lines only, and many of the through trains soon ceased
stopping at the Terowie station. Eventually a fall in patronage led the station to be closed
altogether, and an important era was ended.
The town of Terowie was vitally linked to the development of the railways in South Australia, both
because of the significant contribution the town made as a major break-of-gauge, and the
importance of events associated with the railways , such as transhipping, a World War Two Staging
Camp and MacArthur's famous visit. Also, the railway operations themselves made a significant
contribution to the development of the important South Australian town of Terowie .
Little now remains of the vast railway yards which once stretched for kilometres from an impressive
collection of buildings about the Terowie station . In 1967, parts of the station buildings and
stationmaster's residence were destroyed by fire . After the break-of-gauge moved, the large
Railway barracks building and most of the railway cottages were demolished in the early 1970s.
Due to their disuse, many other parts of the railway yards were dismantled and demolished, and the
station became only a slight shadow of its former self.
Two small stone buildings survive at the station, a small part (comprising two small rooms with
attached outbuildings) of the original 1879 station, as well as the detached guard room which was
constructed in 1883.
In the station vicinity are two platforms, one of which has a pair of plaques . One plaque
commemorates MacArthur's visit, and, ironically, the other remembers the standardisation of the
South Australian railway system which started in 1963. Beyond the platforms lies a modern water
tower, and further along the track-route are the two surviving railway houses also called foreman's
cottages. Several hundred metres distant, a railway explosives bunker survives, and beyond that,
just near the cemetery is the foundation of a turntable.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE

The site of the Terowie Railway station, and the platform from which MacArthur made his famous
speech are of very high historical significance. The surviving buildings, the platform and the plaque
commemorating MacArthur's visit are of interest as relics closely associated with that significance.
RELEVANT CRITERIA

(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being
surviving buildings and a modern plaque which commemorates the important Terowie Railyards and the significant occasion when MacArthur made his historic post-Bataan speech.

(f)

it has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the community or a group within it, attracting a
large number of visitors who either worked at or passed through the rail-yards, or who are
making a pilgrimage to the site of MacArthur's famous speech.

(g)

it has special association with the life or work of a person or organisation of historical
importance, being the site of one of the most resounding speeches made by the significant
World War Two leader General Douglas MacArthur.
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HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The site is of special significance, and the surviving buildings and structures which survive are
considered to be of interest as representative structures to assist with interpretation of the site.
The main relics include the two surviving stone station buildings, the two adjacent platforms , and
the plaque commemorating MacArthur's visit.
Other surviving structures within the rail-yards are not considered part of this recommendation (ie.
the explosives bunker, water tower, two surviving Foreman's houses, and the base of the
turntable). Except for the turntable base , these surviving structures are all included in the
proposed State Heritage Area, and are considered to be of significance for their contribution to the
historic character of Terowie.

Current Condition
Station :

Fair/poor condition. Unsealed openings allow destruction of interiors of
buildings.

Guard Room:

Poor condition. Unsealed openings allow destruction of interiors of
buildings.

Platforms:

Fair condition.

Integrity
Station:

The integrity of this building is currently being compromised by its disuse a nd
deteriorating condition.

Guard room:

The two porches which have been added to the exterior of the guard room are
considered to detract from the integrity of the structure. The integrity of this
building is currently being compromised by its disuse and deteriorating condition.
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Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise, and regularly maintained.
The removal of the modern porches on the guard room, the repair of openings and sealing of the
buildings, and general exterior repairs are recommended. The disused railway buildings are
vulnerable to vandals, and should have regular surveillance. A future management plan of the site
should consider ways of dealing with this problem.

Terowie Railway Yards, c.1925
From: Besanko, W 1977, Historic Terowie, figure 63
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Terowie Railway Station, c.1960
(Surviving part of station appears at right-hand side of photograph)
Photo courtesy of W. Besanko, Historic Terowie, p.43

Terowie Railway Station, 1995
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Terowie Railway Station, c.1960s
(Surviving part of station appears at lett-hand side of photograph)
Photo courtesy of W. Besanko , Historic Terowie, p.43
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Surviving station building , 1995

Surviving station building, 1995
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Guard room, 1995

Guard room, 1995
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Terowie Railway Station
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Terowie Railway Station from platform, 1995

Platform at Terowie Railway Station (showing MacArthur plaque), 1995
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\

Historic Occasion at Terowie Railway Station, 20 March 1942
(MacArthur standing on platform at Terowie station)
Photo courtesy of W. Besanko, Historic Terowie, p .71

Plaque marking MacArthur's visit, 1995
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Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney and Kitchen

Survey Ref: H: 62

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Dare's Hill Route
near Collinsville
Old Collinsville Ply Ltd, PO Box 45 , Mount Bryan 5418
104/ 21
227
Tomkinson
Figure 3.8

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Reg ister Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
NT Recorded file 2785

87/30-36
H: 62

SHR No

Nil
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Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney and Kitchen
PHYSICAL

Survey Ref: H: 62

DESCRIPTION

Probably the earliest surviving stone structures in the District Council of Hallett lies off the Dare's Hill
Tourist Route (south side of road), about 14 kilometres north-east of Mount Bryan East and about
five kilometres east of the Dare's Hill summit.
The surviving structures which are considered to best represent the cultural significance of the
Piltimittiappa Homestead Complex consist of three ruins:
1
2
3

Remains of house
Large chimney
Detached kitchen.

The ruined house is built of stone with wooden lintels and frames to openings. The house has a
two-roomed plan with cellar and had a gable roof. Some of the walls, and all the roof covering has
gone. To the west of the house is the large foundation of another building. The only surviving
structure of that building is the remains of a stone chimney and fire-place.
The most intact building is the small kitchen, which is a simple building constructed of stone, with a
large fireplace dominating the interior. To either side of the fire place are slate shelves. There has
been extensive use of wood for the construction, including wooden lintels to fire places and
openings. Timber has been used for roof frame. The interior walls have been plastered, and there
is a more modern roof on the building with timber frame and corrugated iron sheets.
There is also the remains of a small stone cottage about two hundred metres south of the complex.
This is known as Governess Cottage, but has not been included as part of the recommendation.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: early 1850s
Architect/Designer:

Probably William Dare

Builder:

Probably William Dare

Discussion of style:

These simple functional buildings with their large fireplaces and thick stone
walls typify the architecture of the early settlers who required homes for their
families which would provide protection from a harsh and varying climate, and
which could employ local materials and simple construction techniques.

HISTORY

William Dare (c.1824-1892) was one of the earliest settlers in the Hallett area. He first visited the
area in about 1845, travelling around with a group of Aboriginals. At that time he was impressed
with the country, and presumably considered that the area to the east of Mount Bryan would be a
suitable sheep run.
Dare arrived in Australia in 1839, having formed a close association with two of his fellow travellers,
John Chewings and George Hiles. Upon arrival in South Australia, the three men agreed on an
informal partnership where they would each work to raise money and buy sheep enough to
establish their own run. They started as shepherds to the north of Adelaide, and by the late 1840s
they had accumulated enough stock and capital between them to establish a run to the north of
Surra.
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The three partners chose the area which Dare had visited previously, and took up an Occupation
Lease at the Wookongarie Springs, between Ulooloo and Mount Bryan.35 Chewings minded the
sheep at Wookongarie , while Hiles and Dare continued to work to earn more money and more
sheep .
Dare worked with the sheep at McVittie's Flat (now Cappeedee). and in 1851 went to the Victorian
goldfields where he made over £700. Meanwhile Hiles worked as a bullock puncher with the team
the partners had purchased, running a successful business carting ore between Burra and
Adelaide.
A few years after taking out the Wookongarie lease, the three men had established enough shared
stock and capital to each set up their own run. Chewings chose the southern part of the
Wookongarie run, calling it Wookongarie station and Hiles took over the northern part of the run
which became known as Mungibbie. Dare took up land to the east of the Wookongarie run, naming
it Piltimittiappa after the nearby creek.
Thus, by the early 1850s, Dare had established himself at Piltimittiappa, a property which was also
known as Piltimitiappa or Piltimetiappa. By 1854 he was recording costs of maintaining his
sheep.36 His initial holdings included Pastoral Leases 348 (Piltimittiappa) , 358, 454 and 553
(Ketchowla West) . He also leased several other properties in other nearby districts.
Dare's first house was built of split pine at Piltimittiappa, and soon afterwards it was replaced with a
stone house and other stone buildings. Dare was married twice, and his first wife Anna is buried
near the Piltimittiappa homestead. Dare was also a successful horse breeder, and held various
other properties including Oopina and Paratoo. He was connected with the Bible Christian Chapel
at Mount Bryan East, acting as a trustee during the 1880s.
Dare held Piltimittiappa until the Government resumed the lease in the late 1880s. He remained in
the area, moving to his nearby property of Wallinga. In 1892, he died and was buried at Wallinga.
After Dare left. the Piltimittiappa homestead was no longer used as a permanent residence.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is probably the earliest surviving stone complex of buildings in the District Council of Hallett,
built by one of the areas' most important pioneers. It is also significant as a little altered example of
1850s pioneer construction.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being an
excellent surviving example of 1850s construction, the earliest known surviving stone
building in the District Council of Hallett, and associated with the significant pioneer William
Dare.

(b) it has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance, providing
evidence of the early construction techniques used by the pioneering pastoralists of the MidNorth.
(e)

it is an outstanding representative of particular construction techniques, being a little-altered
stone construction of a pioneering pastoralist who established himself at the South Australian
wool frontier in the late 1840s, and constructed the stone buildings in the 1850s.

35 Government Gazette, 7 January 1847
36 Stolte, p.31
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(g)

Survey Ref: H: 62

it has special associations with the work of a person of historical importance, being closely
associated with William Dare, one of the pioneering pastoralists of the district, the only one of
the early pastoralists whose family has remained in the district.

References
Archival photographs, Mortlock Library 832922, 832972
8esanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Cockburn R., What's in a name- Nomenclature of South Australia, p.48
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
National Trust of SA, Recorded File No. 1300

HERITAGE CONSERVATION

REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The surviving stone ruins with their simple wooden detailing provide an indication of the early
construction techniques in the area. As these buildings have not been formally used since they
were vacated by their builder in the late 1880s, all the fabric surviving on the site is connected to
the significance of the complex. The only modernisation comprises the minor addition of a roof to
the kitchen building, added to protect the surviving stone and woodwork.

Current Condition
Exterior:

These buildings are currently ruinous and uninhabitable. However, they still provide
an indication of their cultural significance. As ruins, they are in fair condition, but in
need of some stabilisation and regular maintenance.

Interior:

Fair condition.

Integrity
Exterior:

The buildings have been essentially unaltered since their builder left them in the late
1880s. Only addition is a modern roof to the kitchen building.

Interior:

The interior spaces of the building have been unaltered, however, most of the original
fittings (floors, plaster work) are deteriorated.

Future management
The now ruined homestead complex which lies in a remote location on a popular tourist route, is
very vulnerable to vandalism. The building requires regular maintenance and surveillance.
Stabilisation and weather protective works would also be beneficial. All works should be carried out
in accordance with good conservation practise.
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Piltimittiappa, surviving house, 1995

Piltimittiappa, surviving house, 1995
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Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney and Kitchen

Survey Ref: H: 62

Piltimittiappa , surviving house with chimney in foreground, 1995

Piltimittiappa , surviving chimney, 1995
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Piltimittiappa, surviving house (rear), 1995

Piltimittiappa, detached kitchen, 1995
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Piltimittiappa Homestead, Chimney and Kitchen

Survey Ref: H: 62

Piltimittiappa, detached kitchen, 1995

Piltimittiappa, detached kitchen (interior showing fireplace), 1995
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Piltimittiappa, detached kitchen (interior), 1995

Piltimittiappa homestead complex (Kitchen in foreground) , 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT No
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Dare's Hill Tourist Route
near Mount Bryan East
Old Collinsville Pty Ltd, PO Box 45, Mount Bryan 5418
1779/101
278
Tomkinson
Figure 3.8

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
NT file 2786

Nil
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Collinsville Homestead Complex comprises buildings which are spaced widely apart, but which
all serve as the core of the significant pastoral activities of the Collinsville station.
The buildings which are considered to best represent the significance of the site, and which are
included in this recommendation are:
1
2
3
4
5

Homestead
Old cottage to south of homestead
House and underground tank to west of homestead
Stone barn, stables and smithy
Sheare(squartern

The homestead is a substantial well-built stone house raised on a plinth. Major features include a
return verandah and dominant corrugated-iron roof. The verandah has a roof with bull-nose profile,
a post and brace timber balustrade, turned timber verandah posts and iron lace-work. The hippedgable roof has small finialed and vented gablets to north and south, and tall red-brick chimneys.
Other features include stone dressings, patterned stone and a stone staircase leading to the large,
fan-lit front door. To the left of the stair is an entrance to the basement, currently protected by a
shallow-pitched corrugated-iron open shelter. To the rear of the homestead, the courtyard has
been enclosed and roofed over.
The other buildings at the site are stone with corrugated-iron pitched roofs and timber-framed
openings. The early cottage to the south of the homestead has a stone chimney and the other
accommodation buildings of the complex have verandahs. Outbuildings to the north of the
shearer's quarters have a timber-frame and corrugated-iron construction.
Other buildings within the homestead complex which are also of interest, and are considered to be
contributory to the cultural significance of the above, are:
6
7

Cart-shed
Corrugated-iron sheds

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1895, 1905,
Architect/Designer:

Not known.

Builder:

Not known.

Discussion of style:

The homestead has significant and gracious proportions, and is a good
example of an early twentieth house at the centre of a pastoral run. The
other buildings associated with the first Collinsville station include good
examples of stone cottages, quarters, barns and sheds .

HISTORY
The Collinsville stud has become one of the most well-known in the Australian wool industry. The
Collinsville run was founded by John Collins (1859-1932).
In 1859, John's father Henry established a pastoral run near Mount Bryan. In 1889, John
purchased his own property to the north of his father and north-east of Mount Bryan East. John
then established a stud of merino sheep in 1895. Good management helped him to survive the
great drought of 1895-1903, and by 1905 he had recovered enough to plan the building of a
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substantial new homestead. Soon after the completion of the large house, the homestead
complex was augmented by a smaller residence, shearer's quarters, barn, stables and smithy.
In 1907, John Collins extended his operations in the District Council of Hallett by the purchase of
the Pulpara run, further to the east. In 1914, his eldest son Horace became the manager of the outstation, and the timber-framed iron woolshed there was often used for shearing the Collinsville
flocks. John Collins purchased many other large holdings in the first three decades of this century,
including Mulga Hill, Wayside, The Oaks, Willara, Banbury and Stud Park.
The Collinsville stud has become one of Australia's best-known merino producers. In 1926 a new
homestead was built by Art Collins at Stud Park near Mount Bryan, soon to be joined by sheds,
quarters and a substantial garden. This homestead complex is now the headquarters for the
Collinsville stud. The 1905 Collinsville homestead complex and its lands to the north-east of Mount
Bryan East still form part of the current Collinsville run.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The Collinsville stud is famous throughout Australia, and the Collinsville complex is where John
Collins established his famous flock. The complex is also a well preserved example of a group of
early 20th Century buildings associated with the pastoral industry.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history, being a
complex associated with the foundation of one of Australia's most renowned studs.

(d)

it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance, being a
well-preserved example of an early 20th Century pastoral homestead complex.

(g)

it has special association with the life or work of a person or organisation of historical
importance, being closely associated with the founder of the Collinsville stud, John Collins, as
well as subsequent prominent merino breeders such as Art Collins and Neil Garnett.

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
Austin, Nigel c.1987, The Top Paddock, Collinsville Stud, Wayville
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications , Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide .
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
National Trust of South Australia, files
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill [ed.]1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS

Fabric which displays cultural significance
The original stone buildings including the old homestead (south of main homestead) , main
homestead , house to the west of the homestead, barn and shearer's quarters are considered to be
of most significance. Other structures which contribute to the significance of the place include the
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cart-shed, outbuildings to shearer's quarters and various rainwater tanks, including the cylindrical
stone tank to the east of the homestead. Later concrete block and timber additions to the main
homestead are not considered to have cultural significance.

Current Condition
All buildings in the complex are in good condition .

Integrity
General:

The integrity of most of the buildings is high.

Homestead:
The main alterations within the complex have occurred at the homestead, where
changes include the addition of a concrete block room within the southern verandah,
the in-fill of the rear courtyard and the addition of an open porch over the front
entrance to the basement.

Future management
The culturally significant fabric should be retained and conserved in accordance with good
conservation practise. All buildings require regular maintenance.
The reversal of later additions to the homestead would enhance the integrity of that building .

Collinsville homestead (front) , 1995
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

Collinsville homestead (detail of front door) , 1995

Collinsville homestead (interior of roofed courtyard), 1995
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

Collinsville , early cottage to south of homestead, 1995

Collinsville ; house, underground tank and windmill to east of homestead, 1995
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

Collinsville, cylindrical tank and windmill to west of homestead, 1995

Collinsville homestead (rear, showing barn in distance), 1995
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

Collinsville barns, stables , etc, 1995

Collinsville stables and smithy, 1995

Danvers Architects
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Collinsville Homestead Complex

Survey Ref: H: 64

Collinsville cart-shed , 1995

Collinsville shearer's quarters, 1995
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7

RECOMMENDATIONS:

HISTORIC CONSERVATION ZONES

7.1

HISTORIC CONSERVATION ZONES

As stated in the brief, Historic Conservation Zones 'should possess a distinctive historic,
architectural or other character which it is desirable to protect and enhance through the
Development Plan , while not necessarily exhibiting the exceptional merit required of a State
Heritage Area.'

The concept of Historic Conservation Zones aims to cover localities which are not of sufficient merit
to be designated as a State Heritage Area , but which nevertheless have a distinctive historic
character formed by the interaction between the buildings, spaces, topography and general street
pattern and layout of the area.

As it is the integrity of the built environment that forms the basis of the true nature of such an area, it
is important that retention, refurbishment or replacement of buildings within the zone is undertaken
in sympathy with the historic character of that zone. The external form and architectural detail as
they compliment the historic character and amenity of an Historic Conservation Zone are important
factors. Control over the alteration and demolition of buildings within Historic Conservation Zones
is desired.

The main aim of Historic Conservation Zones is to ensure that, in localities of historic character, the
opportunity to maintain that character is not lost through the uncontrolled demolition and alteration
of buildings without the proposal being reviewed by the planning authority (such as Council).

Bearing these general principles in mind, the consultants nominate the following areas as Historic
Conservation Zones.

Hallett Historic Conservation Zone
Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

These zones are delineated by Figure 7.1 and 7. 2.

Danvers Architects
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7.2

HALLETT HISTORIC CONSERVATION ZONE

Hallett is a typical frontier town, having a Government-planned grid pattern with surrounding
parklands . Its early buildings including hotel, chapel, school, shops, Institute and residences still
survive as a testimony to the town's establishment. Later developments including shops, houses,
a war memorial, a former Masonic Hall, a new Institute/Council building and a modern petrol station
and general store illustrate the subsequent development, and provide character for a town which
lies at the heart of an important rural district.

7. 2. 1 Description of Zone

The town of Hallett lies 16 kilometres north of Mount Bryan and 34 kilometres north of Burra. A
major South Australian arterial road runs through the centre of the township.

The proposed Hallett Historic Conservation Zone incorporates most of the core of the town of
Hallett. The area is bounded by East Terrace, both sides of Richard Street, West/Jessie/Alfred
Streets and including lots 79-82 to the south of Julia Street.

The boundaries of this area are defined on Figure 7.1.

7.2 .2 Individual Heritage Places within Zone

There are no places within the Hallett Historic Conservation Zone which are entered in, or
recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register.

Places which are of local heritage significance, and are more closely analysed by the Heritage
Assessment Reports in Section 8 of this document:
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Jamestown Road

H: 19

Hallett Uniting Church , Lot 80

John Street

H: 22

Hallett Primary School, Lots 64 & 69

John Street

H: 23
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Places which have not been recommended as being of Local Heritage value, but which make an
important contribution to the historic character of the Historic Conservation Zone:

War Memorial, Lot 47

Alfred Street

H: 17

Catholic Church, Lot 23

Alfred Street

H: 14

Hallett Council Chambers, Lot 47

Alfred Street

H: 18

Hallett Post Office, Lot 34

Alfred Street

H: 15

Former General Store, Lot 56

Alfred Street

H: 16

Williams Store, Lot 20

Jessie Street

H:20

Former Police Station and Cells, Lot 33

John Street

H: 21

Gates to Recreation Ground, Lot 189

West Terrace

H: 26

Former Hallett Institute, Part Lot 75

Julia Street

H:24

Other significant shops and residences make an important contribution to the historic character of
the Zone. This character is described in Section 7.2.4 and 7.2.5.

7. 2. 3 General Land use
The zone comprises the core of the town of Hallett, a town which has been built along a major
South Australian arterial road. The layout, land division and built form is typical of a South Australian
frontier town. There is an even grid pattern of streets with blocks neatly subdivided into allotments,
many of which have never been built on. Like Adelaide, the town blocks are bounded by North,
East, South and West Terraces, which are then surrounded by parklands. The inner streets
commemorate the district's earliest settlers and their family; John and Alfred Hallett, and John's
children Richard, Jessie and Julia.

The principal street of the town is Alfred Street, which is also a section of the Barrier Highway. Many
of the town's commercial buildings lie along Alfred Street, with others along Jessie Street, the
direct route to the Jamestown Road. The secondary streets which run parallel and perpendicular to
the main street contain mostly vacant lots or residences, as well as a church, school, old police
station and recreation ground. Rather oddly, the town's earliest and principal hotel is not located
within the town grid, but is situated beyond the western parklands, along the Jamestown Road.

Danvers Architects
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7. 2. 4 Historical Background

The town of Hallett was established in the late 1860s as a service centre for north-bound traffic, and
for the surrounding pastoral and agricultural properties.

The earliest building was the

Wildongoleeche Hotel, named after the local run which had been established by John and Alfred
Halletts in the early 1840s, which in turn was called by the Aboriginal name for the area. The hotel
was built by James Mann in 1869, and served as a resting place for travellers, as well as a meeting
place for locals.

The Government surveyed the town of Hallett in 1870 employing a north-south grid pattern which
made allowances for parkland around the core , but did not incorporate the existing hotel. One of
the early buildings to be erected in the new town was a general store and post office, now known as
Williams' Store . By the late 1870s, development in the town was accelerated with the construction
of a Bible Christian Chapel (1877) , a school (constructed in 1878, opened 1879) and an Institute
(1879) . Thus the core of the frontier town was established by the end of the 1870s, and the town
continued to develop and expand as further services were required.

Another important building of the late 1870s was the railway station. The railway from Burra and
Adelaide opened in Hallett in 1878. The railways made a big difference to the communications and
transport possibilities within the town of Hallett, also providing an outlet for local produce such as
wheat, wool and gold. The citizens of Hallett had to fight to prevent the railways from bypassing the
town, and achieved the current station, established in 1878, which lies about one kilometre south
of the town centre.

The closing of the railway station meant the loss of important communication links. However, the
convenience of road transport along the Barrier Highway ensures the continuing export of local
produce and import of goods. The town now acts as a service centre for the surrounding area
offering continuing services of groceries, postal facilities, petrol, school, and police, as well as social
meeting places including churches, library, child care and an outdoor recreation area. Importantly,
the town of Hallett is also the administrative centre for the District Council of Hallett.

7. 2. 5 Description of Character

Along Alfred Street the predominant building types are the commercial and public buildings . Most
of the shops are single-storeyed stone constructions with corrugated-iron roofs and verandahs,
and fixed-glass timber-framed windows. Other important constructions along Alfred Street include
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the two Institute buildings, the War Memorial, former Masonic Hall (now Catholic Church) and the
Post Office.

To the west, West Terrace lies parallel to Alfred Street, with residences along its east side, and the
large recreation ground and parkland area to the west. The houses comprise a variety of periods
including late 19th Century and early 20th Century construction.

To the east of Alfred Street, John Street and East Terrace lie parallel, and contain a mixture of
houses and vacant blocks, as well as some public buildings, including a churches and church hall,
school and police station.

Most of the houses were built in the latter part of the 19th Century, and employ simple stone
construction, usually with stone or brick dressings, brick chimneys and a symmetrical facade. Most
cottages have gabled corrugated-iron roofs, and usually have verandahs, often bull-nosed. Timber
has been used for doors and window-frames, and the windows are typically double-hung sashes.
The retention of these features and materials should be encouraged.

The public, ecclesiastical and institutional structures which can be found on Alfred and John
Streets vary in design according to their function and construction period. The Institutes are both
simple Classical buildings built of local stone. The Uniting Church employs simple Victorian
Romanesque details; while the former Masonic Hall has a flavour of pre-Christian Classicism as well
as the typical Masonic feature of a door-less front wall. All of these public buildings employ styling
which is typical of their original functions, and each has ijs own historic character.

There are few fences in this rural town, and the level of landscaping is very simple.

The

predominant tree-type is Eucalyptus, with occasional conifers and pepper trees.

Danvers Architects
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, looking north from Old Institute, 1995

Alfred Street, east side, Old Institute, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, east side, looking east to school, 1995

Alfred Street, east side, looking north-east from Jessie Street, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, east side, looking north from Council Chambers, 1995

Alfred Street, east side, looking south from North Terrace, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, west side , looking south from Richard Street, 1995

Alfred Street , east side, Post Office, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, east side, General Store , Lot 56 (H : 16), 1995

Jessie Street, north side, Williams' Store, Lot 20 (H : 20) , 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Alfred Street, War Memorial, Lot 47 (H: 17) , 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

\

Alfred StreeVRichard Street, west side, Catholic Church (former Masonic Hall) , Lot 23 (H: 14), 1995

Richard Street, looking east from West Terrace, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

West Terrace, east side, former Methodist manses, 1995

West Terrace , east side , looking south-east from Richards Street, 1995
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

West Terrace, west side, Gates to Recreation Ground, Lot 189 (H : 26), 1995

Alfred Street, west side, Council Chambers, Lot 47 (H : 18) , 1995

Danvers Architects
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Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

John Street, Former Police Station, Lot 33 (H: 21), 1995

Richard Street, View of cells to rear of former Police Station, Lot 33 (H: 21), 1995
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WHYTE-YARCOWIE HISTORIC CONSERVATION ZONE

Whyte-Yarcowie is a small settlement which was planned to be a large frontier town, but never
developed to the same extent as its close neighbour Terowie. Despite its proximity to the Barrier
Highway, the town retains a peaceful and gracious atmosphere where houses and public buildings
are widely spaced along wide streets. The town has the appearance of having been little altered for
the last eighty years, providing it with a strong historic character.

7 . 3. 1 Description of Zone

The town of Whyte-Yarcowie lies between Terowie and Ulooloo, at the eastern side of the Barrier
Highway.

The proposed Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone incorporates the historic core of the
town, being bounded by the Barrier Highway (Railway Terrace) and North Terrace, both sides of
Fifth Street, Third Street and West Terrace.

The boundaries of this area are defined on Figure 7.2.

7. 3. 2 Individual Heritage Places within Zone

There are no places within the Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone which are entered in, or
recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register.

Places which are of local heritage significance, and are more closely analysed by the Heritage
Assessment Reports in Section 8 of this document:

Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church, Part Lot 50

Fifth Street

H : 72

Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel, Lots 75 & 77

Second Street

H : 77

Danvers Architects
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Places which have not been recommended as being of Local Heritage value , but which make an
important contribution to the historic character of the Historic Conservation Zone:

Whyte-Yarcowie School, Lot 26

Fifth Street

H: 71

Former Shop, Lot 72

Main Road

H:74

Former Police Station and Cells, Lot 85

Main Road

H: 75

Whyte-Yarcowie Postal Agency, Lot 86

Main Road

H:76

Other shops and residences make an important contribution to the historic character of the Zone.
This character is described in Section 7.3.4 and 7.3.5.

7.3.3 General Land use

The zone comprises the core of the existing development in Whyte-Yarcowie, a town which has
been built adjoining the south-east edge of the Barrier Highway, a major South Australian arterial
road. The layout and land division is typical of a South Australian frontier town. The grid pattern of
streets has its blocks neatly subdivided into allotments, many of which have never been
developed. Like Adelaide , the town blocks are bounded by North, East , South and West Terraces,
which are then surrounded by parklands. A "Main Road" passes north-south through the middle of
the town, and at the centre a split square of communal land has been designated McCulloch
Square . This commemorates the former owner of the Gottlieb's Well run, which included the land
on which Yarcowie was built. No other local settlers have been commemorated by the streets, as
these have been given the functional names of Railway Terrace and First to Sixth Streets.

The town comprises a rather arbitrary mixture of public and domestic buildings interspersed with
vacant blocks.

Two of the towns features of interest which do not fall within the Historic

Conservation Zone are the relatively imposing Catholic Church, which has been sited several
blocks to the south of the town centre, and the local cemetery which is located a kilometre to the
south-east of the town centre. Both of these places have been recommended as Local Heritage
Places.
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7 .3.4 Historical Background
The hundred of Whyte was proclaimed in 1869 37, and the town of Yarcowie was proclaimed five
years later, in 1874.38 Within the next few years , Yarcowie developed quickly, mostly owing to its
position on the main north Stock Route , as well as its place at the heart of an agricultural and
pastoral area. However, despite the fact that by the end of its first three years the town already had
a substantial flour mill, a school and a chapel as well as shops and a post office, and enthusiasm was
high, the town did not approach the heights of Terowie, or even achieve the range of services
found at Hallett.

After its quick establishment, Yarcowie reached and maintained a relatively stable population of one
to two hundred , briefly doubling in size during the 1920s, when it became the focal town for a
largely unsuccessful soldier's settlement scheme. In 1927, the name of the town was changed to
Whyte-Yarcowie . Also during the 1920s, the 19th Century second pub, and the flour mill were
demolished in 1906 and 1920 respectively. However, many of the shops, houses and public
buildings which were built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries still survive to remind
us of the town's history, and its position as a reasonably important rural service town.

7. 3. 5 Description of Character

Most of the public buildings in Whyte-Yarcowie are simpler and on a smaller scale than those in the
larger towns of Terowie and Hallett. Generally materials and construction are similar, with the main
building material being stone, and detailing including stone or brick dressings; corrugated-iron
gable roofs; verandahs to shops and houses (usually bull-nosed); double-hung sash windows with
timber frames ; and timber doors, door-frames and verandah posts.

A comparison between the existing town and its original plan provides an interesting study of initial
Government optimism unmatched to an eventual relatively low level of development. The spaces
and vacant block form part of the character of the Zone. Also, almost all of the few remaining
buildings have played an important part in the history of the town.

Fences are all low, and vary from timber picket, wire and corrugated iron. Landscaping is simple ,
comprising mostly Eucalyptus trees and some grassed areas alongside unsealed streets.

37 Government Gazette, 18 February 1869, p.249
38 Government Gazette, 28 May 1874, p.899
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Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

Main Road, west side, looking north from Second Street, 1995

Main Road, west side, looking south from First Street, 1995
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Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

Main Road , west side, Whyte-Yarcowie Postal Agency (H : 76), 1995

Main Road, west side, Whyte-Yarcowie Hall, 1995
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Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

Main Road, west side, Shop on Lot 72 (H : 74), 1995

Main Road, west side, Shop on Lot 72 (H : 74), (detail of shop-front) , 1995
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Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

Main Road, east side, looking north from Second Street, 1995

Second Street, looking west from Main Road, 1995
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Whyte-Yarcowie Historic Conservation Zone

Fifth Street , School on Lot 26 (H : 71) , 1995

Danvers Architects
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8

RECOMMENDATIONS:

PLACES OF LOCAL HERITAGE VALUE

8.1

CRITERIA FOR LOCAL HERITAGE PLACES

Places considered to be of local heritage value to the District Council of Hallett are summarised
below. These are places which have a degree of architectural or social value but which do not merit
nomination for entry in the State Heritage Register, given the scope of research of this survey.

According to Section 23 (4) of the Development Act, 1993, a Development Plan may designate a
place as a place of local heritage value if:

(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area; or

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area; or

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents; or

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area; or

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event ; or

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area.

8. 2

LOCAL HERITAGE PLACES

Places recommended as being of local heritage value in the District Council of Hallett are
summarised below.

Willalo Hall

Hundred of Anne

H:3

Former Methodist Chapel, Willalo

Hundred of Anne

H:4

Mount Bryan East School

Hundred of Hallett

H:6

Willogoleeche Woolshed

Hundred of Hallett

H:?

Former Methodist Chapel, Mount Bryan East

Hundred of Hallett

H:9

Wallinga Homestead and grave

Hundred of Hallett

H: 11

Danvers Architects Pty Ltd
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Wilkins House

Hundred of Hallett

H : 12

Hallett Grandstand, Hallett Oval

Hallett

H: 13

Hallett Hotel

Hallett

H: 19

Hallett Uniting Church and Hall, John Street

Hallett

H:22

Hallett Primary School, John Street

Hallett

H:23

Hallett Railway Station

Hallett

H: 25

Pulpara Woolshed

Hundred of Ketchowla

H: 28

Bridge

Hundred of Terowie

H:33

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery

Hundred of Terowie

H:34

Terowie Institute, Main Street

Terowie

H:37

Imperial Hotel, Main Street

Terowie

H:42

Terowie Catholic Church, Main Street

Terowie

H:43

Terowie Primary School, Main Street

Terowie

H:46

Former Uniting Church and Hall, Mitchell Street

Terowie

H: 51

Former Baptist Church, Mitchell Street

Terowie

H: 53

Grave of John Aver Mitchell, Terowie Cemetery

Terowie

H: 61

Shepherd's Hut

Hundred of Tomkinson

H: 65

Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church

Hundred of Whyte

H:66

Neathvale Homestead Complex

Hundred of Whyte

H: 67

Canowie Belt Baptist Church

Hundred of Whyte

H : 68

Canowie Belt Hall

Hundred of Whyte

H: 69

Former Catholic Church

Whyte-Yarcowie

H:72

Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church

Whyte-Yarcowie

H : 73

Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel

Whyte-Yarcowie

H: 77

These places are located on Figures 3.1 to 3.11 .
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Willalo
District Council of Hallett, PO Box 44, Hallett 5419
948/109
482A
Anne
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

SHR No

Nil
Nil

87/ 15-17
H: 3

Nil

4 pages
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H: 3

Willalo Hall
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The hall is a simple timber-framed building with galvanised-iron cladding and half-gable roof. Along
each of its sides are three equally spaced windows, while at the front is a porch containing the ticket
box for admissions into the hall. An addition to the rear is the kitchen annex.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction:

1912

Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style :

Typical of many rural Australian community halls, the building is simply an
all-purpose space for use by community groups.

HISTORY
After the sale of the North Booborowie Estate , large-scale subdivision took place, and the
settlement of Willalo was founded. The Willalo Hall was erected in 1912, and was the first public
building constructed in the settlement . The land for the hall was donated by the Canny family.
From 1914 to 1958, the hall was used as the local school. The hall was also used as a nondenominational church, an indoor sports arena and venue for a great variety of other social and
cultural events.
At one time the hall formed the focus of the social life of the Willalo community, although it is now
little used.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This hall has played an important part in the lives of the local community and was the first public
building to be erected at the Willalo settlement. It is a good example of a galvanised-iron rural hall.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the first public building of the Willalo settlement, and one which hosted many community
activities.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, having served a
multitude of functions typical for the main public building in a small rural settlement.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, being a local hall used for social,
educational, and religious purposes.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of simple timber-framed galvanised-iron multi-purpose
hall which occurred regularly throughout the Mid-North.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being situated on a corner block in a sparsely populated
rural area.
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FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original timber-framed galvanised-iron structure displays the hall's cultural significance.

References
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name ? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mort lock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Willalo Hall

Willalo Hall, 1995

Willalo Hall (front entrance showing ticket box), 1995
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Former Methodist Chapel, Willalo
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
Allotment No
Section
CT
Hundred
Map Reference

Willalo
R Hopkins-Deacon, Booborowie 5417
529
1478/46
Anne
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

87/12-14
H: 4

Nil
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Former Methodist Chapel, Willalo
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A simple three-bay stone chapel with symmetrical facade and a galvanised-iron roof.
The front facade of the church has a central enclosed entry porch with side access by a timber door
with pointed arch. To the front of the porch, a single multi-paned lancet window matching the larger
windows on either side of the front facade and the three lancet windows along each side of the
building. Within the main gable a smaller arched opening sits within a framework of imitation halftimbering. A simple timber finial surmounts the gables of both the main building space and that of
the porch. Built of ashlar stone and painted in more recent times, the building features rendered
quoins and detailing.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1927
Architect/ Designer:

Unknown, possibly designed by builder

Builder:

E J Affolter of Booborowie

Discussion of style:

The simple plan and evenly placed lancet windows are typical of the Victorian
Gothic style which is most commonly used for rural churches. The addition
of the mock timber-framing applied to the gables is allied to the neo-Tudor
detailing popular in the 1920s and 30s.

HISTORY
After the sale of the North Booborowie Estate, large-scale subdivision took place , and the
settlement of Willalo was founded. The first public building erected in the settlement was the multipurpose hall which was also used for holding multi-denominational church services.
In 1927, the local Methodist congregation erected their own church building on land donated by
the Hanlin family. The foundation stone of the Chapel was laid by G J Hanlin on 31 December
1927. The church was also used as a Sunday school for many years while it formed part of the
Hallett-Terowie circuit. However, in 1971, the church became part of the Burra circuit, and its
activities slowly began to become less frequent. The chapel is no longer used for services.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is the only church building to be erected in the Willalo settlement , and it played an important
part of the lives of the local Methodist community.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
associated with the history of the small settlement of Willalo.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, being the local church, Sunday
school and meeting place for Methodists in the Willalo area.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, having a prominent position on the top of a small hill,
making it visible from many kilometres away.
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FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The stone church and porch with its original details and fittings comprise the fabric of cultural
significance.

References
Apperly, R. et al, ~989 , A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H ~ 990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene ~ 977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
Woods, Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough.
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Former Methodist Chapel , Willalo 1995

Former Methodist Chapel, Willalo 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Dare's Hill Tourist Route
Mount Bryan East
Minister for Recreation, Sport and Racing, GPO Box 1865, Adelaide 5001
3073/165
431
Hallett
Figure 3.7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

87/24-26
H: 6

Nil
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A symmetrical stone building with a galvanised-iron roof, and additions to the rear.
Two multi-paned windows with cambered arches are spaced within a symmetrical front facade and
match those in the side walls of the building. A painted brick chimney centred at the summit of a
simple hipped roof reinforces the symmetry of the facades and reflects the simple rectangular plan
of the original building. Surmounting a brick string course high in the wall is a pair of vents which
mirror a row of three evenly spaced undertloor vents set above a stone plinth. The building's
decorative features include painted brick quoins and iron detailing at the corners of the roof.
At the rear of the building, a stone extension with matching window and detailing has necessitated
the relocation of a doorway into the facade of the original part of the building. Adjacent to the rear
stone extension is a corrugated-iron lean-to.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1880.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This simple classically-proportioned stone and brick school building is
reminiscent of many larger schools built in rural settlements in the late 19th
Century. The building also bears a strong resemblance to the school at the
nearby town of Mount Bryan, having been constructed using similar
materials and based on a similar plan.

HISTORY
The private town of Mount Bryan (also known as Mount Bryan Flat) was established in the 1870s
and subdivided and laid out in 1881 . Also in the late 1870s a private settlement was 1ounded on
part of Joseph Gilbert's Mount Bryan Station. This settlement became known as Mount Bryan East
and was located within the north-eastern shadow of Mount Bryan and a significant distance from the
town of Mount Bryan (also known as Mount Bryan Flat).
The first public building to be built was the Bible Christian Chapel in 1881 . The school was built
three years later and was opened in 1885, by which time the Mount Bryan Station lands were
owned by the Bowman family. The school, chapel and post office then formed the focus of many of
the social activities of the local community.
The population of the school fluctuated, becoming too small by 1917 for the school to remain
open. It was reopened 1925 with only six pupils, increasing to a total of 34 pupils in 1933. By
1947, declining student numbers forced the school to close. The Post Office closed soon after
this, and Mount Bryan East ceased to be thought of as a town.
A plaque was placed in front of the building on 30 April1988 as a Bi-centennial project in honour of
past teachers and scholars. In 1995, the school was restored as accommodation for Heysen trail
hikers.
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STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This sturdy and attractively proportioned stone school building has played an important part in the
lives of local residents. A notable pupil was Sir Hubert Wilkins, a well known explorer who was born
nearby.
RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
a historic local building and having played an important part in the social and educational
activities of the area.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, having provided educational and
social opportunities for local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, using materials and simple construction techniques commonly used for public
bu ildings in the district.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality, namely Hubert Wilkins, educated there
between about 1894 and 1904.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of the few buildings marking the Mount Bryan
East settlement and a landmark along the Dare's Hill Tourist Route.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The existing stone fabric is considered to display cultural significance.

References
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mount Bryan Country Women's Association [undated], History of Mount Bryan and District, the
authors , Mount Bryan.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Stolte, Ruth 1985, Razorback Range Country- A history of settlement and development of Mt
Bryan District, Mount Bryan Book Committee, Mount Bryan
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Mount Bryan East School

Mount Bryan East School, 1995

Mount Bryan East School, 1995
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Willogoleeche Woolshed
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Hallett
Pastoral Developments Pty Ltd, Box 39, Hallett 5419
5219/497
500
Hallett
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

90/13, 14 & 16
H: 7
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Willogoleeche Woolshed
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Large stone woolshed with corrugated-iron hipped roof and brick dressings. Windows have slightly
cambered arches and timber frames. Interior has timber floors and a timber roof-frame. Many of
original timber furnishings survive.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: c.1900 .
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style :

This is a large, functional stone woolshed.

HISTORY
This woolshed stands on the site of Hallett's earliest pastoral run. Land was first taken up in the
western part of the Hallett area in 1842, when John and Alfred Hallett selected Section 255, the
area which became known as the station of Willogoleeche.
John Hallett (1804-1868) was a merchant and pastoralist, and later an MP. Hallett arrived in South
Australia in 1836 on the 'Africaine', a ship which he partly owned. Soon after their arrival, Captain
Duff of the 'Africaine· and Hallett entered into partnership. Hallett took up land in the Magill area,
and established a flock of sheep, and in 1837, he and Captain Duff exported the first wool from
South Australia, sending four bales to England on the 'Orator•.39
In 1839, Hallett established a station in Cockatoo Valley, and in 1842 he made a selection of land in
the Hallett district, for which he adapted the aboriginal name Willogoleeche. Soon after this
selection, John went into partnership with his brother Alfred (c.1814-1877), who had travelled to
South Australia on the 'Africaine' in 1838.
By 1865, Joseph Gilbert had taken over Pastoral Lease 255 from the Hallett brothers. This land
included the Willogoleeche and Mount Bryan Stations.
The southern part of the Willogoleeche leasehold was called Wandillah, and was used to run cattle.
In 1872, the brothers sold the Wandillah property to Edward Bowman. The house they had built at
Wandillah was called Hillside, and still survives in the Surra Surra District Council area.
John Hallett established the Caroona run in 1851 . By 1865, the brothers held an extensive area of
land in the Hallett district, including that covered by Pastoral Leases 109, 287, 298, 415 and 399,
which included Wandillah and Caroona stations. Major stations which the brothers held outside the
District Council of Hallett included Winninie and Mutooroo.40 However, the brothers' properties
were badly affected by drought in the mid-1860s , necessitating the surrender of many of the
brothers' leases and hence their claim to being numbered among the State's greatest pastoralists.
The District Council, Hundred and Town of Hallett were all named after Alfred Hallett.
All of the original buildings which were built on the Willogoleeche station are now gone, and there is
no known physical evidence of the Hallett brothers within the District Council of Hallett. About sixty
years after the brother's first came to Willogoleeche, the stone woolshed which still survives there
would have been built. This woolshed is still in use to this day.

39 Richards, p.17
40 Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers, p.37
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STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE

The Willogoleeche woolshed is associated with the District Council of Hallett's earliest pastoral run,
and the Hallett brothers, founding pastoralists of the area. It is also a good example of a stone
woolshed.
RELEVANT CRITERIA

(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having associations with the founding station of Willogoleeche, and pastoralists John and
Alfred Hallett.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a place
used as an integral part of pastoral activities.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of a stone and brick woolshed, with fine timber interior.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, being situated on the station which
was founded by John and Alfred Hallett.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

The surviving stone woolshed with timber interior finishes displays cultural significance.

References
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood .
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Willogoleeche Woolshed, 1995

Willogoleeche Woolshed (interior). 1995
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Mount Bryan East Chapel
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Dare's Hill Tourist Route
Mount Bryan East
Minister for the Environment and Natural Resources, GPO Box 1047,
Adelaide 5001
3542/2 1
633C
Hallett
Figure 3.7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

87/20-22
H: 9

Nil
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A stone two-bay chapel with simple rectangular plan, galvanised-iron gable roof and a galvanisediron lean-to addition to the rear.
The front facade has a single central doorway and fanlight with a pointed arch. Flanking the door on
either side is a multi-paned lancet window matching the two lancet windows along each side of the
building. The building features bluestone walls, red-brick quoins, timber eaves and timber finials at
the summit of each gable. There is a rainwater tank attached to the timber-framed, corrugated-iron
rear extension. The interior of the chapel has plastered walls and a mansard-shaped pressed-metal
ceiling.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1912.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This church has simplified Victorian Gothic styling . Its simple plan, pointed
doorway arch and lancet windows are common features of the simplified
Gothic church.

HISTORY
The private town of Mount Bryan (also known as Mount Bryan Flat) was established in the 1870s
and subdivided and laid out in 1881 . Also in the late 1870s a private settlement was founded on
part of Joseph Gilbert's Mount Bryan Station. This settlement became known as Mount Bryan East
and was located within the north-eastern shadow of Mount Bryan and a significant distance from the
town of Mount Bryan (also known as Mount Bryan Flat).
The first public building to be built was a Bible Christian Chapel in 1881 . This chapel was in
constant need of repairs, and eventually the congregation decided to build a new one on land
adjacent to the school, donated by Mr Wilks. The old chapel was demolished, its materials sold to
aid the building of the new chapel, and its site was bought by John Collins .
Meanwhile the foundation stone of the new Methodist Chapel was laid on 16 October 1912 by Rev
W H Cam, President of the Methodist Church. The church was part of the Mount Bryan circuit, but
the drop in population which caused the closure of the Mount Bryan East school and post office in
the late 1940s, also took its toll on the Methodist Church which also closed. The church is now
disused.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is one of the few surviving churches in the rural parts of Hallett, where there were once a large
number of churches. It is also a good example of simple local church construction.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(b)

300

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a type of
building which was a common part of the lives of late 19th Century and early 20th Century
rural residents.
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(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, demonstrating that a chapel was
considered a necessary part of the small settlement, both when the original Bible Christian
chapel was erected as the settlements first public building in 1881 , and when the
replacement Methodist chapel was required in 1913.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of the few building marking the Mount Bryan
East settlement, and being a landmark along the Dare's Hill Tourist Route.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original stone building with its details and internal fittings demonstrates cultural significance .
The corrugated-iron addition is also of interest, as a typical example of local construction
techniques for additions.

References
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands -A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mount Bryan Country Women's Association [undated], History of Mount Bryan and District, the
authors, Mount Bryan.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Stolte, Ruth 1985, Razorback Range Country - A history of settlement and development of Mt
Bryan District, Mount Bryan Book Committee, Mount Bryan
Woods, Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough .
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Mount Bryan East Chapel, 1995

Mount Bryan East Chapel (rear) , 1995
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Mount Bryan East Chapel (interior) , 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Mount Bryan East
J D Hardy et al, Box 352 , Mclaren Vale 5171
4008/84
68
Hallett
Figure 3.7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

87/27-29
H: 11

Nil
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Stone homestead with hipped galvanised-iron roof and verandah. Other features include brick
chimneys and stone dressings. To the south of the house is a grave marked by stones with a
plaque at the head commemorating William Dare.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: late 1870s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

Typical local construction of the period.

HISTORY
The eastern part of the District Council of Hallett was first settled by three men, William Dare
(c.1824-1892), John Chewings (1816-1879) and George Hiles (1817-1902). William Dare first
visited the area in about 1845, travelling around with a group of Aboriginals. At that time he was
impressed with the country, and presumably considered that the area to the east of Mount Bryan
would be a suitable sheep run.
William Dare arrived in Australia in 1839, having formed a close association with two of his fellow
travellers, John Chewings and George Hiles. Chewings and Hiles both hailed from Petherton in
Somerset. Upon arrival in South Australia, the three men agreed on an informal partnership where
they would each work to raise money and buy enough sheep to establish their own run. They
started as shepherds to the north of Adelaide, and by the late 1840s they had accumulated
sufficient stock and capital between them to establish a run to the north of Burra.
The three partners chose the area which Dare had visited previously, and took up an occupation
lease at the Wookongarie Springs, between Ulooloo and Mount Bryan (Government Gazette 7
January 1847). Chewings minded the sheep there, while Hiles and Dare continued to work to raise
more money for sheep. Dare worked with the sheep at McVittie's Flat (now Cappeedee), and in
1851 went to the Victorian goldfields where he made over £700. Meanwhile Hiles worked as a
bullock puncher with the team the partners had purchased, running a successful business carting
ore between Burra and Adelaide.
A few years after taking out the Wookongarie lease, the three men had established enough shared
stock and capital to each set up their own runs . Chewings chose the southern part of the
Wookongarie run, calling it Wookongarie station and Hiles took over the northern part of the run
which became known as Mungibbie. Dare took up land to the east of the Wookongarie run, naming
it Piltimittiappa after the nearby creek.
Dare had established himself at Piltimittiappa by the early 1850s, and by 1854 he was recording
costs of maintaining his sheep.41 He took up Pastoral Leases 348 (Piltimittiappa), 358, 454 and
553 (Ketchowla West). He also leased several other properties in other nearby districts. Dare's first
house was built of split pine at Piltimittiappa, and soon afterwards it was replaced with a stone house
and other stone buildings. Dare was also a successful horse breeder, and held various other
properties including Oopina and Paratoo.

41 Stolte, p.31
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Dare held Piltimittiappa until the Government resumed the lease in the late 1880s. He then moved
to the nearby property of Wallinga, establishing himself in a stone homestead . A few year later (in
1892) he died at Wallinga, and was buried just north of the house. In 1977, his descendants
placed stones over his grave, and erected a plaque at the head.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This property is considered significant because of its close associations with a significant pastoral
pioneer of the district, William Dare.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
associated with a notable early pastoralist and his family.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, being the last home and burial place
of William Dare, significant pioneer pastoralist in the area.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The house and the grave site display cultural significance.

References
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr H Gray
Richards , Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
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Wallinga Homestead, 1995

Dare's grave to the north of Wallinga Homestead, 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

N Band H M Guthrie, Box 2, Hallett 5419
2069/ 128
82
Hallett
Figure 3 .7

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No
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Nil

12/0-4
H: 12

Nil
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H: 12

Wilkins House
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Ruined house with base of one wall surviving. Surviving details include stonework, chimney and
fireplace, and interior plasterwork.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: c.1870s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This house displays a construction technique which is typical of simple
houses of the Mid-North.

HISTORY
It is not known exactly when this house was built ; however, it was probably built in the 1870s when
the lands were subdivided and selected by small-scale farmers. Section 82 was taken up by the
Wilkins family, local farmers.
The house is most significant as the birth-place of Sir Hubert Wilkins . George Hubert Wilkins was
born here in 1888, and attended the local school at Mount Bryan East. He studied engineering,
then went travelling, becoming involved in numerous adventures which have captured the
imaginations of people who have read about him.
Wilkins was involved in major explorations in the Arctic, Antarctic, America and Northern Australia.
He became renowned as an aviator and explorer, probably most famous for an epic flight across the
North Pole, from Alaska to Spitzbergen. He was also actively involved in both World Wars and
produced books and papers about his life and work.
Wilkins re-visited his old school at Mount Bryan East in 1938. When not travelling Wilkins made the
United States his main base and died there in 1958. Although he is probably most well known in
the United States, residents of the District Council of Hallett also remember Wilkins' achievements,
as well as the site of his birthplace which is now a ruin.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This ruined house is significant for its associations with Sir Hubert Wilkins.
RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area.
having close associations with an internationally recognised historic figure, Sir Hubert
Wilkins.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, being the birthplace of Sir Hubert
Wilkins.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving remnants of the stone house display cultural significance.
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References
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands -A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie .
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr P Boaden, Mr B Brooks
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill [ed.) 1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
Stolte, Ruth 1985, Razorback Range Country - A history of settlement and development of Mt
Bryan District, Mount Bryan Book Committee, Mount Bryan
Thomas, Jan [ed .] 1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc., Adelaide .
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Photo of Wilkins House, undated (c.1950s)
Surra Library Photographic Collection , LH lA MOU 2 AQ 00009
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Ruins of Wilkins House, 1995

Ruins of Wilkins House, 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Hallett Oval
Hallett
District Council of Hallett, Box 44, Hallett 5419
200500/0186
188
Hallett
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

243/34

H: 13
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Hallett Grandstand is located on the Hallett oval, just outside the proposed Hallett Historic
Conservation Zone.
A timber-framed grandstand with corrugated iron roof and cladding, and timber details and
furnishings. The grandstand has three bays with the central bay being bounded by two timber
posts, topped with a gabled roof . In front of the sheltered tiers of seats are a further three tiers of
unsheltered seating. At the bottom rear of the grandstand are changing-rooms, and to the north of
structure there is a timber-framed galvanised-iron open extension.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 191 0
Discussion of style:

This is an excellent example of an early 20th Century grandstand.

HISTORY
Sport played an important part in the lives of local residents, yet it was not until 1904 that the town
of Hallett established its own oval on a section of the land which had been set aside for parkland.
The grandstand was erected on the oval in 1910, and it has been used for sporting occasions since
then, especially important at sports carnivals for the local area. Nearby tennis courts and a bowling
green have been erected more recently.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is a good example of an early 20th Century grandstand, and has played an important part in the
lives of local residents.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the earliest suNiving structure connected with sport's activities on the local Hallett oval.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being regularly
used to house spectators at local sports days.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being the most substantial structure on the large open
space of the Hallett oval.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The timber-framed, corrugated-iron clad structure and extension displays cultural significance.

References
LTO Records
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Jamestown Road
Hallett
P J Walsh, Box 38 , Hallett 5419
5278/735
Lot 357
DP 30962
Hallett
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

87/ 1
H: 4

Nil
Nil

SHR No

Nil
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The hotel is situated just outside the township of Hallett and is not included within the boundary of
the proposed Hallett Historic Conservation Zone. It is an extensive stone building with galvanisediron roof and return verandah supported on timber posts.
The symmetrical facade has a central window with door to either side and then a further window to
each side. Other features include brick chimneys, projecting quoins and a painted sign on the wall
above the verandah-line. Walls are currently white-painted and windows are multi-paned.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1869.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This hotel is typical of many rural South Australian hotel buildings. It displays
a simplified colonial style, with form and plan based on function.

HISTORY
The Wildongoleeche Hotel was built on the busy Burra to Jamestown Road before the town of
Hallett was even surveyed. The hotel was also not far from the Willogoleeche Station founded by
the Hallett brothers in the 1840s. The hotel was built by James Mann, who adopted the name of
the local sheep run. This was also the earliest hotel to be built in the District Council of Hallett.
The town of Hallett sported two hotels in its heyday, Wildongoleeche and Unicorn. Between about
1888 and 1932 the Willogoleeche was known as the Hallett Hotel, but eventually it reverted to its
original name under which it still operates. It is also locally known as the Wildog.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is the earliest hotel in the District Council of Hallett and is also the earliest building in the town
of Hallett.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the District Council of Hallett's first hotel, and the earliest building built in the town of Hallett.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, having been an
important meeting place for the town of Hallett since its earliest days.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, being an important local social
institution.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a typical example of hotel construction in this area.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, standing alone beyond the parklands on the road to
Jamestown.
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Wildongoleeche Hotel
FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original stone hotel building comprises the fabric of cultural significance.

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
Hoad, J . L. 1986, Hotels and Publicans in South Australia, 1836-1984, Australian Hotels
Association, Adelaide.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards , Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill (ed.)1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
Stolte, Ruth 1985, Razorback Range Country- A history of settlement and development of Mt
Bryan District, Mount Bryan Book Committee, Mount Bryan
Thomas, Jan (ed.)1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc., Adelaide .
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Hallett Uniting Church
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

John Street
Hallett
Uniting Church in Australia Property Trust, 33 Pirie Street, Adelaide 5000
4004/291

80
Hallett
Figure 3 .11

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments

Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

87/ 9
H: 22

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil
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Hallett Uniting Church
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Church is located within the boundary of the proposed Hallett Historic Conservation Zone.
It is a three-bay stone church with enclosed gable-roofed porch to front , and skillion roofed
extension to rear. Alongside the church is a detached stone hall with front porch.
Features to the church include tall narrow round arched windows to either side of the porch and
along each side wall, with a smaller window at the front of the porch and similar arches over doors.
Gabled roofs to church and porch are corrugated-iron with timber bargeboards. Stone walls rest on
a plinth, which are painted and braced. To the front of the church is a detached open bell tower.
Next to the church is a stone hall and Sunday School building with brick dressings. Features
include rectangular windows and a shallow gabled roof with overhanging eaves and a timber crosspiece between barge-boards at gable end. Porch has gabled roof with a classically curved parapet
to facade, in which a multi-paned sash window has been set under a cambered arch.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1880
Architect/ Designer :

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown .

Discussion of style:

The style of this church is simplified Victorian Romanesque, and is very
similar to the Chapel at Whyte-Yarcowie, built three years earlier.

HISTORY
The town of Hallett was established in the late 1860s as a service centre for north-bound traffic, and
for the surrounding pastoral and agricultural properties. The earliest building was the
Wildongoleeche Hotel. The Government surveyed the town of Hallett in 1870 employing a northsouth grid pattern which made allowances for parkland around the core, but did not incorporate the
existing hotel. One of the early buildings to be erected in the new town was a general store and
post office, now known as Williams' Store. By the late 1870s, development in the town was
accelerating and the population growing.
One of the earliest public buildings to be built in the town was the Bible Christian Chapel,
completed before the School and Institute. The congregation of the Chapel grew quickly, and a
larger stone church was soon required.
In 1880, the new Bible Christian Chapel was erected, of coursed stone and brick dressings with
regularly pierced timber barge-boards to gable. A bell was purchased in 1881 , and in 1913 a new
floor of jarrah was installed inside the Chapel. A porch with similar detailing was opened in 1920,
and a Methodist Kindergarten hall was built next door in 1929.
Other buildings connected with the church are the old Manse (Violet Cottage) and the new Manse,
both on West Terrace and within the proposed Hallett Historic Conservation Zone. These are now
in private ownership, and the Hallett Uniting Church is part of the Jamestown Parish.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is one of the oldest churches in the District Council of Hallett and has played a significant part in
the lives of local residents.
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Hallett Uniting Church
RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the oldest surviving church in the Hallett township, and having been built in the first decade
of the town's history.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a local place
of worship which was an important part of life for the early settlers in the area.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of simple church building .

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original church building with church and detached bell displays cultural significance. The
extension to the rear of the church is not considered to display particular cultural significance. The
hall alongside the church is considered to be of interest and contributory to an understanding of
the historic significance of the church .

References
Apperly, A. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
LTO Records
Mort lock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
Woods , Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough .
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

John Street
Hallett
Minister for Education and Children's Services, 31 Flinders Street, Adelaide
5000
3865/30
64 and 69
Hallett
Figure 3.11

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
NT Recorded file 1435

SHR No

Nil

243 24-27

H: 23
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Hallett Primary School
(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a large, impressively detailed local school.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, with its tall chimneys and its setting within large, open
grounds.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original school and school house, as well as the stone additions of the early 20th Century are
considered to display cultural significance.

References
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide .
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.

Hallett Primary School (from John Street), 1995
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Hallett Primary School

Hallett Primary School (side view, showing chimneys), 1995

Hallett Primary School (side view, showing chimneys), 1995
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Hallett Railway Station
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Hallett
TransAdelaide, 136 North Terrace , Adelaide 5000
4304/35
Lot 29
Part 153
Hallett
Figure 3.6

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

69/ 12
H: 25

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil
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Hallett Railway Station
PHYSICAL

H: 25

DESCRIPTION

A simple rectangular building with galvanised-iron roof, this station is typical of many rural Australian
buildings being based on its function.
A dominant half-gabled roof and extended cantilevered eaves overshadow the walls below and
protect potential travellers from exposure to the harsh Australian climate. The walls are rendered
with rendered plinth. Road-side facade has two doors alternating with windows of varied sizes.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : c .1920 .

HISTORY
The town of Hallett was surveyed and established in the 1870s, and by 1878, the railway line from
Burra arrived. Two years later the line reached as far as Terowie, which was to become an important
location in the South Australian rail network.
The railways made a big difference to the communications and transport possibilities within the
town of Hallett, also providing an outlet for local produce such as wheat, wool and gold. The
citizens of Hallett had to fight to prevent the railway-line bypassing the town, eventually achieving
the siting of their station about one kilometre south of the town centre. The Hallett railway station
was opened in 1878. At a height of 599 metres above sea level, the Hallett Railway Station was the
third highest in the state (after the stations at Belalie North and Gumbowie which are also now
redundant) .
The original railway station building was replaced with the present building in about 1920.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
Although the railways played an important part in the history and development of the District
Council of Hallett, railway buildings only survive at Terowie (see H: 56) and at Hallett. The Hallett
station provides a significant local reminder of a once busy rail line.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
representing the railway history of the town of Hallett.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving station building is considered to have cultural significance.

References
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide .
Donovan and Assoc. 1992, Railway Heritage of South Australia, National Trust of South Australia,
Adelaide .
Donovan, P & B O'Neil, 1991, The Long Haul- Australian National1978-1988, Australian National
Railways Commission, Australia.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Ketchowla
Old Collinsville Pty Ltd , Box 45, Mount Bryan 5418
1302/ 12
61
Ketchowla
Figure 3.5

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

68/22-24
H: 28

Nil
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Pulpara Woolshed
PHYSICAL

H: 28

DESCRIPTION

A large timber-framed galvanised-iron shed with extensions of similar materials. Interior of shed
contains original timber furnishings and timber floor, as well as metal bars and gates which were
added later. Timber beams inside the shed record many of the tallies of number of sheep shorn
and bales produced. The earliest record is from 1904, when 6215 sheep were shorn producing
164 bales of wool.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : c.1904
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

A typical example of a galvanised-iron woolshed of the early 20th Century.

HISTORY
The building and subsequent use of the Pulpara woolshed was closely associated with the
operations of the Collinsville station. From the start, the Pulpara station was an out-station of
Collinsville , the station situated many kilometres to the south-west of Pulpara, and founded by
John Collins.
John Collins (1859-1932) was not one of the earliest pastoralists of the district, but he was
responsible for founding its most famous stud- Collinsville. John's father Henry Collins (c.18321929) had established a pastoral run near Mount Bryan in 1859.
In 1889, John purchased property to the north of his father's property and north-east of Mount
Bryan East. John then established a stud of merino sheep in 1895. Good management helped
him to survive the great drought of 1895-1903, and by 1905 he had recovered enough to plan the
building of a substantial new homestead. Soon after the completion of the large house, the
homestead complex was augmented by a smaller residence, shearer's quarters, barn , stables and
smithy.
Another building built in the same period was the shearing shed at the out-station of Pulpara. John
Collins extended his operations in the District Council of Hallett by the purchase of the Pulpara run
to the south-east. In 1914, his eldest son Horace became the manager of the out-station, and the
timber-framed iron woolshed was often used for shearing the Collinsville flocks. John Collins
subsequently purchased many other large holdings in the first three decades of this century,
including Mulga Hill, Wayside, The Oaks, Willara, Banbury and Stud Park.
The Collinsville stud has become one of Australia's best-known merino producers. In 1926 a new
homestead was built by Art Collins at Stud Park near Mount Bryan, soon to be joined by sheds,
quarters and a substantial garden. This homestead complex is now the headquarters for the
Collinsville stud. The ruined homestead buildings and operational woolshed surviving at Pulpara
still form part of the current Collinsville estate.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The Pulpara woolshed is most significant for its associations with the Collinsville stud operations .
This was an important place for shearing many of the Collinsville flocks during the 20th Century.
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RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having close associations with the shearing of the famous Collinsville stud.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a good
example of a hastily erected yet functional and useful woolshed.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, being connected to the famous
Collinsville stud and its founder John Collins.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving corrugated-iron woolshed with its timber fittings and historically significant tallies
display cultural significance.

References
Austin, Nigel c.1987, The top paddock, Collinsville Stud, Wayville
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide .
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr H Gray
Richards , Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Pulpara Woolshed (interior), 1995

Pulpara Woolshed (interior), 1995
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H: 33

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

South-west of Franklyn
S P Mattey, Box 69, Terowie 5421
804/7
419
Terowie
Figure 3.3

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
Nil

88/29-36
H: 33

SHR No

Nil
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The stone bridge was constructed where an old bullock road passed over a deeply bedded stream.
The remains of the road can still be seen in each direction from the bridge. This road has
occasionally been banked up by stone walls.
The stone bridge was constructed by the banking up of turf with solid stone walls to either side of
the track. A rectangular opening leads to a passage at the base of the wall, which passes under the
road. This was used to accommodate the flow from the creek. At each side of the bridge, the
opening has been covered by a lintel comprising a large slab of rock.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1850s to 1870s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a good example of local engineering techniques of the mid-19th
Century.

HISTORY
In the latter part of the 19th Century, a wide local track wound its way through Section 419, and was
used by traffic going from the Hiles Dam and Whyte-Yarcowie area to the Franklyn area. Parts of this
track still survive. Examples of early road construction and buttressing can be found along this
track, as well as this surviving bridge built over a stream.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is a good surviving example of 19th Century civil engineering in a rural district.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical , economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
a reminder of the early road which passed through Section 419.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of local civil engineering techniques.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The stone walls and stone water-passage with turf track above display cultural significance .

References
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr W Besanko, Mr H Gray
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Bridge, 1995

Bridge, 1995
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Track leading over bridge , 1995

Buttressing to track, c.50 metres from bridge, 1995
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LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

near Whyte-Yarcowie
District Council of Hallett, Box 44, Hallett 5419
220500/ 0441
441
Terowie
Figure 3.2

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

11 /2-7
H: 34

Nil
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Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Large block of land surrounded by high wire fence and entered via drive-through gates. At either
side of the block are widely spaced rows of graves. Between the two ends of the cemetery are
various trees and bushes. The west side is used by the Catholic community, while the east side
appears to be a general graveyard.
Most of the gravestones are made of marble, and some graves are surrounded by iron fencing.

HISTORY
The Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery was the earliest cemetery to be established in the District Council of
Hallett. Surviving gravestones date back to 1873, when Thomas Manuel was buried, having died at
Terowie aged 13 years. Other surviving early gravestones include that of Thomas Potter (d.1875},
Jessie Beaton (d.1875), Thomas James Scott (d.1876), Eliza Hams (d.1877), Jane Hipper (d.1878)
and Alice Holder (d.1878). Many other families are buried and commemorated here.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This a historic local burial place which commemorates many of the early settlers in the district.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
an historic local burial place.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, containing a
variety of graves and simple gravestones used to commemorate local residents.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, containing memorials to many local
residents and important local families.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving gravestones and grave fencing within the cemetery display cultural significance.

References
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill [ed.] 1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
The Terowie Enterprise, May 1994, p.3-5
Thomas, Jan [ed.] 1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc., Adelaide.
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Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery

H: 34

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery (one of the earliest graves, Thomas Manuel d .1873), 1995

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery (one of the earliest graves, Eliza Hams d.1877) , 1995
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H: 34

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery (one of the earliest graves , Jane Hipper d.1878), 1995

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery (Eastern section) , 1995
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Terowie Institute
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
District Council of Hallett, Box 44, Hallett 5419
334/ 157
Lot 4
343
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
NT Recorded file 1301

241/16,20
H: 37

SHR No

Nil
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Terowie Institute
PHYSICAL

H: 37

DESCRIPTION

A prominent two-storey building which faces east onto Main Street, and lies within the proposed
Terowie State Heritage Area.
The Institute has an ltalianate symmetrical facade. The central doorway and symmetrical windows
have rounded arches with central ornate keystones. There is a string course between the two
floors, and a cornice at the base of the parapet. The parapet has stone lattice work which is broken
by a rectangular pediment with semi-circular top.
To the rear of the main two storey building, is an attached single storey hall of a similar period but
with simpler detailing. This wing has a corrugated iron gable roof broken by louvre ventilated
dormers. At the west end of this wing, the gable has a simple parapet covered with stone coping,
with a round ventilation window in the gable wall. There are also two small stone lean-to structures
at the rear (west end) of this wing.
A modern brick meeting room now projects from the south side of the Institute. This is a low stone
building with a shallow pitched roof and metal framed windows.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: Institute, 1879;
Assembly Hall, 1885
Architect/Designer:

Daniel Garlick.

Builder:

Institute, Mr H Sparnon;
Assembly Hall, Messrs B H and A R Tuck

Discussion of style:

This two-storey Institute building has symmetrical ltalianate styling which is
common among Halls and Institutes of this period.

HISTORY
The Institute was built early in Terowie's development, on land donated by the town's founder,
John Aver Mitchell.
On 23 March 1878, a meeting of Terowie residents took place at which Mitchell proposed that a
committee should be formed to organise prompt establishment of an Institute. Mitchell donated
the site for the building and the first elected President was Mr McCulloch.
Daniel Garlick, well known Adelaide architect, was commissioned to design the building. Because
of the high cost of the building, the Committee initially called for tenders for the front part of the
design only. Even the quotes for that section were higher than their estimate of £900, and they
then compromised by commissioning Mr H Sparnon to construct the building without ornamental
stucco and plastering for £845. The front section of the Institute was then opened in December
1879 .
At some stage in the early 1880s the decoration and plasterwork was completed. In 1881 and
1882, meetings of the Institute committee were held, where many urged that the Assembly Hall at
the back of the building should be constructed, while others believed that no further construction
should take place until the loan for the first part had been paid off. It was not until late 1884 that the
Institute committee decided that £500 would be borrowed for the erection of the Assembly Hall,
and tenders were called. The contract was won by Messrs B H and A R Tuck, who constructed the
Hall for £675. The new Hall was opened on 14 August 1885.
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H: 37

Terowie Institute

The completed Institute building housed the office for the Local Court, a Clerk, a library, a
committee room, and a large hall with excellent acoustic properties. The Institute was also used for
religious services by the Anglicans, Catholics and Primitive Methodists until their own churches
were built. Many other local societies and groups also had there meetings in the Institute. Many
local events were held in the Assembly Hall, such as dances, games, public meetings,
entertainment and fetes.
The Terowie District Council met in the Institute between 1888 and 1890, eventually moving to the
old Anglican Church for their meetings. The old Anglican church ceased to be used by Council in
1935, and was demolished in 1959.
A supper room was added to the main hall in 1910. This was replaced with a new supper room in
the late 1980s.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The Institute is one of Terowie's oldest stone buildings. It is also one of Terowie's most prominent
landmarks, and displays a high quality of design and construction. Historically, the Institute is a
significant building for the Terowie community; a building which all residents have used, and is
significant for its associations with John Aver Mitchell and with the Terowie Council.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original stone Institute, including two-storey front section (1879), and hall to rear (1885) are
considered to have cultural significance.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical and social themes that are of importance to the local area, being one of
the chief local meeting places since its opening in 1879.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit and design characteristics of a high standard in the context of the
local area.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, having associations with Terowie's
founder, the local Council, and countless events and meetings of local political and social
significance.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of only two surviving two storey buildings on
the Main Street of Terowie. It is also clearly visible from the Barrier Highway.

References
Archival photographs, Mortlock Library 832962
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, Adelaide, p.
12.
L TO Records, CT 346/ 151, 5177/808
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
National Trust of SA, Recorded File No. 1722
Oral: Mr H Gray
Smerdon, Christine 1976, Architecture in a Mid-North town, Terowie, South Australia, 1874-1891,
Unpublished paper, [unpag.]
Terowie Enterprise, 7-8-1885, 14-8-1885, 25-1-1889
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Terowie Institute
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Terowie Institute, 1995

Terowie Institute, 1995
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Imperial Hotel

H: 42

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
S K Kakoschke, c/o Terowie Post Office, Terowie 5421

4331/309
1, 2 & 3
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

241 /17
H: 42

Nil
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Imperial Hotel

H: 42

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Imperial Hotel is situated next to the Terowie Institute on the Main Street, and is within the
proposed Terowie State Heritage Area.
Imposing two-storey six-bay hotel with single-storey extension to left hand side. Two-storey
section has painted parapet and chimneys , with a verandahed balcony to the second storey.
Openings are set symmetrically in facade and are surmounted with slightly cambered brick arches
with projecting keystone and painted quoins. Doors have fanlights. Single-storey addition has
double-gabled roof and double windows to either side of the central door.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1880
Architect/ Designer:

Thomas English of Adelaide .

Builder:

William Slattery, Terowie contractor and hotel proprietor.

Discussion of style:

Simple and functional Victorian classical styling has been used for this once
busy two-storey hotel.

HISTORY

The town of Terowie was established in the early 1870s as a service centre for north-bound traffic.
Terowie owes its birth to one man, John Aver Mitchell; and its subsequent growth and success to
its position on a major South Australian transport route, and later, to its important position within the
South Australian rail network. This latter point is considered in detail in Section 2.3.4 of this report.
In 1872, Mitchell selected Section 158 from the recently proclaimed Hundred of Terowie. This land
had previously been part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well sheep run, the lease of which had been
resumed by the Government and opened for credit selection. Mitchell planted wheat on his land,
but soon turned to other ideas for a livelihood. The growing amount of northward traffic passing
through his section required services, and he is believed to have established an underground
store or possible sly-grog shop at the side of the track as early as 1872.
He then built two substantial stone buildings close to one another, the Hotel which was licensed on
7 May 1874; and a chapel which probably served a variety of functions including as a general
meeting place. The hotel and chapel are considered to be Terowie's earliest buildings, but it was
not long before a smithy and store were also constructed near the hotel. To ensure the growth and
success of his infant town, Mitchell donated land and money for a school and a Methodist Chapel,
both of which were erected in 1877.
The fact that the young town of Terowie offered much needed services to the northward traffic, as
well as to the growing number of local settlers, secured its future prosperity. By the end of the
1870s over 500 people had settled in the town. In 1880, two new two-storey hotels were built in
Terowie, both designed by the Adelaide architectural firm of Thomas English. The Royal Hotel on
Railway Terrace is now gone, but the Imperial Hotel still survives next to the Institute on the Main
Street.
The Imperial Hotel was built by contractor William Slattery. In fact, it was Slattery who commissioned
the Imperial Hotel to be built, and who was the first owner and licensee of the property.
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Imperial Hotel

H: 42

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The only surviving two-storey hotel, and one of only two surviving two-storey buildings in Terowie,
the Imperial Hotel is a fine example of a late 19th Century hotel.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having been built in the first decade of development of Terowie, it demonstrates the
optimism and prosperity of that town.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a building
associated with local social and hospitality customs .

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a surviving architecturally-designed building in this rural area, which has
been constructed using simple materials and details found frequently throughout the MidNorth.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of only two surviving two-storey buildings on
the Main Street of Terowie. It is also clearly visible from the Barrier Highway.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving stone hotel building with its attached stone extensions displays cultural significance.

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson , Australia, p.76
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie - A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Hoad, J. L. 1986, Hotels and Publicans in South Australia, 1836- 1984, Australian Hotels
Association, Adelaide .
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands -A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
South Australian Directories
Statton , Jill [ed.) 1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
Thomas, Jan [ed.] 1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc., Adelaide.
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Catholic Church of St Michael and St John

H: 43

LOCATION
Address
Town

Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Main Street
Terowie
Catholic Diocese of Port Pirie Inc., Box 236, Peterborough 5422
290/43
167
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Reg lster Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
NT file 2471

241 /26,27
H: 43

Nil
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Catholic Church of St Michael and St John
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Catholic Church is situated at the south end of Terowie, near the Primary School, and is within
the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area.
A large four-bay stone chapel with generous stone porch, both having corrugated-iron gabled
roofs with parapeted gables. Details to church include stone quoins to corners, and brick quoins
around round-arched multi-paned windows. Gable parapets are surmounted by coping , with a
cross at the point of each gable.
Central front porch has a door and window on its side wall, both of which have pointed arches.
Windows including a fanlight over door are multi-paned. Parapet gable to porch has coping and
round window. Interior of church shows that original space has been preserved .

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1877
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a typical simple Victorian Romanesque chapel with the front addition
of a large porch which has Victorian Gothic detailing.

HISTORY
This church building is associated with both the Wesleyan Methodist and Catholic faiths.
It was built by the Wesleyans in 1877 on land donated by John Aver Mitchell. Earlier in the same
year, the first Baptist chapel was also built in Terowie, however that no longer survives. Therefore,
the former Wesleyan Chapel is now the oldest surviving "official" church built in Terowie .
The foundation stones were laid by George Hiles (of Mungibbie) and Mitchell. The number of
Wesleyans in Terowie continued to grow, so that in 1882, only five years after the church near the
school had been built, a new chapel was built on Mitchell Street, and the old one was sold to the
Catholics42 , becoming the first Catholic church in Terowie.
There are early records of the Roman Catholic faith in the Hallett area. As early as 1861, a priest
from Sevenhill visited the settlement at Gottlieb's Well, and returned in subsequent years for
various services, mostly baptisms. Services were usually conducted in private homes, and some
parishioners would travel to Surra on occasion.
In 1882, Terowie's Catholic community purchased the former Wesleyan Chapel near the school at
Terowie converting it to the Church of St Michael and St John.43 The Catholics still use the church
for worship.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is the oldest surviving dedicated church in Terowie, and is significant for its associations with
both the Wesleyan and Catholic communities of Terowie, and with town founder Mitchell and
pioneer pastoralist Hiles.

42 North Eastern Times and Terowie News, 1 December 1882
43 Terowie Enterprise, 27 October 1882
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Catholic Church of St Michael and St John

H: 43

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
one of the first chapels to be built in the young town of Terowie, and being associated with
two important local religious communities, and important pioneers Mitchell and Hiles.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a local place
of worship which has served the communities needs since the first decade of the town .

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a fine example of a simple Victorian Romanesque church with Victorian
Gothic additions .

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, having a foundation stone laid by
Mitchell, founder of Terowie, and Hiles, local pioneer pastoralist.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of the few buildings erected on this stretch of
Main Street, and having relatively large proportions.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving stone church with its attached chapel displays cultural significance.

References
Apperly , R. et al , 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p.76
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie - A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
National Trust of South Australia
Oral: Mrs P Harvey
Woods, Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough.
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Catholic Church of St Michael and St John
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Catholic Church (interior) , 1995
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Terowie Primary School

H: 46

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners

Main Street
Terowie
Minister for Education and Children's Services, 31 Flinders Street, Adelaide

5000
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

236/ 163
453
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
NT file 1456
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Terowie Primary School

H: 46

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
This building is situated at the edge of the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area.
The original school building is stone with brick dressings and a galvanised-iron gable roof.
Attached to the south of the building is the school residence, also stone with brick dressings and a
galvanised-iron roof and verandah. Additions to the school are mostly in stone, with similar roof-line
and use of materials. Some timber-framed galvanised-iron and fibre lean-tos have also been added
to the building, and openings vary in size and form in the more recent sections of the building.
Originals windows in school building comprise double vertical windows with single light below and
double-hung sash above, all with timber frames.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1877
Architect/Designer :

Unknown.

Builder:

Messrs Hague and Lake, Moonta.

Discussion of style :

School and school house have detailing common to similar buildings in large
towns.

HISTORY
The town of Terowie was established in the early 1870s, and a stone school building was erected
there in 1877. Before that, local schooling was provided at private properties, such as Manuel's
farm, where Miss Manuel held classes from the early 1870s to 1877.
In 1877, the residents of the new town of Terowie applied to the Government for f inancial
assistance for building a school in the town. The Government was not prepared to pay for a school
immed iately, so the residents raised a large sum themselves, forwarding a substantial cheque to
the Minister, allowing a larger school than originally intended to be built within months. The contract
for the construction was won by Hague and Lake, builders of Moonta, and the school was opened
later in 1877.
Many private schools also operated in Terowie, including St Joseph's Convent (1911-1966). The
population of the public school also thrived, and various extensions were added to it over the
years. Today the original public school is the only school still operating in Terowie.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This school dates back to the first decade of the town and has played an important part in the lives
of local residents.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the original school erected in the town.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being the first building encountered as one enters
Terowie from the south.
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Terowie Primary School
FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving stone school and school residence display cultural significance.

References
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
National Trust of South Australia
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.

Terowie school, 1995
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Former Uniting Church and Hall
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Mitchell Street
Terowie
C V Hutchins, 507 Victoria Road, Osborne 5017
5230/434
Lot 20
Terowie
Figure 3.9

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No
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Nil
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Former Uniting Church and Hall

H: 51

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A four-bay stone chapel, rectangular in plan, with a galvanised-iron gable roof, and additions to the
rear.
The front facade has a single central doorway with a pointed arch. Above this entrance is a multipaned circular window set rendered surround. Lancet windows on either side of the front door
match the four identical windows in the side walls of the building. Other features include brick
buttressing and quoins, stone mouldings at gable ends, and iron finials at each gable.
The Memorial Hall attached to the rear displays details which reflect the Victorian Gothic design of
the original church building, namely lancet windows, as well as a more classical motif surmounting
the parapet which reflects another major local building, the Terowie Institute.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1882.
Architect/ Designer:

F W Dancker.

Builder:

Sara and Dunstan.

Discussion of style:

The style of this church is Victorian Gothic, employing detailing and massing
which is particularly common in South Australian Wesleyan churches.

HISTORY
The earliest official Wesleyan chapel was built in Terowie in 1877. By 1880, the congregation had
grown to 300, so a decision was made to sell the old chapel to the Catholics, and to build a new,
larger church on Mitchell Street, in a more central location. This church was designed by the
Adelaide architect F W Dancker, and was constructed by Sara and Dunstan for £1150. The
opening service for the new church was held on 2 March 1882. A description of the new building
was recorded in the North Eastern Times and Terowie News on 1 December 1882.
In the pioneering days of the Methodists, services were provided by ministers from Burra. From
1877-1885 the local Methodist circuit including Terowie was called the Yarcowie Circuit. In 1886, a
parsonage was built in Terowie which formed the nucleus of the Terowie Circuit. In 1904,
widespread Methodist services were held each Sunday in the district, including at Terowie,
Yarcowie, Ulooloo, Canowie and Franklyn. Ulooloo and Canowie were later replaced by Pamaroo,
Pandappa and Ketchowla. Eventually only Terowie and Whyte-Yarcowie remained on the circuit. In
1951 joined with Hallett to make the Hallett-Terowie circuit, and later Terowie , Whyte-Yarcowie and
Jamestown became part of the Peterborough circuit.
A major addition to the Methodist Church occurred after World War One, when a carefully designed
Soldier's Memorial Hall was added on to the rear of the original church building. The Terowie
church is no longer used for services, and has been converted into a residence.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is a fine example of a large rural Methodist church, and dates from the early boom years of
Terowie. It also represents the necessity for a substantial place of worship in the town.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

358

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
an early place of worship in the town of Terowie.
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Terowie Uniting Church and Hall

H: 51

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being an example
of a typical place required in a successful pioneering town.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents. having been used by local
members of the Methodist and Uniting Churches.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, having strong Gothic detailing and an architectural design not often employed
in rural areas, and therefore notable.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of the dominant buildings on Mitchell Street.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original church building and the Soldier's Memorial Hall attached to the rear are considered to
display cultural significance.

References
Apperly, R. et al , 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia , p.76
Besanko , W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
National Trust of South Australia
North Eastern Times and Terowie News, 1 December 1882.
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Woods , Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough.
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Former Uniting Church (side, showing Memorial Hall to rear), 1995
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Former Baptist Church

H: 53

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Mitchell Street (corner Taylor Street)
Terowie
F J Lemmens, 1 Christine Street, Millgrove, Victoria 3799
5177/808
Lot 29
343
Terowie
Figure 3.9
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Film/ Neg No
Register Report
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Former Baptist Church

H: 53

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A detached building which has a fairly prominent corner position, facing east onto Mitchell Street
and with its south side adjacent to Taylor Street. The former church also lies within the proposed
Terowie State Heritage Area.
A simple three-bay stone chapel with a galvanised-iron roof, and additions to the rear. The front
facade has a single central doorway with a pointed arch. This doorway was blocked with concrete at
the time of the building's conversion to a masonic hall (1960) . Above the door is a pair of small
lancet windows, and higher, within the gable, is a stone inscribed "Baptist Church 1880". To either
side of the front doorway are larger lancet windows which match the three lancet windows along
each side of the building. All dressings are stone, and there is an iron finial at the summit of each
gable.
To the rear of the building is a stone extension which has a small red-brick chimney at its south-west
corner, and a lean-to along the west side.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1880.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

The style of this church is Early English revival. Its simple plan, round
arches over the door and lancet windows are common features of Early
English revival churches.

HISTORY
Terowie is remarkable for the way in which it grew and developed so many permanent buildings so
quickly. The first hotel was licensed in 1874, and the town grew rapidly from that time. The founder
of Terowie and builder of its first hotel, John Aver Mitchell, was a Methodist who encouraged the
early establishment of the Methodist faith by building a chapel at the rear of his hotel. However,
there must also have been a number of Baptists who settled quickly into the area, for as early as
1876 a group of residents applied to the Baptist Association for the appointment of a minister. J H
Shallberg was their first minister, arriving in December 1876.
The Baptists held their services and meetings in Miss Manuel's schoolroom until their own chapel
building was completed in 1877. That chapel, which had a seating capacity of 80, was opened on 4
March 1877.
Within a few years, the Baptist congregation out-grew this chapel. A new chapel building was
erected on Lot 29, Section 343, being completed in September 1880. The Baptist Church
continued to operate in that building until it was closed down for lack of support in 1947. The
South Australian Baptist Union Incorporated sold the property to C C and I V Steen in 1955, and
the building was used as a private residence.
On 14 December 1959 the property was sold to a group of men, the survivors of whom still own the
property. The men (D T Lloyd, DR Lillywhije, W S C Girdler and W J Sants) worked wijh the railways,
and were also associated with the local Freemasons. The Baptist Church was converted for use as
a Masonic Hall, and opened as such in 1961 .
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The residents of Terowie have supported a remarkably large number of lodges and friendly
societies. These have included the Rechabite, Foresters and Oddfellows Lodges, a Friendly
Society, Druids and Freemasons. The Terowie branch of Freemasons called themselves the
Lodge of Concord, and were established in Terowie in 1881. They met in the supper room of the
Terowie Institute until they bought and converted an old shop building to a Masonic hall in 1906.
Various factors, including the high maintenance costs and poor condition of the Masonic Lodge led
to a search for new quarters in the late 1950s. It was felt that the old Baptist Church building would
suit the needs of the Masonic Lodge extremely well, so it was duly converted and occupied, with
the dedication ceremony being held on 25 March 1961 .
The new Masonic Hall was generally considered to be the best quarters that the Lodge had
occupied. However, depleting numbers led to the closure of the Lodge of Concord in 1993.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
The Baptists played a significant part in the religious history of Terowie and were the second
denomination to build themselves a church there. The Baptist Church was used for 77 years, then
later the building served as the town's Masonic Lodge for 22 years. It is one of Terowie's older
buildings and sits prominently on its large block, making a significant contribution to the historic
character of Mitchell Street.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having been occupied by two bodies of historical significance to Terowie; the Baptist Church
and the Masonic Lodge.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents,

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being a relatively large, detached building in a sparsely
populated street.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The simple plan, facade and detailing of the building is typical of rural churches of the late 19th
Century. The stonework, stone quoins, lancet windows and plaque to the facade are all of
significance . These details and materials should remain exposed, and future work to the building
should not detract from its character or its simplicity of form and detail.

References
Archival photographs , Mortlock Library B32962
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, Adelaide, p.
12.
Hill, Rev Dr A C 1963, Still thy church extend, Australian Baptist Publishing House, Sydney.
Hughes, Rev H E 1937, Our First Hundred Years- The Baptist Church of South Australia, South
Australian Baptist Union, Adelaide.
LTO Records, CT 346/151, 5177/808
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
National Trust of SA, Recorded File No. 1722
Oral: Mr H Gray
Shakeshaft, H R 1981 , A Century of Freemasonry in Terowie 1881-1981, Lodge of Concord no.
27, Peterborough, South Australia.
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LOCATION
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CT
Allotment No
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Hundred
Map Reference

Terowie Cemetery
Terowie
District Council of Hallett, Box 44, Hallett 5419
200500/0415
415
Terowie
Figure 3.9
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Grave of John Aver Mitchell
PHYSICAL

DESCRIPTION

The Terowie Cemetery is not included in the proposed Terowie State Heritage Area.
John Aver Mitchell's marble gravestone is situated in the Terowie Cemetery. It has a rounded top
and sits under a spreading pepper tree within a grave-plot surrounded by an ornate wrought-iron
fence. Inscribed on the stone are the words :
In Memoriam
John Aver Mitchell
Died May 19th 1879
Aged 46 Years

Above the inscription is a carved shell motif, within which a sheep rests on a bale of wheat or wool,
and is holding a tall cross swirled round with a banner. Above this design, a curved stone sweeps
over the top of the gravestone, resting in scrolls at each side. Under each scroll is a small group of
carved rosebuds.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1879
Discussion of style:

This is a finely detailed and well-executed marble gravestone.

HISTORY
This is the grave of the founder of the town of Terowie. This town was established in the early
1870s as a service centre for north-bound traffic. Terowie owes its birth to one man, John Aver
Mitchell; and its subsequent growth and success to its position on a major South Australian
transport route, and later, to its important position within the South Australian rail network. This
latter point is considered in detail in Section 2.3.4 of this report.
John Aver Mitchell (1833-1879) is widely acknowledged to be the founder of Terowie. He and his
family arrived in South Australia in 1847, and settled in the Marrabel area. Mitchell turned his hand
to many things, and lived in various places including Kapunda and Hallett, before establishing
himself in the Terowie area.
In 1872, Mitchell selected Section 158 from the recently proclaimed Hundred of Terowie. This land
had previously been part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well sheep run, the lease of which had been
resumed by the Government and opened for credit selection. Mitchell planted wheat on his land,
but soon turned to other ideas for a livelihood. The growing amount of northward traffic passing
through his section required services, and he is believed to have established an underground
store or possible sly-grog shop at the side of the track as early as 1872.
He soon built two substantial stone buildings close to one another, the Hotel which was licensed
on 7 May 1874 and a chapel which probably served a variety of functions including as a general
meeting place . The hotel and chapel are considered to be Terowie's earliest buildings, but it was
not long before a smithy and store were also constructed near the hotel. To ensure the growth and
success of his infant town, Mitchell donated land and money for a school and a Methodist Chapel,
both of which were erected in 1877.
The fact that the young town of Terowie offered much needed services to the northward traffic, as
well as to the growing number of local settlers, secured its future prosperity. By the end of the
1870s over 500 people had settled in the town . In 1879, Mitchell died, relatively young, and was
much mourned by local residents. He was buried in the local cemetery and a fine gravestone was
erected within an ornate fenced enclosure in the Terowie cemetery.
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STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This fine gravestone commemorates the founder of the town of Terowie.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
commemorating the founder of Terowie.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, namely John Aver Mitchell, founder
of Terowie .

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The gravestone and its enclosing fencing displays cultural significance.

References
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie -A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Hoad, J. L. 1986, Hotels and Publicans in South Australia, 1836-1984, Australian Hotels
Association, Adelaide .
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr H Gray
South Australian Directories
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Tooralie Gorge

J R easley-Smith, 94 Cambridge Terrace, Malvern 5061
CL 425/22
113
Tomkinson
Figure 3.8
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Shepherd's Hut
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Small stone hut with symmetrical facade and shingle gable roof. Facade has central doorway with a
window to either side. The building has a stone chimney, and the only other opening is a small
stone window at the rear.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: c.1850s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a simple pioneering stone shepherd's hut of a type which appears
throughout the pastoral areas of South Australia.

HISTORY
This shepherd's hut is one of many huts which were built in this area in the latter part of the 19th
Century. They were situated in outlying parts of the large pastoral runs, so that shepherds could
maintain and watch the flocks in these areas. Few such huts survive, as they generally became
obsolete with the introduction of fencing and more modern methods of stock control. Also a lot of
these remote dwellings were built of less permanent materials such as wood and corrugated iron.
The shepherd's hut in the Tooralie Gorge survives in reasonable condition, and is an excellent
surviving example of this once common building type. It is located on part of the large pastoral
holdings established by the Hallett brothers in the 1840s and 1850s. The Halletts took up Pastoral
Lease 287 in the 1850s and ran sheep there until the mid-1860s. It is likely that the shepherd's hut
in the Tooralie Gorge was built in the late 1850s or early 1860s. The hut is now privately owned,
and is used as an occasional residence.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is an excellent surviving example of a small remote shepherd hut, an important building type
for the pastoral pioneers of this area.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having association with early pastoral activities in this district.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a small
remote dwelling used as a shepherd's hut during the pioneering pastoral days of the district.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of simple construction techniques typically used for
stone shepherd's huts.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving hut displays cultural significance.
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References

Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
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Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Shepherd's Hut, 1995

Shepherd's Hut, 1995
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near Canowie Belt
M J Sparks, PMB, Whyte-Yarcowie 5420
790/97
139c
Whyte
Figure 3.2
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The former Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church is located at a cross-road, diagonally opposite the
former Yongala Blocks school.
It is a three-bay timber-framed galvanised-iron building with galvanised-iron gabled roof and a small
iron porch. Each gable end has plain timber bargeboards surmounted by simple timber finial. The
three rectangular windows along each side of the building are timber framed with small pivoting
fanlights at the top. Glass is now missing from most openings, and the building is in poor and
neglected condition.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1908
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Mr Rosie.

Discussion of style:

This simple church building closely resembles the galvanised-iron halls
which are erected throughout the area.

HISTORY
The small settlement of Canowie Belt was formed in the first decade of the 20th Century, after the
closure of the Yongala estate. The post office was established in 1902, and a school opened in
April 1904, with the teacher who had been at the Yongala Woolshed School. The Hall was built on
O'Loughlin's land in 1909.
The former Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church is now actually situated very near the original
Canowie Belt settlement, but is located to the south-west, on the western edge of the District
Council of Hallett. The church was originally known as the Yongala Blocks Presbyterian Church,
although it lies in an area which is now called Canowie Belt. It is also the only Presbyterian church to
have been erected in the District Council of Hallett.
The Presbyterian cause was earlier established at Clare (1856), Surra (1859) , Belalie, Jamestown
and Peterborough. Ministers from these major centres visited all accessible parts of the district,
preaching in many local halls, schools and woolsheds. The Jamestown/Belalie minister between
1894 and 1904 was William Gray, well-known for his tireless preaching rounds. After the Yongala
Estate was broken up, the settlement at Canowie Belt was formed with its school being built in
1904. In the same year, Rev Gray established a regular Presbyterian service in the school room.
Other preaching places were also set up at Belalie East and Bundaleer.
The school was eventually considered to be too small for the congregation, so a corner allotment
opposite the school was donated by Mr Schultz as the site of a Presbyterian church. The tender for
the building of this church was won by Mr Rosie, who charged £145.
The church building was opened and dedicated on 30 August 1908, being served by a minister
from Jamestown. In the article on the opening of the Yongala Blocks Church in the October 1908
Presbyterian Banner, the church was described as 'a commodious iron building, lined and ceiled
with wood , 36 by 24 ...'
Due to poor attendance, the Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church was eventually closed in 1965.
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STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is the only Presbyterian Church in the District Council of Hallett and has served an important
part in the lives of the local community.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area,
having been an early established church in Canowie Belt.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, displaying typical construction techniques used for local sheds and halls.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being situated on a corner block in a sparsely populated
area.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The iron church with its porch display cultural significance.

References
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: Mr J Honan
Presbyterian Banner, Oct 1908
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
Scrimgeour R J 1986, Some Scots Were Here, Lutheran Publishing House, Adelaide.
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Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church, 1995

Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church (interior), 1995
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near Terowie
S P Mattey, Box 69, Terowie 5421
2364/47
243
Whyte
Figure 3.2
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Stone homestead complex including large homestead, earlier cottage, round-headed
underground tank, barns, stables, outbuildings and a stone garden wall.
Homestead is stone with brick dressings and a galvanised-iron hipped-gable roof with returnverandah and projecting bay. Other features include brick chimneys, timber verandah posts, some
iron lace-work, and timber frames to openings. Homestead has modern concrete-block bathroom
extension to side.
Other buildings in the complex are stone with galvanised-iron gable roofs.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1870s and 1880s
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

These is an excellent example of a late 19th Century homestead complex,
including many of the buildings required for operating a farm.

HISTORY
The Neathvale homestead complex is situated on what was once the vast pastoral complex known
as Gottlieb's Well. The Gottlieb's Well station was founded by James Logan, one of the early
pastoralists in the Mid-North, about whom little is remembered as he had left for New Zealand by
1860. While in South Australia, he took up Pastoral Lease 26 in 1851, establishing the homestead
by a permanent well on his land, which became known as Gottlieb's Well. This well was situated
about three kilometres to the south of the present township of Terowie.
The growing number of passing travellers led to the establishment of a small town at the well, and
Gottlieb's Well became the earliest town in the District Council of Hallett.
In 1856, the lease was transferred to Alexander McCulloch (c.1810-1890), whose property along
the Gilbert River had been resumed by the Government. McCulloch and his Gottlieb's Well home
became well known for their hospitality.44
However, the pastoral domination of the District Council of Hallett was about to be changed, as runs
were taken over for agricultural settlement. The Hundred of Terowie was proclaimed on 20 July
1871 . Much of land within the proclaimed Hundred was part of McCulloch's Gottlieb's Well run,
Pastoral Lease 26. This lease was resumed by the Government, and the Hundred was surveyed
and divided into Sections by James Elder between April and August 1971. The first selection of
these lands was made on 28 March 1872, when Henry Thomas Mudge, a farmer of Anama, bought
Sections 42 and 43 of the Hundred of Terowie, a total of 230 acres. In the ensuing months, many
other Terowie sections of 'arable' land were also sold to farmers.
The Gottlieb's Well pastoral empire ceased to exist and the settlement at Gottlieb's Well was also
dying due to the success of the neighbour Terowie. In 1872, when John Aver Mitchell purchased
land for a chapel and hotel, establishing the nucleus of the flourishing town of Terowie, he chose
land just to the north of Gottlieb's Well, a move which encouraged travellers to bypass the older
settlement in favour of the services found at Terowie. The siting of the railway station and break-ofgauge at Terowie led to the growth of that town and the corresponding decline of the nearby
Gottlieb's Well settlement.
44 Cockburn, Pastora l Pioneers, p.129
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Eventually the lands of the vast Gottlieb's Well run became broken down into other properties and
the stones of the Gottlieb's Well buildings were used in the construction of the nearby station of
Neathvale. Only the well and a stone and concrete tank remain at the site of Logan's early
homestead.
In the early 1870s land including section 243 was purchased by George Kirkhouse Jenkins, a local
farmer and important local resident. Jenkins built the houses and farm buildings at Neathvale, most
of which would have been completed in the 1870s to 1880s. The Jenkins family remained at
Neathvale until the death of Mr E M Jenkins in the mid-1950s. On 3 November 1954 an article in
Adelaide Stock and Station Journal described the sale of the Neathvale property, including Wonna
and Gottlieb's Well. The property in question was bought by the Mattey family who are still there to
this day. The old homestead is still occasionally used as shearer's quarters.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
It is a good example of a 19th Century farming complex, and has associations with the early
settlement of Gottlieb's Well and the Jenkins family.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
an excellent example of an early farming complex in the Terowie area.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, having a wide
range of stone buildings that were used for farming during the late 19th Century.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, containing a large number of stone buildings which employ good local
construction techniques.

(e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event, having been the home of the
Jenkins' family for eighty years.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving stone buildings and walls within the 19th Century homestead and farming complex
display cultural significance. Later additions such as the concrete-block extension to the
homestead are not considered to display cultural significance.

References
Adelaide Stock and Station Journal, 3 November 1954
Besanko, W. 1977, Historic Terowie- A Pictorial History, Lutheran Publishing House, SA, p. 12.
Cockburn, Rodney 1984, What's in a Name? Nomenclature of South Australia, Ferguson
Publications, Adelaide.
Cockburn, Rodney 1974, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, Lynton Publications, Blackwood.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands -A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Oral: MrS P Mattey, Mr W Besanko
South Australian Directories
Statton, Jill [ed.] 1986, Biographical index of South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian
Genealogy and Heraldry Society, Marden, South Australia.
Thomas, Jan [ed.]1990, South Australians 1836-1885, South Australian Genealogy and Heraldry
Society Inc. , Adelaide.
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Neathvale homestead, 1995

Neathvale homestead, 1995
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Neathvale farm building, 1995

Neathvale stables and barn , 1995
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Canowie Belt Baptist Church
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Canowie Belt
South Australian Baptist Union, 61 Flinders Street, Adelaide 5000
924/74
BK 483L
Whyte
Figure 3.2
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A four-bay stone chapel devoid of roof, with crenellated front entry porch.
The porch at the front has a central arched doorway with double timber doors and fanlight. A single
lancet window is set into the side walls of the porch and is similar to the four larger lancet windows in
the side walls of the main building. The fourth bay extends beyond the wall-line of the other three
bays, thereby developing aT- shaped plan with the porch at the base.
The building features sand-stone walls and plinth with brick quoins. A brick string course is set high
in the wall and circles the entire building. Of particular interest is the brick crenellations of the porch.
The roof of the main building , now lost, appears to have been steeply gabled with cross gable at
the fourth bay. The upper portion of the gable at the front may have been timber at one time.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction : 1918.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

This is a well-detailed and carefully constructed building with simplified
Gothic detailing. It is not a typical example of a Baptist Church, as they often
preferred even simpler buildings with classical detailing.

HISTORY
The small settlement of Canowie Belt was founded after 1902, the year in which the Yongala sheep
station was purchased by the Government and subdivided into farm blocks. A post office was
established there in 1902 and the school opened in April 1904, with the teacher who had been at
the Yongala Woolshed School.
A group of Baptists settled in the area and were encouraged by the Baptist community at
Jamestown and by the enthusiastic Mr Jamieson to build their own church in 1907. The first church
of wood and iron was replaced by a substantial and well-detailed stone church in 1918 and the now
disused shell is still standing.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is one of only two Baptist Churches surviving in the Hallett area and demonstrates the
optimism of the local Baptist community in the early 20th Century who built a large, carefully detailed
church in a sparsely populated area.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
one of two surviving Baptist Churches in the district, set up at a time when there was a large
number of Baptists in the area.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents, particularly local Baptists.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a well-detailed and proportioned brick church of quality construction.
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Canowie Belt Baptist Church
(f)

H: 68

it is a notable landmark in the area, being one of the few buildings in the sparsely populated
settlement of Canowie Belt.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving church building displays cultural significance.

References
Cooper, L T 1975, Changing Boundaries, the author, Jamestown.
Hill, Rev Dr A C 1963, Still thy church extend, Australian Baptist Publishing House, Sydney.
Hughes, Rev H E 1937, Our First Hundred Years - The Baptist Church of South Australia, South
Australian Baptist Union, Adelaide.
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
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Canowie Belt Baptist Church

H: 68

Canowie Belt Baptist Church, 1995

Canowie Belt Baptist Church, 1995
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Canowie Belt Hall

H: 69

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners

CT

Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Canowie Belt
D K and G E Sparks , c/o Whyte-Yarcowie Post Office, Whyte-Yarcowie 5420
832/76
Lot 29
500A
Whyte
Figure 3.2

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil

Nil

Nil

85/15, 16
H: 69

3 pages
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H: 69

Canowie Belt Hall
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A four-bay corrugated-iron hall with iron porch and a stone and brick addition to the rear.

The hall is a timber-framed building with galvanised-iron cladding and gable roof. Along each of its
sides are four equally-spaced, high, rectangular, multi-paned windows, while at the front is an
enclosed porch with dual-side access into the hall. A sunshade extends out over each window.
The stone additions at the rear have a skillion roof, small square shaped windows, and brick quoins.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1909.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

Typical of many rural Australian community halls, the building is simply an allpurpose space for use by community groups. One point of interest is the
use of two typical local construction methods, timber-framed corrugated-iron
for the hall, and stone for the kitchen extension.

HISTORY
The small settlement of Canowie Belt was formed in the first decade of the 20th Century, after the
closure of the Yongala estate. The post office was established in 1902, and soon afterwards the
school opened in April 1904, with the teacher who had been at the Yongala Woolshed School.
The Hall was built on land donated by the O'Loughlin family in 1909.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is an excellent example of a rural corrugated-iron hall, also displaying stone and brick
construction in its kitchen wing. It is one of the few surviving public buildings in the Canowie Belt
settlement, and has played an important part in the lives of the local community.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
a hall constructed for the social gatherings of surroundings residents.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being used for a
variety of local events.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a typical example of construction of local halls in the Mid-North.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, having a position on a corner block in a sparsely populated
area.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The iron building with its iron porch and stone extension displays cultural significance.
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Canowie Belt Hall

H: 69

References
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide .
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories

Canowie Belt Hall, 1995
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Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church

H: 72

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Fifth Street
Whyte-Yarcowie
Uniting Church in Australia Property Trust, 33 Pirie Street , Adelaide 5000
3968/138
Part Lot 50
Whyte
Figure 3.2

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Reg lster Report

Danvers Architects

Nil
Nil

SHR No

Nil

242/36, 243/0
H: 72
3 pages
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Whyte-Varcowie Uniting Church

H: 72

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
A stone chapel with simple rectangular plan, galvanised-iron gable roof and additions to the rear.
Centred on its front facade, the chapel has an enclosed entry porch, with side access by a single
arched doorway. At the front a small circular window is set within the gable. On either side of the
porch is a single multi-paned round-arched window matching the two in the side walls of the
building. The stone of the front facade and porch has been painted, while the stone surface of the
side walls remain unpainted. Rendered quoins are at each of the building corners and surround
the openings in the walls.
To the rear of the church is a stone addition extending past, and with detailing similar to, that of the
main building. A single doorway in the addition, abutting the side wall of the church, faces toward
the front and a smaller arched window is set within its side wall. This extension has a simple
galvanised-iron skillion roof and painted quoins.

ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1877.
Architect/Designer:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

The style of this church is simplified Victorian Romanesque, and is very
similar to the Chapel at Hallett, built three years later.

HISTORY
The town of Whyte-Yarcowie was surveyed in 1877. Like its neighbouring town of Terowie, the
majority of local Methodists were Wesleyans, and thus the first chapel erected in the town of WhyteYarcowie was Wesleyan, erected in 1877, the year of establishment. The church was built to seat
one hundred people , and was used regularly for services and Sunday School.
In 1900, Methodist Union caused the Chapel to become a Methodist one, and it is now the local
Uniting Church, part of the Peterborough circuit.

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is the earliest surviving church in the District Council of Hallett and has played a significant part
in the lives of local residents.

RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the oldest surviving church in the District Council of Hallett, and having been built in the year
of its town's survey.

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a local place
of worship which was an important part of life for the early settlers in the area.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being a good example of simple church building.
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Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church

H: 72

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The original stone church with attached stone extension displays cultural significance .

References
Apperly, R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p .76
LTO Records
Manning, Geoffrey H 1990, Manning's place names of South Australia, the author, Adelaide .
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands- A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association , Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
South Australian Directories
Woods, Anita 1980, Petersburg and Beyond: a history of pioneering Methodists in the north east
of South Australia, Peterborough Uniting Church Centenary Committee,
Peterborough.

Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church, 1995
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Former Catholic Church

H: 73

LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Fourth Street
Whyte-Yarcowie
C E Reynolds, c/o Post Office, Whyte-Yarcowie 5420
2274/ 123
46
Whyte
Figure 3.2

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Reg lster Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

11 /1,2
H: 73

Nil

3 pages
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H: 73

Former Catholic Church
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Imposing church building set on a corner block just outside the boundary of the proposed WhyteYarcowie Historic Conservation Zone.
The stone church has a corrugated-iron gabled roof with stone capped parapet, as does the central
font porch. There are also two gabled porches to the southern side of the building with stone
coping to gables. All gables are surmounted by stone crosses . Other features include stone
plinth, lancet windows, buttresses and rendered quoins around openings. Front gable also
contains ventilator bricks in shape of a cross.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: 1929
ArchitecUDesigner:

Unknown.

Builder:

Unknown.

Discussion of style:

The form of this church is more complex than is usual in small rural
settlements, and an effort has been made to keep all features consistently
styled. Use of pointed gables with crosses is particularly liberal. A lot of
optimism was behind the building of this church, more so than any other in
the district.

HISTORY
There are early records of the Roman Catholic faith in the Hallett area. As early as 1861, a priest
from Sevenhill visited the settlement at Gottlieb's Well and returned in subsequent years for various
services, mostly baptisms. Services were usually conducted in private homes and some
parishioners would travel to Burra on occasion.
The earliest Catholic church building to be erected in the area was the timber-framed WhyteYarcowie church of 1875, foundation stone laid by Bishop Reynolds on 21 November 1875.
In 1929 this was replaced by a substantial stone structure named the Church of St Simon and St
Jude. The building cost £2,200 to construct and services were held by Father Hentschke from
Jamestown held services there. In the 1940s the church was administered from Jamestown and
was eventually closed in 1960. The building has since been occasionally used as a residence.
STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE
This is an imposing and carefully-designed building which has played an important part in the lives
of the local Catholic community.
RELEVANT CRITERIA
(a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local area, being
the only purpose-built Catholic church to survive in the area.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to
the local area, being the largest and most detailed building in Whyte-Yarcowie.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, being the largest and most dominant building in WhyteYarcowie, and being set on a corner block in a sparsely populated part of the town.
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Former Catholic Church

H: 73

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The surviving stone church building displays cultural significance.

References
Apperly , R. et al, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and
Robertson, Australia, p .76
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands -A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie .
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.

Former Catholic Church , 1995
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H: 77

Whyte-Varcowie Hotel
LOCATION
Address
Town
Owners
CT
Allotment No
Section
Hundred
Map Reference

Second Street
Whyte-Yarcowie
M A and D J Bird, c/o Post Office, Whyte-Yarcowie 5420
326/84
75 & 77
Whyte
Figure 3.2

State Heritage Status
Other Assessments
Film/Neg No
Register Report

Danvers Architects

SHR No

Nil
Nil

Nil

243/9 ,10

H: 77

3 pages
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Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel

H: 77

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Travellers on the Barrier Highway pass close to the hotel, which is a visual outpost of the small town
of Whyte-Yarcowie . The hotel is situated in a corner of the proposed Whyte-Yarcowie Historic
Conservation Zone.
Single-storey stone hotel with corrugated iron hipped gable roof. Symmetrical facade has central
gable with the eaves resting on corbels. Details include a verandah along the front of the hotel,
brick chimneys and a skillion-roofed stone outbuilding to rear.
ARCHITECTURAL

ASSESSMENT

Date of Construction: c.1882
Discussion of style :

This stone and brick hotel with its symmetrical facade and corrugated-iron
roof displays details and design which is typical of hotels of the Mid-North.

HISTORY

Whyte-Yarcowie once supported two hotels, although now only one remains. The Yarcowie Hotel
operated between 1875 and 1893. For a short time in 1882 this hotel was also known as the
Globe, but soon reverted to its original name.
The only surviving hotel in the town was the second one to be built, the Commercial Hotel. This
opened in about 1881 and still operates on the Main Road. Confusingly, it was renamed the
Yarcowie Hotel in 1974, and is now known as the Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel.

wa~

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE

This is an important local landmark and has played an important part in the lives of the local
community.
RELEVANT CRITERIA

(b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area, being a local hotel
which formed part of the lives of the community.

(c)

it has played an important part in the lives of local residents.

(f)

it is a notable landmark in the area, as it is positioned at the edge of the township, adjacent to
the busy Barrier Highway.

FABRIC WHICH DISPLAYS CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

The stone hotel and its stone outbuilding to the rear display cultural significance.

References
Hoad, J. L. 1986, Hotels and Publicans in South Australia, 1836-1984, Australian Hotels
Association, Adelaide.
LTO Records
Mattey, R. 1968, Deceptive Lands - A History of Terowie and Surrounding Hundreds in the MidNorth of South Australia, South Australian Country Women's Association, Terowie.
Mortlock Library of South Australiana
Richards, Marlene 1977, Hallett: a history of town and district, the author, Hallett.
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Whyte-Varcowie Hotel

H: 77

Hotel (showing side and outbuilding to rear), 1995
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SUMMARY OF HERITAGE PLACES

The following is a list of places identified during the fieldwork. This list forms the basis from which
recommendations for State Heritage Area, Historic Conservation Zones and State and local
heritage places. This list includes places currently entered in the State Heritage Register, places
recommended for the Register and places considered to be of local heritage value.
Other places listed were considered to be of some architectural or streetscape value and are
representative of the range of architectural styles and detailing found throughout the survey area.
PLACE NO:

This refers to the place's location on the maps.

PLACE:

This is the name of the place in current use or as generally known.
Otherwise it is a short descriptive name or its best known former historical
name.

LOT:

Allotment number of the place

SECTION/STREET:

In the case of places outside towns, the number of their Section will be
listed. In the case of places in towns, the Street Name will be listed.

HUNDRED/TOWN:

In the case of places outside towns, the hundred will be listed followed by
an (H) to distinguish it from towns of the same name. Those places within
towns have the name of the town listed with a (T) to distinguish the town
name from the hundred.

CURRENT STATUS:

This refers to the recognition already given to the place on formal and
informal registers.

RECOMMENDATION:

SHR

State Heritage Register

RNE

Register of the National Estate

NT

National Trust of South Australia (File List)

NTR

National Trust of South Australia (Recorded List)

NTC

National Trust of South Australia (Classified List)

The status of the place given by this Survey.
R

Currently Registered in the State Heritage Register

S

Places nominated by this Survey for the State Heritage Register

L

Places of local heritage value to the District Council of Hallett

SHA

Places included in the proposed State Heritage Area (not
recommended individually)

HCZ

Places included in the proposed Historic Conservation Zone
(not recommended individually)
Places considered but not recommended as local heritage
places (See Appendix C for further details)
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Lot

Section / Street Hundred/

Status Recn

Town

no.

s

1

Cappeedee Homestead & Woolshed

320

Anne (H)

2

Lorraine

468

Anne (H)

3

Willalo Hall

482A

Anne (H)

L

4

Former Methodist Chapel

529

Anne (H)

L

5

Ulooloo Homesteads, Dairies & Hut

302/307

Hallett (H)

6

Mount Bryan East School

431

Hallett (H)

7

Willogoleeche Woolshed

500

Hallett (H)

8

Petherton

539

Hallett (H)

9

Former Chapel, Mt Bryan East

633C

Hallett (H)

10

Ulooloo Goldfields, diggings

650

Hallett (H)

11

Wallinga Homestead and Grave

68

Hallett (H)

L

12

Wilkins House

82

Hallett (H)

L

13

Hallett Grandstand

Oval

188

Hallett (T)

L

14

Hallett Catholic Church

23

Alfred Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

15

Hallett Post Office

34

Alfred Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

16

Former General Store

46

Alfred Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

17

Hallett War Memorial

47

Alfred Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

18

Hallett Council Chambers

47

Alfred Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

19

Wildongoleeche Hotel

357

DP 30962

Hallett (T)

L

20

Williams· Store

48

Jessie Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

21

Former Police Station and Cells

33

John Street

Hallett (T)

22

Hallett Uniting Church

80

John Street

Hallett (T)

23

Hallett Primary School

64&69 John Street

Hallett (T)

24

Former Hallett Institute

Pt 75

Julia Street

Hallett (T)

HCZ

25

Hallett Railway Station

Pt 153

Hallett (T)

L

26

Gates to Recreation Ground

West Terrace

Hallett (T)

HCZ

27

Ketchowla Woolshed & Homestead

39

Ketchowla (H)

s

28

Pulpara Woolshed

61

Ketchowla (H)

L

29

Gottlieb's Well

130

Terowie (H)

30

Former Smokehouse

248/249

Terowie (H)

31

Ulooloo Millers Hut

25/26

Terowie (H)

32

Mungibbie Homestead

403

Terowie (H)

s
s
s

33

Bridge

419

Terowie (H)

L

34

Whyte-Yarcowie Cemetery

441

Terowie (H)

L

35

Cell Block

444/ 445

Terowie (T)

s

36

Terowie War Memorial

Besanko St

Terowie (T)

SHA

37

Terowie Institute

4

Main Street

Terowie (T)

NTRL

L

38

Group of three shops

7

Main Street

Terowie (T)

NT

SHA

39

Simpson Brothers' Store

10

Main Street

Terowie (T)

NT

SHA

404
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Ref Place

Lot

no.

Section/

Hundred/

Street

Town

Status Recn

40

Former National Bank

39

Main Street

Terowie (T)

41

E Sand A Bank

47

Main Street

Terowie (T)

42

Imperial Hotel

1 ,2,3

Main Street

Terowie (T)

43

Terowie Catholic Church

167

Main Street

Terowie (T)

NT

L

44

Former Police Station

254

Main Street

Terowie (T)

NT

SHA

45

Former Eye Hospital

257

Main Street

Terowie (T)

46

Terowie Primary School

453

Main Street

Terowie (T)

47

Former Regimental Aid Post

444

Main Street

Terowie (T)

SHA

48

Former Coffee Palace

520

Main Street

Terowie (T)

SHA

49

Ford Brothers' Store

527

Main Street

Terowie (T)

SHR

50

T erowie Hotel

39,40 Main Street

Terowie (T)

NTRL

s
s

51

Former Uniting Church and Hall

20

Mitchell Street

Terowie (T)

NTRL

L

52

Terowie Anglican Church

26

Mitchell Street

Terowie (T)

NTRL

SHA

53

Former Baptist Church

29

Mitchell Street

Terowie (T)

NTRL

L

54

Former Terowie Hospital

131

Mitchell Street

Terowie (T)

SHA

55

Former St Joseph's Convent

276

Mitchell Street

Terowie (T)

SHA

56

T erowie Railway Station

412

Railway Reserve

Terowie (T)

57

Foreman's House

412

Railway Reserve

Terowie (T)

SHA

58

Ammunition Bunker

412

Railway Reserve

Terowie (T)

SHA

59

Foreman's House

468

Railway Reserve

Terowie (T)

SHA

60

Former Post Office

439

Railway Terrace

Terowie (T)

SHA

61

Grave of JA Mitchell

415

Terowie Cemetery Terowie (T)

62

Piltimittiappa Homestead

227

Tomkinson (H)

63

Dare Graves

227

Tomkinson (H)

64

Collinsville Homestead Complex

278

Tomkinson (H)

65

Shepherd's Hut

113

Tomkinson (H)

L

66

Canowie Belt Presbyterian Church

139c

Whyte (H)

L

67

Neathvale Homestead Complex

243

Whyte (H)

L

68

Canowie Belt Baptist Church

483

Whyte (H)

L

69

Canowie Belt Hall

500A

Whyte (H)

L

70

Yongala Vale School house

572

Whyte (H)

71

Whyte-Yarcowie School

26

Fifth Street

Whyte-Yarcowie NT

HCZ

72

Whyte-Yarcowie Uniting Church

Pt 50

Fifth Street

Whyte-Yarcowie

L

73

Former Catholic Church

46

Fourth Street

Whyte-Yarcowie

L

74

Former Shop

72

Main Road

Whyte-Yarcowie

HCZ

75

Former Police Station and Cells

85

Main Road

Whyte-Yarcowie NT

HCZ

76

Whyte-Yarcowie Post Office

86

Main Road

Whyte-Yarcowie

HCZ

77

Whyte-Yarcowie Hotel

75177 Second Street

Whyte-Yarcowie

L

78

Pandappa homestead

Danvers Architects
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APPENDIX 8
Archival photographs held In the Mortlock Library of South Australlana
TEROWIE
B8720
B16617

Post Office, 1933
Post Office 1925

B8717
B31175

Railway Station, c.1930
Railway Station, 1920

B9014
B32928

T erowie Hotel, c.1890
Terowie Hotel, 1909

B32922
B32972

E S and A Bank, 1909
E S and A Bank, 1884

B32962

B H and A R Tuck's Shop, 1909

B53281

Printing Office, 1896

B53282

Main Street, 1984

HALLETT
B19859

Bowling Club, 1969

B19860

RSL Hall, 1969

B19861

Post Office, 1969

B19862

Public School, 1969

B19863

Methodist Church and Kindergarten, 1969

B19864

Council Office, 1969

B19865

Anglican Church, 1969

B19866

Wildongoleeche Hotel, 1969

B19867

EFS Station, 1969

B19868

Railway station, 1969

B19869

Weighbridge, 1969

B19870

Silo, 1969

B19871
B19872
B19873

General view, 1969
House, 1969
Shops, 1969

COLLINSVILLE
B22681

Milking shed and outbuildings, c.1935
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APPENDIX C
Places considered but not recommended for the Local Heritage Register
Lorraine

H: 1

This is a fine example of an early homestead with associated outbuildings connected with pastoral
and farming activity. However, it not considered to display sufficient historical or architectural
significance to be recommended for the Local Heritage Register.

H: 8

Petherton

The Petherton homestead and associated early pastoral buildings are considered to be of
significance as a place associated with George Hiles. However, after being badly damaged by fire,
and having been subsequently renovated, the homestead is not considered to display enough of
its original fabric, construction and way of life. The Mungibbie Homestead has been proposed for
entry in the State Heritage Register, partly because of its early associations with Hiles.

H: 10

Ulooloo Goldfields

The Ulooloo goldfields are of significance as the site of over a hundred years of gold mining,
However, mining operations were spread along various creeks in the area, and no place was
identified as displaying a suitable level of identifiable and manageable cultural significance .

H: 29

Gottlieb's Well

Is of historical significance as the site of the earliest town in the district. However, apart from a
surviving well and tank, the site has little remaining fabric to demonstrate this significance.

H: 63

Dare Graves at Piltlmlttlappa

These graves are of local interest, but were not considered to sufficiently meet the criteria for local
heritage listing.

Yongala Vale Schoolhouse

H: 70

The Yongala Vale Schoolhouse lies adjacent to the site of the former school, now commemorated
by a plaque . The schoolhouse by itself is not considered to demonstrate the same level of
significance as would have been provided by the school, had it survived.
H: 78

Pandappa Homestead

This homestead complex is of significance for its associations with important South Australian
pastoralist and agricultural benefactor Peter Waite. However, the surviving homestead complex
buildings are in poor condition, and are not considered to display the same level of significance as
other surviving properties connected with Peter Waite.
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APPENDIX D
Analysis of proposed State Heritage Area and Historic Conservation zones
The following analysis is based on Maps 6.1 , 8.1 and 8.2. Lot numbers are based on the survey
observations. An attempt has been made to gauge the position of each item on the maps
provided. However, it may not always be clear which building within a lot is referred to, and in some
cases the lot number has been approximated. For ease of interpretation, all places have been
recorded in strict order according to their position in the street.
The contribution of each place to the historic, architectural and aesthetic character of the zone falls
into six categories, which are as follows:
State

Recommended for entry in the State Heritage Register;

Local

Recommended for inclusion in the Local Heritage Register;

high contrib.

Highly contributory to the character of the zone.
Should be retained and maintained;

contrib.

Contributes to the character of the zone.
Should be retained where possible;

non contrib.

Does not particularly contribute to the special character of the zone, and could be
removed .

Terowle State Heritage Area

Street

Side

Place

Lot/Sn

Category

Frederick Street

north

residence

267

high contrib.

Hoskin Street (north end)

west

residence

pt 245

high contrib.

Hoskin Street

west

residence

pt 245

high contrib.

Hoskin Street

west

residence

pt 249

high contrib.

Hoskin Street

west

residence

pt 249

high contrib.

Hoskin Street (south end)

west

residence

pt 251

high contrib.

Hoskin Street (north end)

east

residence

91

high contrib.

Hoskin Street

east

residence

161

high contrib.

Hoskin Street

east

residence

216

high contrib.

Hoskin Street (south end)

east

residence

221

high contrib.

Main Street (north end)

west

residence

306

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

305

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

303

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

261

high contrib.
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Street

Side

Place

Lot / Sn

Category

Main Street

west

residence

260

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

259

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

258

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

257

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

255

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

254

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

Main Street

west

hotel

3

local

Main Street

west

Institute

4

local

Main Street

west

shop/residence

6

high contrib.

Main Street

west

shops

7

high contrib.

Main Street

west

shop

8

high contrib.

Main Street

west

shop

pt 9

high contrib.

Main Street

west

shop

pt 9

contrib.

Main Street

west

shop/residence

10

high contrib.

Main Street

west

shop/residence

pt 39

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

pt 39

high contrib.

Main Street

west

hotel

pt 40

State

Main Street

west

shop

pt 40

contrib.

Main Street

west

bank

41

State

Main Street

west

shop

pt 42

contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

45

high contrib.

Main Street

west

residence

46

high contrib .

Main Street

west

church

pt 453

local

Main Street (south end)

west

school

pt 453

local

Main Street (north end)

east

monument

Besanko St high contrib.

Main Street

east

hall

pt 451

high contrib.

Main Street

east

shop/ residence

pt 527

State

Main Street

east

shop/ residence

pt 525

high contrib.

Main Street

east

shop/residence

pt 524

high contrib .

Main Street

east

shop/residence

pt 523

high contrib.

Main Street

east

shop/residence

pt 522

high contrib.

Main Street

east

garage

pt 521

non contrib.

Main Street

east

shop/residence

pt 520

high contrib.

Main Street

east

shop/residence

pt 514

high contrib .

Main Street (south end)

east

shop/residence

pt 512

high contrib .
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Street

Side

Place

Lot / Sn

Category

Mitchell Street (north end)

west

residence

325

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

280

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

278

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

hall

276

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

church and hall

20

local

Mitchell Street

west

residence

22

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

23

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

24

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

church

26

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

church

29

local

Mitchell Street

west

residence

54

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

56

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

57

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

58

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

59

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

60

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

61

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

62

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

64

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

122

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

125

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

126

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

128

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

129

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

west

residence

131

high contrib.

Mitchell Street (south end)

west

residence

180

high contrib.

Mitchell Street (north end)

east

residence

265

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

east

residence

12

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

east

residence

15

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

east

residence

pt 19

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

east

residence

pt 19

high contrib.

Mitchell Street

east

residence

pt 50

high contrib.

Mitchell Street (south end)

east

residence

193

high contrib.

Packer Street (north end)

west

residence

78

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

79

high contrib.
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Street

Side

Place

Lot/Sn

Category

Packer Street

west

residence

80

high contrib .

Packer Street

west

residence

81

high contrib .

Packer Street

west

residence

84

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

86

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

88

high contrib .

Packer Street

west

residence

89

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

144

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

146

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

148

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

150

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

198

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

199

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

200

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

201

high contrib.

Packer Street

west

residence

203

high contrib.

Packer Street (south end)

west

residence

204

high contrib.

Packer Street (north end)

east

residence

337

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

294

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

290

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

30

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

66

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

69

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

73

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

75

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

77

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

135

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

136

high contrib.

Packer Street

east

residence

184

high contrib.

Packer Street (south end)

east

residence

189

high contrib.

Railway Reserve

north

bunker

pt 412

high contrib.

Railway Reserve

west

station building

pt 412

State

Railway Reserve

west

station building

pt 412

State

Railway Reserve

west

platform

pt 412

State

Railway Reserve

east

water tower

pt 412

high contrib.

Railway Reserve

south

residence

pt 412

high contrib.

Railway Reserve

south

residence

pt 468

high contrib.
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Street

Side

Place

Lot/Sn

Category

Railway Terrace West

west

residence

pt 439

high contrib.

Terowie Oval

west

fire station

pt444

non contrib .

Terowie Oval

west

shed

pt 444

high contrib.

T erowie Oval

south-east

Cell block

pt 444

State

Hallett Historic Conservation Zone

Street

Side

Place

Lot

Category

Alfred Street (north end)

west

church

23

high contrib.

Alfred Street

west

26

non contrib.

Alfred Street

west

residence

35

high contrib.

Alfred Street

west

residence

38

high contrib.

Alfred Street

west

hall

47

high contrib.

Alfred Street

west

monument

pt 47

high contrib.

Alfred Street

west

shop/garage

50

non contrib.

Alfred Street (south end)

west

residence

62

high contrib.

Alfred Street (north end)

east

residence

22

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

residence

27

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

post office

34

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

residence

pt 39

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

residence

pt 39

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

shed

pt 46

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

residence

pt 46

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

shop

pt 46

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

pt 51

non contrib .

Alfred Street

east

58

non contrib.

Alfred Street

east

Institute

75

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

residence

pt 82

high contrib.

Alfred Street

east

shed

pt 82

contrib.

East Terrace (north end)

west

residence

42

high contrib.

East Terrace

west

residence

43

high contrib.

East Terrace (south end)

west

wall

95, 96

high contrib.

Jessie Street (west end)

north

residence

48

high contrib.

Jessie Street

north

pt48

non contrib.

Jessie Street (east end)

north

pt 46

high contrib.
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Street

Side

Place

Lot/Sn

Category

Jessie Street (west end)

south

residence

pt 49

high contrib.

Jessie Street

south

pt 49

non contrib.

Jessie Street

south

pt 50

non contrib.

Jessie Street (east end)

south

residence

pt 51

high contrib.

John Street (north end)

west

residence & cells

33

high contrib.

John Street

west

residence

52

high contrib.

John Street (south end)

west

school

69

local

John Street (north end)

east

residence

20

high contrib.

John Street

east

residence

53

high contrib.

John Street

east

residence

68

contrib.

John Street

east

residence

77

non contrib.

John Street

east

church

80

local

John Street (south end)

east

hall

80

high contrib.

Julia Street

south

church

pt 75

high contrib.

John Street (south end)

east

church

80

local

West Terrace (north end)

west

gates

189

high contrib.

West Terrace

east

residence

12

high contrib.

West Terrace

east

residence

13

high contrib.

West Terrace

east

residence

24

high contrib.

West Terrace

east

residence

25

high contrib.

West Terrace

east

residence

37

high contrib .
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Whyte- Yarcowle Historic Conservation Zone

Street

Side

Item

Lot

Category

Fifth Street (north end)

east

school

26

high contrib.

Fifth Street

east

residence

47

contrib.

Fifth Street

east

church

pt 50

local

Fifth Street (south end)

east

residence

63

high contrib.

Main Road (north end)

west

shop/residence

72

high contrib.

Main Road

west

hall

79

high contrib.

Main Road (south end)

west

post agency/ residence

79

high contrib.

Main Road (north end)

east

shop/residence

44

high contrib.

Main Road

east

residence

69

high contrib.

Main Road (south end)

east

residence and cells

85

high contrib.

Second Street (west end)

north

residence

60

high contrib.

Second Street (west end)

south

hotel and outbuildings

75

local

Second Street (east end)

south

residence

73

high contrib.
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